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ANNOTATrION

This book is devoted to magnetohydrodvnamics, a new, rapidlY developing branch
of scien~ce, and to its applications in marine engineering.

The book describes the state of the art in rnagiietoh -vdvod\vnainlc!. and the devices
operating on this principle. Magnetohydrodyn-amic effects. prOducedI IM illCntiction be-
tween incompressible conducting liquid and 'a transverse magnietic field ;in., c.\amined.
Elements of theory, design and operating cbaraictcristics of nngnetic flIAI meters.
electromagnetic pumps. MHD generators, shipboard MHD engines and MHD power
units for the transportation industry tire presented.

Much attention is devoted to original experimental studies. The book is based on
published data of Soviet and foreign scientists, as well as on studies by its authors.

The book is intended for scientific workers and engineers of the shipbuilding In-
dustry and related areas. It can also be useful to graduate and undergraduate -students
of the applicable specialties.
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FOREWORD

While magnetohydrodynamics is still a very new science, it has become extremely
popular because of the wide possibilities for its prospective engineering applications.

Among such applications are controlled thermonuclear reactions, plasma engines
for space ships, direct conversion of thermal into electric energy, transportation, and
measurement of flow of conducting liquids. These applications constitute a very incom-
plete list of problems whose solution is related to development of magnetohydrodynamics.

The magnetohydrodynamics of incompressible fluids, as magnetoplasma dynamics
or plasma physics, has by now become a separate branch of science and many of its
engineering applications are already used in various branches of industry.

E.tensive studies have been conducted during the past several years of the feasi-
bility of using MHD devices and units in the transportation industry, in particular, for
seagoing vessels. The results obtained thus far are promising.

Practical solution of this problem requires that the relationships governing mag-
netohydrodynamics and its possible engineering application in ship propulsion be well
understood by a wide range of scientific workers, engineers and designers. So far,
these problems have not been generalized in a monograph.

The book by L. G. Vasil'yev and A. 1. Khozhainov, which Is hereby offered to the
reader, is the first of such monographs. Its distinguishing feature is the fact that it
examines simultaneously the theoretical and experimental magnetohydrodynamics of
viscous incompressible fluids and its engineering applications. The book presents MHD
equa t ions and examines MtlD phenomena occurring in a flow of conducting fluid, phe-
nomena which follow from the solution of several well known problems of classical
hydrodynamics.

The present authors describe elements of theory, design and operating character-
istics of MHD measuring devices, electromagnetic pumps, MHD engines and power units
employing MHD generators. Because of the relative complexity of the theory of MHD
phenomena and devices, which are based on a simultaneous employment of a system of
hydrodynamic and electrodynamic equations, and striving to produce a monograph access-
ible to a wide range of specialists, the present authors have paid particular attention to
the physics of the pho~omena and to the operating principles of MHD devices.

FTD-HT.-23-237-69



The extensive list of rfrI)CO .,. ah)lcn' dcto theV I)OOk Will cnal)IL :1 I r101T, t .NAtIMix.
familiarization with individual aspects of the M111) piblem.

The book will be usfal to a wide range of specialists who are interested in the
use of MI-ID relationships in shipbuilding and marine engineering. It can also be rec-
ommended as ai textbook for students of the applicable specialties.

Professor A.N. Patrashev
Honored Scientist of the RSFSR
Doctor of Technical Sciences
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-' AUTHOR'S FOREWORD

This book attempts to present the main achievements of theoretical and ex)eri-
mental magnetohydrodynamics of incompressible conductive fluids as applied to flow
in channels and past bodies, as well as to familiarize the reader with the theory and
design of MHD devices pertaining to future marine power plants. The wide range of
the topic and the space limitations inherent in a book resulted in certain difficulties
in writing it. The authors will be grateful to the readers for all the critical remarks
and requests.

The authors wish to express their profound appreciation to Professor P. S.
Petukhov and Candidate of Technical Sciences G. V. Genin for their comments on the
book's general outline, as well as to Candidate of Technical Sciences L. M. Korsunskiy,
Doctor of Technical Sciences N.M. Okhremenko and Candidate of Plxysical-Mathemat-
ical Sciences A. G. Ryabinin, who have critically reviewed individual chapters.

Particular thanks are due to the overall reviewer of this book, the Correspond-
ing Member of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences Professor I. L. Povkh, for his
recommendations and for supplying data which aided in improving the book.

L. G. Vasil'vev and A. 1. Khozhainov
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INTRODUCTION

Magnetohydrodynamics is a new scientific discipline which has been rapidly de-
veloping during the past 10-15 years. It deals with the motion of conducting liquids and
gases in the presence of electromagnetic fields. This motion is accompanied by the
so-called magnetohydrodynamic effects, which in turn can be used for acting upon the
conducting media.

Initially. the primary concern of magnetohydrodynamics was the study if cosmic
phenomena. Because of its high temperature, stellar matter and the interstellar gas
constitute a highly ionized plasma, i.e.. a good conductor of eleclricity. The p)resence
of large magnetic fields in the outer space does under these concii ons produCL strong
magnetohydrodynamic effects.

Recently, the high interest in MHD (magnetohydrodynanlics) has l:-cco-ni due to
the newly-apparent possibilities of MHD under conditions prevailing on earth). Thus.
MHD phenomena are involved in the control of thermonuclear reactions, where a high-
temperature plasma interacts with a magnetic field. In this case the mageCtic field is
used for heating the plasma to the temperature of the onset of the reaction (several tens
of millions of degrees), and for maintaining it in a stable state. Solution of this prob-
lem will provide mankind with a - irtually inexhaustible energy source.

Of tremendous interest is also the problem of direct conversion of heat to clec-
tricitv. the solution of which is e:.pected to come about from the application of mnigneto-
gasdvnamic phenomena. MHD generators, just as ordinary electrical machines, er-
body the principle of electromagnetic induction during motion of low-temperature elec-
trically conducting plasma (T°C ! 2000-3000) through a transverse magnetic field, but
have appreciable advantages over the common electrical machines, in that they can de-
liver high power at higher efficiencies. In the future they could be used as the primary
power sources for interplanetary, air, overwater and undervatcr propulsion systems.

There also are many other interesting applications of interaction of a plasma with
a magnetic field for purposes of solving important engineering problems. These include
atmospheric reentry of intercontinental ballistic missiles, development of plasma jet
engines, and so forth.

Recently, that area of MHD which is concerned with the interaction of plasma with
a magnetic field has acquired the frequently used name of magnetoplasmadynamics.

I IT' I ,



V:tr ,I-II S ('11"i iL'LVi1g aI)I)] aic iolS l llu(g1(cto1)Ia smadyna iis have been widely dis-
,..Used i:! ,S'vi a n-I h'oreigl pul)lications. I1 Ma international :yml)OSia. conffrences
and mcctii s , -'' : r1.1 i Soci t ie were deVOtc 1o these I ro leIs.

Along with the extremely important problems of magnetoplasmadynamics, the
research and development of MHD devices employing conducting liquids (liquid metals,
electrolytes, sea water) has also become very important. Tndividual units employing
this phenomenon are already in practical use. These devices are most advantageous
in nuclear power engineering.

Conversion of nuclear into thermal energy in an atomic reactor, with removal of
the generated heat by a carrier fluid Icoolanti and its transfer in a heat exchanger to
a third fluid is now the basic mode of operation of nuclear power installations. Among
the most important coolants are liquid imtals. which permit the use of efficient, low-
pressure circulation systems. Such circulation loops could also employ MHD devices
(electromagnetic pumps. low-power MHD generators, magnetic flometers, etc.).

The advantages o)f the, Vari,.ous MHD devices over their corresponding mechanical
and electromechanical equivalents are the absence of rotating parts, complete airtight-
ness, noiseless opration. coinpactne ss, as well as simplicity of design and of opera-
tion. These advantages become particularly valuable when MHD devices are contem-
plated for use in future marine nuclear power plants in conjunction with liquid metal
coolants.

Since sea water is a conducting medium, ships could also use MHD propulsion
and many special measuring devices (electromagiietic logs. sea current velocity meters.
etc.).

i.'TD- PT'-k j-, -6
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CHAPTER 1

THE DEVELOPMENT AND CURRENT STATE OF MLAGNETOIHYDRODYNAMICS

The creation of magnetohydrodynamics of conducting liquids as an independent
branch of science must be related to the publication. in 1937. of a theoretical paper
of J. Hartmann 11) aT of experimental results of J. Hartmann and F. Lazarus. al-
though isolated empirical facts were known much earlier. It should be noted that the
first patents for MHD devices were Issued even before 1937.

In substance, during the IfIrst several years MIlD as a science developed inde-
pendently of the development and patenting of devices operating on the MHD principle.
The latter were developed in the context of existing electromagnetic devices, without
considering the MHD effects. Recently, however, these devices are being developed
and studied with utilization of achievements In MILD.

Given this historical development. It is best to review the development and tAte

of MHD and of Its engineering application separately.

1. Magnetohydrodynamlcs

Major Theoretical Results

In his theoretical study 11: J. Hartmann was the first to present the theory of
laminar flow of an Incompressible conducting liquid In a long flat channel In the pm--
ence of a transverse magnetic field perpendicular to the larger side of the channel. 1k.
also deserves the credit of discovering a dlmensionless ratio describing the effect of
the magnetic field on the flow of the conducting liquid. This ratio is now called th
Hartmann number.

Hartmann found that a transverse magnetic field has an appreciable effect on the
laminar flow of the conducting fluid in a flat (i.e. rectangular) channel, flattening the
velocity distribution in the flow core and lncrea.lng Its gradient at the will. This pro-
duced a higher friction factor in the flow. Hartmann's slution is presented In a number
of books 12-51. Subsequently. all the possible versions of this problem were examined
16-91.

The transverse dimensions of real MHl) channels are limited. But the ratio or
dimensions of the sides in a rectangular channel can he arbitrary. This made It neces-
sary to analyze the prolem of laminar flow of a conducting liquid in an MIlD channel in
a broader context 110-121.

FTD-IIT-23-23T-69



Certain special problems involving laminar flows of conducting liquids in hl,,.
rectangular MI-D channels with an arbitrary ratio of sides were studied by D. Sher-
cliff 1131. Ya.S. Uflyand 1141 and G.A. Grinberg 115. 161.

Shercliff and Uflyand analyzed the idealized problem, assuming that all the walls
of the channel are ideal insulators and ideal conductors, respectively. These studies
determined the effect of the side walls on the local and overall flow variables. In addi-
tion, it was found that at large Hartmani numiers, the properties of boundary layers
on channel walls perpendicular and parallel to the ma;fxietic field are different. Simi-
lar problems were also examined In [17, 18]. Analyai of these solutions at the limit
are presented in [19, 201.

The lani inar flow of a conducting liquid in MHD channels containing electrodes
(a case approaching reality) was analyzed by G.A. Grinberg [15, 161. However, it i
quite difficult to use the results obtained by him in engineering applications. The at-
tempts to improve Grinberg's solution so far did not succeed [211. The approximate
solution for this problem should also be rechecked [221.

The effect of the side walls on the variables of laminar flow of a conducting liquid
In flat MHD channels of finite width was taken approximately into account in 1231. A
method for calculating the friction factor in a flow of conducting fluid through a rectan-
gular MHD channel with an arbitrary ratio of sides and lateral electrodes is presented
In 124).

The problem of laminar flow of a conducting liquid In round MHD channels with
differing wall conductivities was analyzed in its exact and approximate statements in
125-311. It was found that at hi g Hartmann numbers the flow is not axiymmmetric.
and that the friction factor always increases with the magnetic field, being higher than
in ordinary fluid flow.

Laminar MHD flow in more complex channels (elliptical cross section, diverging
duct, etc.) is analyzed in 132-341.

All the aforementioned theoretical studies pertainto infinitely long channels. The
length of real MHD channels is finite, so that It becomes important to study the simul-
taneous eif'-ct of the channel walls and of the magnetic field on the reshaping of the in-
let velocity distribution. As in nornail fluid flow, it is still Impossible to solve such
problems exactly.

Most of the studies of flow development published so far pertain to flow in flat
channels. For a flat (i.e., rectangular) channel with dielectric walls situated in a
transverse magnetic field, this problem was solved by four methods: the linearization
method [351, the method of overall relationships 1361, Schlichting's method [371. and
numerical integration of the boundary layer equations over the entire flow J381. The
results, which agree quantitativelY fairly well. showed that the magnetic field decreases
appreciably the length of the inlet-effect section (by comparison with the equivaleni
length in conmnon fluid flow chnnnels).

Among other l)roblems of laminar MHD flow, those concerning the flow of a con-
ducting liquid past solids in the presence of a transverse magnetic field are also of
interest.

F] -I Ix I. - 2.. 7, i;9



One of the first such problems was tfat of flow over a plate 1391. After that,
solutions were found for the flow of conducting liquids :round bodies or various shapes
(wedge. sphere, cylinder, etc.) 140-421. These solutions showed 'hat the transverse
magnetic field exerts an appreciable effect on the flow resistance of these bodies and
on the nature of the laminar flow around them.

The magnetic field affects the flow stability by reshaping the velocity distribution
in the liquid and suppressing turbulent pulsations. This was first noted by Hart mann
and Lazarus in experiments with mercury, and prompted subsequent theorxtical anal-
ysis of the phenomenon.

Theoretical studies on the stability of MHD flow in flat channels at various ori-
entations of the magnetic field and at various values of flow variables were done by
D. Stuart [431. R. Lock [441 and Ye. P. Velikhov 1451. In 1461. Lock's results were
generalized to include moderate magnetic Reynolds numbers. The problem of stability
of flow of conducting liquid over a plate in the presence of a transverse magnetic field
was solved by V. N. Arkhipov [47].

The above stud(es showed that the magnetic field stabilizes the laminar MHD
flow by Increasing the critical value of the Reynolds number. The stabilizing effect
of the transverse magnetic field is much stronger than that of a longitudinal field.

Subsequently, the stabilizing effect of a transverse magnetic field on Couette
flow was also investigated [48, 491. In this case, there is a deformation of the veloc-
ity profile, accompanied by the formation of an inflection point, so that the stabilizing
effect of the magnetic field is much smaller.

One of the most complex applied MHD problems is the effect of th, niaglietic
field on the turbulent flow of a conducting liquid. Attempts to elucidate the m'echanism
of MHD turbulence were made by D. Batchelor 1501 and S. Chandrasekhar 1511 via ex-
tension of the statistical theory of turbulence to MHD flow. Unfortunately, at its pres-
ent level, this application of the theory is even less developed than its application to
common fluid flow, so that it cannot be used for solving engineering problems.

A semiempirical theory of turbulent flow of conducting liquid in a flat channel in
the presence of a transverse magnetic field was first developed by L. Harris 1521 who.
using MHD equations, dimensional analysis and some experimental data. showed that
in this case the velocity distribution over the channel cross section can be represented
by a known logarithmic relationship, supplemented by a function of the niamnetic field.
Harris has also obtained an expression for the friction factor.

A general expression for the velocity distribution in turbulent flow of a conducting
liquid in a flat channel of finite width and in the presence of a transverse magnetic field
was obtained in 5I1. This paper also gave a semiempirical relationship for the friction
factor. A simpler model of turbulent MHD channel flow vwas considered in 15 11.

A phenomenological attempt to analyze the transition zone between laminar and
turbulent liquid flow in MI-ID channels is given in [551. However. the basic assumptions
of that study contradict physical concepts and run counter to experimental results.

References 156-591 exialine the effect of a longZ!tudinal magnetic field on the tur-
bulent flow of conducting liquids in channels. They show that a magneitic field super-
posed on a turbulent flow decreases the pulsation energy. When the magnetic field is
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longitudinal, this decreases flow resistance. Unlike zhe longintidinal. tht. transv'r:4,
magnetic field flattens the velocity profile. increasing the velocity gradient at the w:nlls.
which should increase the friction factor. The overall effect depends on the specific

flow variables.

A study of the effect of a transverse magnetic field on the turbulent flow of conduct-
ing liquid over a plate is considered in [601. A similar problem for a longitudinal mag-
netic field was examined in [611. The results are in agreement with data of similar
studies for channel flows.

In addition to the above major theoretical studies of flow of conducting liquid In
channels and about bodies in a constant maguetic field, many exact and approximate
solutions for various complex problems, such as those of flows of conducting liquids
in MHD channels with permeable boundaries t621. of the effect of magnetic field on
heat transfer [63-651, unsteady flow in magnetic fields 166-671, etc.. appeared in the
past few years. These studies are reviewed by S. A. RWgirer 1781.

Dimensional and similitude analyses of MHD flows of.conrcUing liquids were de-
veloped by I. M. Kirko 1791 and I. L. Pnvkh [80]. respectively.

A special class of problems of practical importance is related to flows of con-
ducting liquids in variable magnetic fields. Exact solutions for these pr:)blems have
not yet been found even for the case of laminar flow: all the available approximate
solutions Involve the use of linearized equations employing time-averaged flow vari-
ables. neglecting Important nionlinear effects 1781.

The major theoretical results examined above show that the effect , a constant
magnetic field on the flow of visc us incompressible conducting fluids in chbamels and
past bodies Is already fairly welf? known. These results can be used In practical design
of various MHD devices. However, many of these results must be experimentally veri-
fied. Experimental studies at the present stage of development are of decisive Impor-
tance.

Experimental Studies

The number of experimental studies devoted to the flow of viscous, incompres-
sible conducting fluid in a magnetic field is relatively small. It is usually assumed
that the first of these is that of Hartmann and Lazarus I11. even though isolated ex-
1xrirnvtntal results wre published prior to theirs 1,421.

Hartmann and Lazarus 1811 studied the flow of mercury in rectangular and round
channels of small diameter. with a constant transverst- magnetic field applied to the
flow. They measured the pressure drop !: .t=c "active" part of the channel and the av-
erage mercury velocity. The results thus obtained supported Hartmann's theoretical
assumption I 1 I that the friction factor in a laminar channel flow increases upon applica-
tion of a transverse magnetic field. Theseexperiments also demonstrated the stabiliz-
ing effect of the magnetic field, which has lead the authors to the conclusion that turbu-
lent pulsations are damped by that field.

These experiments, done in channels of small cross section, involved primarily
low Hartmann and Reynolds numbers.



In 1953 W. Murgatroyd published results obtained in experimental studies of the
flow of mercury in a rectangular channel with a side ratio of 1:15 in the presence of a
transverse magnetic field 1831. The transverse dimensions of this -hannel were much
greater than of those used by Hartmann and Lazarus. so that the range of Reynolds and
Hartmann numbers was also mucl greater.

Murgatroyd confirned Hartmann's theory for laminar MHD flow in rectangular
channels at large Hartmann numbers, and suggested an empirical formula for the crit-
ical Reynolds number, characterizing the transition from laminar to turbulent flow.
In turbulent MHD mercury flow he observed, depending on the specific flow parameters,
either an increase or decrease of friction factor over its value in common fluid flow.

Effects which agreed qualitatively with those described above were observed by
B. Lehnert in 1952 in his study of flow of mercury between two coaxial cylinders under
a transverse magnetic field 1841.

The Hartmann and Lazarus experiments in round channels were continued by D.
Shercliff (1956) at high iartmann numbers 185j. Other qualitative studies on MU!) flows
in round channels were performed by Grausse and Poirier 1861.

In 1959 Globe reported on the effect of longitudinal magnetic flux on the mercury
flow in a round tube [871. He found that at any given Reynolds number In turbulent flow
there is a monotonic decrease of friction factor with increasing magnetic field density.
This clearly Illustrates the effect of damping of turbulent pulsations by a magnetic
field.

From 1960 on, the number of published experimental studies on the effect of mag-
netic field on the flow of conducting liquids started to increase.

Of considerable interest is a series of experiments performed in the Institute of
Physics of the Latvian SSR under the leadership of I. M. Kirko. These experiments
solved some major problems of applied MKID, i.e.. of flow of liquid metals in channels
and flow past bodies in the presence of a transverse magnetic field 188-991. Many in-
teresting experiments were done with electrolytes 1100J. The effect of the transverse
magnetic field on the friction factor in the flow of liquid metal was studied primarily In
flat channels 195. 96, 981. These studies supplemented previously available experimen-
tal data. In addition. O.A. Liyelausis and G. 0. Branover used their own experimental
data to refine Murgatroyd's empirical formula for the critical Reynolds number at low
Hartmann numbers 19D. 95).

Murgatroyd's experimental data were usonewhat extended toward higher Reynolds
numbers by E.C. Bronillette and P.S. Lykoudis [1011.

All the above studies dealt with an overall parameter (friction factor) of magneto-
hydrodynamic channel flows. However there Is also undoubted interest in experimental
study of local flow variables, in order to observe directly the effect of electromagnetic
forces on the flow structure.

TU first velocity distributions in channel flow o( liquid metals were measured at
the Physics Instt te of the Latvian Academy of Sciences [97. 981. The first experiments
were done on an open ring channel (a circular trough) but centritgal forces Interfered
with clear determination of the effect of the transverse magnetic field tm the deformationV. • of the velocity profile. A second series of experiments wos performid with emer.r%
flowing in a straight channel with a free surface (pn channel). The. ve ,!tv profile
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flattening with increasing llartmann number becane clearly evident. but b..c:U st Vh,,
experimental channels were small, the results of these studies are priniarilv quahti:a -

tive.

Along with study of MHD channe! flows, experiments were performed on flow of
conducting liquids past solids in the presence of magnetic and external electric fields.
These problems are of great practical Interest. because they afford an approach to
boundary-layer control, control of local resistances by magretic fields. etc.

Among studies on these topics one must note the Grausse and Cachon 11021 ex-
periments on the effect of magnetic and electric fields on the flow of an electrolIte
past a cylinder. These authors produced superb photographs which illustrate changes
in the boundary layer as a function of the electric current flowing through the electro-
lyte. Experimental results of similar nature were also published in 11091.

These studies show that the field of electromagnetic ponderomotive forces pro-
duced by interaction between directly applied (by conduction) electr' c fields and supe r-
posed magnetic fields can be used for controlling the boundary laye - in the flow of a
weakly-conducting liquid past bodies. This is a relatively promising approach for re-
ducing drag of bodies in sea water. Some data on this reduction were obtained by
I. L. Kuznetsov 11031.

A series of experimental studies was devoted to the effect of a transverse mag-
netic field (n the flow of liquid metal past bodies [93, 99, 104, 1051. In this case the
boundary layer is controlled by the field of ponderomotive electromagnetic forces pro-
duced by the Interaction of currents induced in the fluid with an applied magnetic field.
Results with mercury flowing past a plate, a cylinder, or a sphere show that a trans-
verse magnetic field increases the drag of these bodies, and that the degree of this in-
crease depends appreciably on the conductivity of these bodies. In the case of blunt
bodies, the magnetic field shifts the point of boundary layer separation downstream.

Experiments of the effect of surface roughness on the friction factor for mercury
flow In channels [96, 981 show that, as in common fluid flow. roughness has an appre-
ciable effect on the flow.

Recent studies show mcfe careful preparation of experiments, encompass a
greater range of flow variables, use other liquid metals, etc.

In 1963 N. M. Turchin published experimental data on the effect of a transverse
magnetic fiId on pressure drop in the fiow of a Na-K alloy in round steel and copper
pipes at high Hartmann numbers [1061. The conductivity of walls in this case produced
an electromagnetic pressure drop in addition to the fluid-flow drop. These two types
of drop were not separated. Similar studies with a Na-K alloy were performed in square
stainless steel channels in 1961 11071.

In 1965 D. S. Kovner and Ye. Yu. Krasil'nikov studied the effect of a longitudinal
magnetic field on the flow of liquid gallium in a round pipe (1081. They have used larger
Reynolds and Hartmann numners than Globe (see above). Similar studies for mercury
were performed by L. G. Genin and V. C. Zhilin 11091.

A. I. Khozhalnov studied the effect of a transverse magnetic field on the friction
factor for mercury flow In rectangular channels (side ratio of 1:2.5) and in round pipes
1110, 1111. These experiments were performed over a wide rang, of flow variablcs and
small Reynolds number incremcnts.



In 1965 P. S. Lvkoudis, in his report to the Moscow International Symposium on
the Properties and Utilization of Low-Temxrature Plasma 11121. presented data on
mercury flow In an MHD channel (side ratio of 1:5) at high Hartmann numbers. In addi-
tion to data on the overall flow -riable. i.e., the- friction factor, the report gavx ex-
perimental velocity distributions in the plane parallel to the matgnetic field.

Interesting studies of the effect of a transverse magnetic field on the turbulence
of electrolyte flow were performed by investigators at the Donetsk Research Institute
of Ferrous Metals under the leadership of I. L. Povkh 11131. Using an induction
anemometer, they measured the intensity distribution of longitudinal and transverse
turbulence in 30% sulfuric acid flowingthrough a magnetic field: these measurements
directly verified twim damping of turbulent velocity pulsations by the field.

In conclusion, we should note studies on the effect of the transverse magnetic
field on the unsteady flow of liquid metal in channels, which showed that. all other
conditions being equal, the magnetic field effect reduces to decrease the transition
flow mode.

The experimental studies mentioned have verified many theoretical results. low-
ever, they do not suffice for constructing semlempirical theories of turbulent MIlD flows.
This is true most of all of measurements of local flow variables.

2. Magnetohkdrodynamic Devices

The idea of measuring the velocity of a fluid flowing through a mag-eAtc field by
means of the emf induced in it is due to M. Faraday J1161. Subsequently, this Idea
was used In the desigto of various meters.

In 1917 a device based on the eletromagnetic induction phenomenon, was patented
for measuring the speed of ships 11171. However, electromagnetic logs have come into
use only during the past few ears.

After M. Dolivo-DNbrovol'skly has invented the three-phase system and asynhro-
nous motors. L. Chubb in 1915 suggested the use of traveling and rotating mngnetic
fields for moving liquid metal and. in his patent application I I 1] in particular. has
given a description of a volute-tvpe induction pump.

The fIrst real de electromngnetlc pump was designed by J. Hartmann In 1911S. and
was used for pumping mercury in an experimental loop.

In 1927. P. 7e. Tryapitsin imtented an electromagnetic induction pump 11191 in
which he utilized the interaction of currents induced in a liquid metal with the magnetic
field. A similar patent was isstd In 1931 to A. Einstein and .. SzIllard 120)1.

The first designs of magnetic flodmeters also started to appar at that time. In
1930 E. J. Williams described a constant magnetic field magnetic flowmeter for Iiquiuls
and demonstrated its operation on aqueous copper sulfate, as well as mercury 11211.
In 1934 magnetic flowmeters came into use for measuring blood circulation rates, this
preceded by approximately 15 year., the industrial -ise of such Instruments.

During the next few years. there were many suggestions for the use of electro-
magnetic pumps and magnetic flowmeters in various industries 1122. 1231. fowever.



the greatest development of MI) devices was contenioWaiic, "s wit'h the birth o[ the
nuclear power industry. During these years the tecm,)hogo-g ot" electriagnetic liquid
metal transport and the study of its now made grcat strides.

First reports on the use of electromagnetic pumps and i.izignetic flovinetcrs in

experimental atomic power plants employing liquid metal cxlants appeared in the be-
ginning of the fifties 1124-1281.

In the U.S., the design and development of electromagnetk pumps for liquid
metals was concentrated in three laboratories (Argonne National Lahoratory. Oak
Ridge National Laboramtory and the National tboratory), which Later cooperated wit.]
many rrivate firms, V England .ruouc4m otektromagneti<' Inromps was stafted by

four companies <English Electric, British - 'IM.mson--4ouston, Palatine Tool and Engi -

necring Co.. and Campbell and Isherwood).

Experimental working characteristics of the first electromagnetic pumps for
liquid metals are presented in 1127].

The following firms had under development magnetic flownicters for media with
a variety of conductivities: Alto (Holland). SNECMA (France). Eckart (West Germany).
Foxboro (USA), Foxboro-Wauxhall (England), etc.

In the USSR, much R & D work on electromagnetic pumps was done by the Insti-
tute of Physics of the Latvian Academy of Sciences, by the IPL of the Ukrainian SSR
Academy of Sciences, and by the Tallin, Leniftgrad and Donets Polytechnic Institutes.
The first Soviet-made flowimeters were developed by the Inatitute of Automation and
Renote Control of the Academy of Sciences o1 the USSR for experimental purposes
1129, 1301. The first industrial models were produced by the Heat Instruments Re-
search Institute 1131-1331: their large-scale production was s'6bsequently undertaken
by the instrument-making industry.

The USSR experience of operating magnetic flo ,meters In liquid metal loops was
reported to the 2nd International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy In
Geneva in 19514 [l34. 135].

At the same time MIUD meters for measuring ocean-current velocities were de-
veloped 136-1381.

The theory of magnetic flowmeters and of electromagnetic pumps has developed
rapidly during the fifties. While the first theoreticai studies dealt only with electrical
engineering problems, subsequently the theoretical problems were solved with consid-
eration on the MHD effects.

The theory of magnetic flowmeters was developed by A. Kolin, D. Shercliff, L.M.
Kors'-.nskiy. and others [139-1541.

Thv theory of electromagnetic pumps was developed abroad by A.H. Barnes,
L. 11. Blake, D. A. Watt and others [155-1611, and in the USSR by A.I. Vol'dek [162-
1671, !. M. Kirko I[l6, 1691, 1.A. Tyutln [170-1721, N.M. Ohremenko [173-1771, Yu. A.
Birz-alk [ 175-t1 1T, Ya. Ya. i:,yelpeter [182-1841, Kh. 1. Ynnes 1185-1871 and others
188-1961.

Many studies ,n exerimental electromagnetic pumps appiare'd at that timc 1197-
2o0M1.
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Development of the theory of IN1HD devices, together with the accumulated experi-
ence in running them in experimental setups produced better design techniques, as well
as improvements in engineering and operating characteristics. This in turn promoted
the use of MHD devices by various industries, and in particular. in marine engineering.

In 1958 the American nuclear submarine Nautilus, or. the first passage over the
North Pole during the voyage from the Pacific to the Atlantic Oceans, successfully
measured the vessel's speed by means of an electromagnetic log [1471. The secd
American nuclear submarine Seawolf used a powerful electromagnetic pump for pump-
ing the liquid metal coolant [1471.

There are many suggestions for meters for incompressible conducting fluids
[147] and for composite devices which employ electromagnetic pumps and magnetic
flowmeters. In particular, a magnetic flowmeter is used for measuring the density
and temperature of liquids [1471. Miniature electromagnetic pumps are used in pres-
sure measuring devices [871 and in new types of relays [209, 2.01.

There is great promise for MHD bearings of high load-bearing capacity [211, 2121.

The operating principles and designs of various MHD devices, as well as their ex-
perimental characteristics are described in [213-2171.

In the beginning of the sixties, consideration was given to the use of liquid metals
in MHD conversion of thermal into electric energy. The use of liquid metal as the work-
ing fluid in MHD generators (instead of plasma) makes it possible to reduce the upper
temperatures of the cycle and to develop a more compact power plant, which is particu-
larly important for trnsport units employing nuclear reactors.

The basic part of such a unit employing an MHD generator Is the converter which
transforms the heat from the reactor into the kinetic energy of the liquid metal. This
car be done, In theory, by using a two-phase nozzle with the flow of two different met-
als. one which is in the liquid and the other in the vapor phase. This scheme was de-
scribed bv D. Elliot in 1961 12181.

The above work by Elliot provided the Impetus In developing liquid metal units
for transport power plants. This is shown by a large number of publications dealing
with studies of liquid metal MHD generators proper [219-223]. as well as with possible
schemes of liquid metal power units [224-2401.

Latel, special attention is devoted to the design of marine MHD engines, since
they have n number of advantages over the presently used marine screws- these include
direct use of the ship's electrical power for propulsion, reducing the vibrations level
and the hydrodynamic noise, using the energy of extremely high-power MHD generators
for obta.ning high propulsion vclocities, etc.

The first engines, using ordinary magnetic systems, were found to be inefficient
for high-speed submarine propulsion [2411. Later other suggestions appeared on the
design of MHD marine engines [242-2441, of which the version of a marine MHD power
plant emnloying superconducting magnets was found to be most interesting [2441. The
high efficiency of this device at high submarine speeds makes it possible to regard this
engine as promising, although its practical realization requires the solution of many
complex scientific and engineering problems.

9
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MAGNETOHYDRODYINAMIC EFFECTS

When a conducting fluid flows through a transverse magnetic field, the electro-
magnetic induction produces electromotive forces and currents in this fluid: the dens-
ity vector of these currents Iind' is perpendicular to the velocity v and the magnetic

flux density vector " (Fig. 1).

The interaction between the currents in the fluid and the applied magnetir: fleid
results in appearance in the flow of electromagnetic ponderomotive forces rin0 which

affect the flow structure. This effect is in general characterized by changes in the
local and overall laminar and turbulent flow variables, as well as in the flow stability.

When a potential diftercee is externally applied to a conducting fluid at rest, and
a transverse magnetic field is imposed on it, the liquid is set into motion by the conduc-
tive electromagnetic ponderomotive forces f c. In addition, a field of electromagnetic

forces f ind is induced in the flow, and these forces, as in the first case, affect the flow

stru:tu re.

By varying the electromagnetic field distribution, one can affect the entire liquid
or its individual layers.

We shall say that the effect of the electromagnetic field on the flow of a conducting
fluid is an MIID effect of the first kind.

Under certain conditions, a conducting fluid can affect the externally applied dloe-
tric and magnetic fields. This phenomenon characterizes the fluid's reaction, which is
-imilar to the reaction of the armature in electric machines.

If wcal.ly conducting fluids flow through a transverse magnetic field, the induced
ponderomotive forces may be so low as to leave the flow structure virtually nonaffected:
however, the nonuniform distribution of local flow variables will result in a nonun!frm
distribution of the induced enif and currents in the flow. We shall say that this is an MI.D
effect of the second kind.

10



Obviously, MHD effects of the first kind are always
accompanied by effects of the second kind. The extent to
-which these effects manifest themselves depends cm the 1 ii i
characteristic criteria, which can be found from the equa- , . , : II I
T!,,fls of magnetohydrodynamics.

1, rharacteristic Criteria of M oy2m i Flows
ad uiPhysical Properties of Conducting Fluids

Magnetohydrodynamtc processes are described by a I, /
system of simultameous equations of hydro- Pnd electro-
dynamics. Here the hydrodynamic (fluid flow) equations
take into account the force of interaction between the elec- aig. 1. An element of
trtc current and the magnetic field (f) while the equations a conducting fluid mao-
of electrodynamics make use of the local velocity of the ilng thro a magnetic
conducting fluid, field.

KEY: 1) c, 2) ind.
The Navier-Stokes and continuity equations for vis-

cous, incompressible conducting fluid are respectively
written as

Q[W+(V)V1 ~-VP !- IiAV +I J31; (2.1)

div 0 0, (2.2)

where p is the pressure in the fluid.

The interaction of electric charges with the electric and magnetic field is usually
neglected as are the m,'gnetoxtatc forces, since these are small as compared with the
forcer = j x ,* 1.

The basic equations o? electrodynamics for slow moving (as compared with the
speed of light) isotropic medis are

I-- t/ ; (2.3)

curl rof 1 . . (2.4)

0; (2.5)

] J: "' : < .'1,(2.6)

where E is the vector of the electric field strength.

Since the fuids which one enoounters in niagnetohydrodynamics have relatively
high electrical conductivities, displacement and convection currents can be neglected.
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Equation (2. 1) is regarded as the first basic equation of magnetohydrodynamics.
From Eqs. (2. 3). (2.4) and (2. 6) we get a second basic equation, which is frequently
called the induction equation:

curl . ,. (2.7)

The physical variables of the fluids, i.e., p (density), il (viscosity) and cr (elec-
trical conductivity) are treated is independent of the electric and magnetic field
strengths. The fluid Is regarded as nonmagnetic and the magnetic permeability P is
assumed equal to the permeability of vacuum (p - 1. 257. 10-1; henry/m).

The effect of an electromagnetic field on the hydrodynamic system is also mani-
fested by dissipation of Joule heat. In this case the energy equation, which is a part
of the system of hydrodynamic equations, is supplemented by a term for the heat re-
leased per unit time.

For incompressible conducting fluids operating over a relatively moderate tem-
perature range, over which the temnperature-dependent variations in the physical vari-
ables of the fluid can be neglected, the energy equation is written as

i t ; -A 1 i x I 1 1V f , ( 2 . 8 )

where r is the power used up as Joule heat; c and't are the specific heat and thermal
Cr p

conductivity of the fluid, and , , - 2. + " *- is a term expressing the work done

by frictional forces.

In solving problems of flow of incompressible fluids in electromagnetic fields we
employ the equation system (2. 1)-(2. 7) without the energy equation.

The assumption about incompressibility of liquids is valid provided that they move
at velocities much below the speed of sound.

Table 1 presents data in the propagation of sound in liquid metals, electrolytes
and sea water [245. 24S!. It should be noted that the speed of sound in sea water in-
itially drops off slightly with depth and in particular, is 1460 m/sec at a depth of
1200 m 12461. wherefrom it starts'increasing.

The speed of sound in a conducting fluid flowing through a strong magnetic field

which is perpendicular to the direction of sound waves increases somewhat, and is a
function of the conductivity of the fluid 12471.

No effect of the electric field on the speed of sound in various fluids was discov-
ered 1248!. The effect discovered by NolIe [249] was found to be due to Joule heating
12451.

The data of Table 1 show that in all practical cases liquids can be treated as in-
compressible.

12



Table 1. Speed of Sound in Conducting Fluids

Fluid T. "C In 9c

Bismuth 271 1635
Gallium 29.5 2740
Potassium 64 1820
Sodium 98 2395
Tin 232 2270
Mercury 50 1440
Rubidium 39 1260
Lead 327 1635
Cesium 28.5 967
Hydrochloric acid 15.5 1520
Sodium chloride 15 1650
(c = 201)

Sea water 15 1520

To analyze the MHD equations and to find the features accompanying the mani-

festation of MIlD effects, these equations must be reduced to dimensionless form.

We Introduce the following dimensionless quanttes

-.--- iz- t-. p .

- fro-I _rea.

T..." "; V, VR.

where v0 , R0 , Bo and To are the characteristic velocity, lnear dimension. magnetic

flux density, and temperature.

When these quantities are substituted into Eqs. (2.1)-(2.8), we obtain the dimen-
sionless magnetohydrodynamic equations

,]-- p ,+- t- :< .RI;," It] +1 jE, < tr l- j (2.9)

- . curl 'x Ri: (2.10)

A- curl/; (2.11)

curl j - (2. 12)

jY f IE:-i x 7iI: (2. 13)

div V 0; (2. 14)
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J4

,- ; . (2.15)

i Pr (2.16)

Here V¢ Z "'e ' Is the fluid-flow Reynolds number; !Z. Its!Z,., is the magnetic

Reynolds number;.'I "?I* -. Is the Hartrnann number; :'r ' s - thePradtl

number~e ...." is a dimensionless temperature term.

Analysis of dimensionless MHD equations shows that MHD flows are described by
three dimensionless ratios: Re, Rem and M.

As i known, the hydrodynamic (fluid flow) Reynolds number Is the railo of the
convective inertia forces to the viscosity forces. The magnetic Reynolds number de-
scribes the drag of magnetic lines of force on the conducting fluid moving In the mag-
netic field. If. by analogy with kinematic viscosity v. we Introduce the so-called mag-
netic vise.city PZ o l . then the magnetic Reynolds number takes on the form sim-m
ilar to that of hydrodynamic Reynolds number.

On the cosmic scale, the magnetic Reynolds number may reach very high values
and the drag effect of magnetic lines of forces on the moving medium shows up quite
strongly. For MID flows of weakly conducting fluids (electrolytes. sea water) Rm Is

always much less than unity. I.e., there is no coupling between the magnetic field and
the conducting fluid. In high velocity liquid metal flows, the magneffc Reynolds numbercan be greater than 1. ]

The force produced by interaction between Induced currents and the applied mag-
netic field and acting on a unit volume of the conducting fluid Is of the order of ov0 B;20 01j
while the foxce due to ordinary viscosity is of the order of'-. The ratio of these

forces is expressed by the Hartmann number..

When M < 1, the magnetic field has virtually no effect on the motion of the con-
ducting fluid, which will be approximately the same as In common fluid flow, with the
exception that emPs will be induced in the fluid and currents will flow through It. "ris
pbenomenon is used for measuring the velocity of fluids with low conductivity, In par-
ticular, of sea water.

For liquid metals, we always have M 2- 1. Here, the magnetic field exerts an
appreciable effect on the flow. However, the extent of this effect is also governed by
the Reynolds number, and hence the flow of liquid metals in a magnetic field is analyzed
in terms of dimensionless groups.

As follows from Eq. (2.9), the measure of effect of the magnetic field on the flow
of a conducting fluid Is the ratio M2/Rc. which is the ratio of ponderomotive forces to
quantity I/R 0 . Sometimes the ratio M2/Re is called the Stuart number.

14



V.-iea M M- 1, but M2/Re << 1, the electromagnetic forces are small as compared
to inert!a forces and the fluid behaves as in the absence of a magnetic field. The mag-
netic field has a particularly strong effect on the flow when 1,1 > 1 and M2/Re ' 1.

I. M. Kirko [168-1691. using the quantity - = E/E 0 as the dimeitsionless electric

field strength, obtained as the last term of Eq. (2.9) the dimensionless group MN/Re 2,

where N -€- - is a dimensionless ratio, characterizing the electric field strength.

This ratio is convenient In analyzing the flow of conducting fluids in ducts of electro-
magnetic pumps and in certain other cases, when the electric field is externally applied.

By comparison with liquid metals, e4ectrolytes exhibit lower (4-5 orders of magnitude)
conductivity.

Due to smallness of M and of M2/Re, the effect of electromagnetic ponderomotive
forces, produced by interaction of the induced currents with the applied magnetic field,
can usually be neglected in electrolytes. However, the term reflecting the force pro-
duced by externally supplied currents may be appreciable. Hence at small linear di-
mensions, UND effects of the first kind are obserwd in electrolytes only In the case
of externally supplied currents.

If, upon substitution of number N into the system f equations for Prandtl's
boundary layer. we rewrite the dimensionless equation (2.9) we obtain for thu axial
velocity component [1691

S; -,, a,,,, i.t. - 9 . 1,
- - T- , " '- - OX ii 0 -0. : , (2.17)

Term is of the order of 1/8 2. where 5 Is the boundary layer thickness. When
M - 0 N - 0,

Re 02 Fe 6 r-

The value and sign of the third term in the right-hand side of Eq. (2.17) depends
on the directions of the electric and magnetic fields in the boundary layer.

In flow of liquid metal in a transverse magnetic field and in the absence of an
external electric field, M2/Re can be greater thn unity. This means that the boundary
layer forms primarily due to the effect of electromagnetic ponderomotive forces in-
duced in the fluid. In our case the current density in the boundary layer will be of the
order of OB0 U, since it is produced by a potential difference - BoU. Hence the electro-

magnetic force acting in the boundary layer (per unit area of the wall surface) is of the
order of rB2 U6. while the viscous frlctio: force is of the order of i7U/6. These forces0
should be of the same order. I.e.,

15



whence

I -.1 ( ,1V ,I I, I: .,

T:.;e ratio M2/Re is negligibly small in electrolytes. However, the ratio NM/Re 2

may be appreciable, and hence the effect of conductive electromagnetic forces on the
boundary layer will be evident. /

When the direction of the vector product [I: x .j coincides with that of axis Oz,
the fourth term In the right-hand side of Eq. (2. 17) will describe the formation of the
boundary layer, and its thickness will be defined by the ratio

I ' T. 0. Re-,

The variation in the temperature of a volumetric fluid element is governed by
existing convection, thermal conductivity, as well as the Joule heat and dissipation of
energy of viscous friction, i.e., by the corresponding terms of Eq. (2. 16). It follows
from this equation that when M >> 1 one can neglect the temperature vartationr pro-
duced by viscous dissipation because it is much smaller than the Joule heat., In the
case of liquid metals, the effect of Joule heat can be controlling if the condtion

A1 Re I

Is satisfied.

Thus, the dimension!ess ratios Re, Rm , M, N, Pr and 0 and some of their com-

binations allow one to estimate the influence of MHD effects of the first kind, as well
as of the Joule heat, on heat transfer.

Obviously, in order to calculate the dimensionless ratios and groups It is neces-
sary to know the physical characteristics of the conducting fluids, the parameters of
the applied magnetic and electric fields, as well as the flow conditions.

Data characterizing physical properties of certain liquid metals and alloys are
given in Appendix 1 [170]. Figures 2 and 3 show the conductivities of liquid metals as
a function of temperature. Changes In physical properties of electrolytes as a function
of concentration and temperature are shown in Figs. 4-8 and In Appendices 2 and 3 [2501.

Sea water which has properties close to those of electrolytes, is an aqueous solu-
tion of various salts whose concentration fluctuates over a certain range depending on
the given sea or on the ocean region. Studies show that even if the total amount of salts
changes within wide limits, the relative quantity of ions remains the same In all the seas
and in all the ocean regions [2461.

Figure 9 shows the conductivity of sea water as a function of the salt concentration
at different temperatures [2461. The salt composition in sea water and Its viscosity are
tabulated in Appendices 4 and 5.
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Analysis of the salt composition shows that the physical properties of sea water
are determined primarily by Its sodium chloride content. R to usually assumed that a
3-3. 5 percent aqueous NACl solution has properties corresponding to those of sa water.
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Figure 10 shows changes in the sea water characteristics as a function of tem-
perature (c c 3.5%).

The temperature of sea water depends on a number of factors (region, time ofyear, depth). Figure IJ! shows, the seasonal variation of temperature with depth In the

Atlantic Ocean. The measurements were made in a region to the northeast of the
Bahama Islands [251).

o. 1iobm.m

F 12

* I

1 2 3 k V0 20 30 40
C.. c

Fig. 9. Conduc- Fig. 10. The physical vari-
tivity of sea water ables of sea water as a func-
as a function of salt tion of temperature.
concentration at dif-
ferent temperatures.
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Fig. 11. Annual isotherms of Fig. 12. Annual change in
water in the Atlantic Ocean. the temperature of surface

waters in the Black Sea.
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Figure 3 2 shows the annual change in the temperature of surface waters In the
Black Sea.

The above data suffice, when flow variables and electromagnetic field charac-
teristics are known, to determine the dimensionless MHD ratios and to estimate the
extent of influence of MHD effects.

Table 2 presents numerical values of dimensionless ratios and groups for vari-
ous conducting fluids. The calculations were made for the following values of char-
actertatic quantities-

:'¢ ,.01" ;: -( : ! ,..I. (10' .'c); vo I rn,/,,e

• lo'c.

2. Laminar Magnetohydr _riamic Channel Flow

For steady flow of conducting fluids In atraight cylindrical channels, the mag-
notohydrodynamic equations become appreciably simplified.

Fig. 13. Schematic of a magnetohydro-
dynamic channel.

Let us examine steady-state flow of a conducting fluid In a rectangulsr channel,
two walls of which, x = _L b/2, are nonconducting magnet poles, while. the two others,
y = * a/2, are well conductlr, electrodes, closed through an external circuit containing
an emf source and a load resistance R2 (Fig. 13).

Using Eqs. (2.2) and (2.5), the first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (2.7) can
be represented in the form

curl [v X DI - (RV) v -- (vV) 8. (2.18)
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We shall regard the channel as sufficiently long. In this case we may set a!8/az 0,

whence

(.\') :0, (2.19)

which reduces Eq. (2. 7) to the form

, ,:.') , ' . (2.20)

The last term in Eq. (2. 1) can be transformed to

xj> cu-rl --" : : t ; VI -,..h[ 2aI I (2.21)
P2

Using Eq. (2.21), the momentum equation is reduced to the form

% - ,;V) i Vp. (2.22)

Projections of Eqs. (2. 20) and (2. 22) onto the channel axis are written as

I alld3 I I'll

". .. - 0i . . . . ; (2.23)

" "  0. (2.24)

For nonconducting and ideally conducting channel walls, the boundary conditions
for the magnctic field have, correspondingly, the forms

! -, :_z 0; (2.25)

0, (2.2 5)

where s and n are the channel's contour and the normal to this contour. These conditions

are supplemented by the obvious condition for velocity

oF, •:0. (2.27)

We note that the boundary conditions for the magnetic field follow directly from
equations of electrodynamics.

For laminar flow of a conducting fluid, the system of equations (2. 23) and (2.24)
with boundary conditions (2. 25)-(2. 27) makes It possible to solve a wide range of prob-
lems pertaining to the velocity distribution and to the distribution of electric current
density in long MHD channels when the electric field in the flow is nonuniform. When
this Is done, it becomes possible to separate losses due to viscous friction, Including
the effect of the magnetic field on such losses.

The simplest problem is that of flow of conducting fluid in flat channels (a>> b).

It gives a quantitative estimate of the MHD effects on the local and overall flow variables.
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in accor~dance with the assumption of a 'b, the partial derivatives In Eqs.(2. 2S)-
(2. 24) can be replaced by total differentials

T (2.28)

JAIA Ito, 0.(2.29)

As a rule, when solving this system of equations one limits Itself to the conditioin 11 -5

'js Ij 0.

We shall solve this problem in Its most gW .eral form. In paitIcular, we assume
that the oonductivity of channel wells x b/2 is abritrary, and that B, a
to generally not atisfied.

Integating Eq. (2. 29). we get

iafI1CO0 (2,30)

By substituting the above expression, Eqs. (2. 28)-(2. 29) are reduced to a single equation
for velocity

V'?b~ *Q; 0. (~1

In Eq. (2.31), the boundary conditions for the magnetic field determine only the
ronstant Q; from this follows the interesting conclusion that the vi.nner in which the
velocity of a conducting fluid In f114 channels changes does not depend on the conduc-
tivity of the wells.

The solution of Eq. (2. 31)1to given by the function

V, cCl ell x Ut 1

The integration constants are determined from Cl condition of zero velocity at OW'~ chan-
nel walls

C11- 0; C1  el0.)i'(.3

Using Eq. (2.33), the solution takes the form
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The above expression is conveniently represented in the dimensionless form

(2.35)

(2.36)
*'jI'. 41:,.J 1!.  

. f th ,, ) -

where v and v0 are, respectively, the maximum and average flow velocities.

Figure 14 shows velocity distributions constructed from Eqs. (2.35) and (2.36),
respectively. The same figures show (by dashed lines) the velocity distribution cor-
responding to the case when there is no magnetic field. It follows from these graphs
that at a constant average velocity, the contribution of the transverse magnetic field
reduces to flattening the distribution and Increasing the velocity gradient at the channel
walls. This last fact increases the viscous friction losses, which is one of the demon-
strations of MHD effects.

A more complete examinatign of these effects requires returning to Eq. (2. 34)
and clarifying the effect of the magnetic field boundary conditions on the value of Q.
For simplicity of analysis, we shall consider flow in the electric-power generation
mode (E0 = 0).

Condition 0 points to the fact that along the nonconducting channel

wall Bz = const. The selection of Bz I s = 0 reduces to the requirement that the total

current through the channel cross section be zero. This last condition follows directly
from integrating Eqs. (2. 3) and (2. 6) within the limits + 0. 5b. This condition corre-
sponds to the limiting case of operation of an MID generator, when its electrodes are
connected via an infinite load resistance (R = co, no-load mode). Here

P,/ "Q ,,.. , (2.37)

where .It Is the channel length.

Substituting Eqs. (2.37) into Eq. (2.34), we get

[" ,', ""*~ "(2.38)
' 2, . j ..

In this case the direct decelerating effect of the magnetic field is absent, i.e., the sum
of electromagnetic forces decelerating the fluid is zero.

Figure 15 shows dimensionless velocity distributions (v I,/pb2) constructed from
Eq. (2. 38) for different values of M = const., showing the effect of viscous losses. It
is easy to see that In this case the magnetic field effect reduces to slowing down the
flow. We note that the velocity gradient at the walls for different M - const. remains
unchanged dhe to the assumed constant pressure.
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-l -0 0 0.1 .3 0.5

Fig. 14. Velo t distrbution in a conducting
fluid flowing In a flat M chu ml.

As follows from Eqs. (2.8) and (2.6), condition 4N . '-0 tequIvalent to
the condition Ey = 0. this corresponds to the flow of a conducting fluid In a flat chanlwith insulating walls perpendicular to the applied mapgetic field, and short-Otrouttedlateral electrodes (E0 = III = 0). This case also corresponds to the second limitingmode of operation of an MHD generator (the short-circuit mode). Here

C.0

Q LP -L (2.39)

ds 4
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Fig 15 eitiribu\.. tio in

fla MWcane, asumn vis-

I 1/4 I "¢:

Fig. 15. Velocity distribution Ina conducting liquid flowing in a
flat lgrlHD channel, assuming via-
cous lossOo

Upon susttution of Eq. (2.39), the velocity equation becomes

"" ' izf- L ... t, x~it .... j"(2.40)

In this cane, the value of p is composed of the pressure drop required for over-
coming electromagnetic forces acft in the conducting fluid, and the pressure drop due
to viscous friction.

Figure 16 shows distributions of (vqj/pb) constructed from Eq. (2.40) for differ-
ent values of M - coust.; they describe the effect of the total pressure drop.

Comparison of curves shown in Figs. 15 and 16 shows that for a given p, the ve-
locity in the second case drops more sharply with increasing magnetic field strength.
This is due to the effect of pressure drop caused by electromagnetic forces.

Flow in a flat channel with horizontal walls of arbitrary conductivity is equivalent
to the flow in the duct of an MHD generator with electrodes closed via a finite load re-
sistance. Here the statement of the problem is not unique, since the condition B = const.
-0 0 at the insulator walls becomes indeterminate. z

It follows from Eqs. (2.3), (2.6) and (2.30) that

where I I the total current flowing through the conducting fluid In the channel and through
the load.
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Fig. 16. _ .....40..

- C.) 0 Q1V its i

g. Velocity distribution in
a conducting fluid flowing in a flat
MHD channel, with consideration
of viscous end electromagnetic
pressure drops.

In accordance with Eq. (2.41), the general flow velocity is

f ) - (2.42)

Integrating this over the channel cross section, we obtain the expressions for the average
fluid velocity and for the pressure

- ' (1I. p ) - ..5M )

I~~~o -Sl l et.a,1 j.

1- --- . , I"" (2.44)

In Eq. (2.44) the first term gives the drop for overcoming the electromagnetic
forces, while the second describes the drop due to viscous friction.

This problem becomes unique upon stipulation of an additional condition for I,
which is determined by the parameters of the external circuit.

With a conducting fluid in the duct of an electromagnetic pump (E0 # 0), the pres-
sure gradiwt in the direction of motion is positive and the second term In Eq. (2.44)
will be negative. Here, the first term will correspond to the electromagnetic pressure
bead developed by the pump, while the overall expression will describe the pump opera-
ting bead.
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It should also be noted that since the velocity distribution in a conducting fluid
flowing in -in MHD channel is independent of the various pertinent boundary conditions
for magnetic flux density at the walls perpendicular to the magnetic flux. the effect of
the magnetic field on the flow structure can be examined without considering the param-
eters of the external circuit.

In engineering hydrodynamics It is customary to relate the pressure drop to the
average flow velocity by means of a dimensionless friction factor X. In particular, the
pressure drop in a pipe of length t is determined from the well-known formula [252,
2531

AP P- '"" (2.45)

Apj1 .- p..~-- 2"

where R = 2S/ir is the hydraulic radius, S and ii are, respectively, the pipe cross sec-
tional area and wetted perimeter.

Equation (2.45) is also valid for the flow of conducting fluids in M1-D channels.
However, in this case Ap includes only the friction head drop which, as was pointed
out above, is only a part of the total pressure drop.

In ordinary laminar fluid fir at a specified Re, the friction factor A} depends

only on the channel geometry; in magnetohydrodynamics, this factor also depends on the
Hartmann number under these conditions.

In laminar flow of a conducting fluid in an MHD channel It is convenient to repre-
sent the [magneticl friction factor Xm as [24, 531

-( " (2 .4 6 )

The factor K( v, M), which is a function of the channel geonretry and of the Hartmann
number, can in general be written as

"(2.47)

where y = 7rb/2a.

All the quantities are dimensionless in Eq. (2.47). with the velocity referred to
its average value.

In the special case of a >> b, the expression for K(y. M) becomes

K "Y ,!) I . .0... (2.48)

For , '>

,(2.49)
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For i 1 0

Equation (2.50) i the exact solution for normal fluid flow in a flat ohannel 12bl, 2531.

I...

no~ .. I L -l

g17. Curvo(f My n, asa
function of the Hartmann ntumber.

1) Hartnmna and Lasarus; 2)
Mugtryd.

Ipro 17 bowa a curve of K(, M) as a function of te Hartmann number, con-
struclad ft Eq. (2. 48). It elo shows lqrimental data obtained by Hartmann and
laumr 1811 and by Murptroyd 1881 for tke flow of mercury in MHD channels with side
ratio, of 1:17 end 1:15. The moatal and thooeotical data are in oad agreement.

Thea data sdho, tat for a given Reynolds number, the friction factor for flow of
conducting fluid tn a channel alwys increases with t Hartmann number U, and can
exceed the friction fator moasured w#twut a magnetic field by several ten of times.

3. __________mt_ _o__ _ _e Flow

Let ut ooosider the flow of conductlrW flutd between two parallel flat walla one of
which, x - 0o is oonducting and Is at rest, whill the other, x b, is an inulmator and
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moves in its plane with constant velocity U (Fig. 18). A uniform magnetic field is per-
pendicular to both walls. This problem corresponds to flow of conducting fluid in an
annulus between two coaxial infinite cylinders, the distance between which is appreciably
smaller than their radii. Here a radial magnetic field is superposed on the motion of the
fluid.

Fig. 18. Magnetohydrodynamlc Couette flow.

The Couette flow problem may be treated as an approximation of the boundary
layer problem, whereby the stationary wall Is treated as a body past which flow takes
place and the moving wall as an external flow. Unlike boundary layer problems, the
solution to the Couette flow probleim may be obtained In finite forim and can be used for
clarifying various relationships governing the behavior of boundary layers.

In this case, we can set dp/dz = 0, E = 0 and solve the problem by using Eq. (2.31)
with the boundary conditions y

v~o =0; (2.51)

I,- U. (2.52)

The solution has the form

; "-' ' .(2.53)

In accordance with the boundary conditions and the condition that .,

Eq. (2. 53) is transformed to the form

.h ,;! (2.54)

When M - 0. Eq. (2.54) becomes the solution for Couette flow in common fluid flow [252]

Vt, U .  (2.55)
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Pig. 10 . Velocity dstribufton toI I-dmt e om Co3mt/e flow in
the presence Of trsneverse real-
neti .fSeld.

Figure 19 sbews velooity dlstributlous oonstructed from Eq. (2.54) for Vaious
values of I - coet. It can be een frm thae curves thst Incre sing M rehmos the

':( q at the lower wall. At the uper wal. onversely, She
h'io w Strome qM.
friouml stress Ilreasos.

Uslag the molut obaed above, one an deermtne the temperature disatka
In Conet flow 14). Nlegledeg do variatios of dissiatve ftoars, we am wrie te

y eqsetm (2.8)(25

Since aooordl to Ns. (2.3) ad (S. 30)

1q. (2.50 nW..o to

•;-I- +- ( !,;)" %o. . w

moo the velocity distrlbuion is givei by Iq. (. ,) we fd

ocr 06" .14: -1h M
-.- 4*- vD~

t ,~ i p .V
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The solution of Eq. (4. 58) has the form

i the waill Is thermally usubang, then dT/lx 0 sad Ct - 0. The constent of Integra-
ton C, can be fd by setting x = b:

j - I 2 - ,

where T 0 is the temperature of the moving wall. Consequently,

-T -,' '. . I2 x(2.60)

The temperature of the lower wall at M I Is

1 ', (2. 64.

It follows from the above ewpission that, given our angumptions, the wall tem-
perature does not depend on the api led magnetic field.

If the temperature of the stationary wall T has been specified, then the heat

flux to the wall is

€1,., X.r. .r;,,. ,(.S
x .... T* (2.63)

and als doe not depend on the alied matltc fieL

8"bo of Couefte flow make it possible to predlt a number of effects prouced
by transverse magnetic field, and Inherent In a bouary layer. n particular. It
follows fromn thee studies that the efctd of a transverms magnetic field die to a body
past whish flow taim place should result in reduction of vicous friction losses and to
or Increa In the thitkess3 of the boundary layer. As seen from Eq. (2. 62). the heat
trambr abotld deteriorate when the boundry layer thidasi I lncreased.

4. Lawinar Flow of a ComaaimE aluid over a Plate
in DO Promenc of a Tratnverse Mo o MIT

Let us consider the flow in a Iminar boundry layer, created on the sur1e of a
pluse fixed In a flowin coduting fluid i the presenae of a mapetie field wbhch Is
statioeary relative to the plate.

We assum that te plate to flat. TU I agoti paraikI to the wal, and the xaxis
i perpendilsar ft It (Fig. 20). The ma-to Riynold" number is assumed to be mall.
so t the hndeoed mapfti field may be ne*cbd a impred to t applid fteld

32I
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In this cae one can assume that the velo(Ity has two components, Y. and vx,

wbile th3 electric current and the electric flux density have components only along the
y axis. At low conductity of the fluid and small nagnetic Reynolds numbers (R 1.

the p- romotlve forsm compoent In the z direction can. In the first approidmaton,
be reowsted in the form !5)

'a Ug 0 Q.(2. 63)

The oher cmpomnta of the poandrovothe force can be neglected.

IL. rI,,),

II lII 111111111111l'I
i& W. "malr mage d lo bommdry

layer om a fat plain.

U- r to above ooWMditas. the momemsto and owoilty equations can be
wrtttr a

asa

Ta bomdemr oomldMa for 3s. (S. 4) sad (2.65) an,

u,-~~~ V, o .0 , (. 1) for x. M. son4

lqwmtlo M S w ad (. 60 dMr rvm Praftl bmmdWry layer .watIots f2521
05$by doe prenem. of adMol *w in- qto q . 00.

The po mt I w U(s, 0) ould be U d anm a kw n actimo In elitlam. oe
remit pql the flw I the boumder isyer for the ooWeu atf the po'oblev at t -0
for the eaue ra of s n z uder o,. dor-tim.

for eb#4r flw. go. (a.6s and (2. M) Stytw to

a,,
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To simplify analysis, we consider the flow over the plate in the absence of a pressure
gradient. The equation of motion (2. 67) is then rewritten as

S V V-- (2.69)

The b(undary conditions are written as

0, ..- - 0 for x 0;

I - ; . .1. , for x '. (2.70)

To integrate Eq. (2. 69) with boundary conditions (2. 70) we can introduce the
stream function 0 (z, x), which satisfies the continuity equation, I.e., as in fluid flow,
we can set

Olt o(2.71)

We first introduce the new variables suggested by Blasius

; q- "V (2.72)

The stream function can be as

,p.-.i/T]' f. ! ,',h !.(,:z)f. ,;,.' ! n. . . . (2.73)

where f0, f, and f2 are functions only of 77 and m = m/U.

The velocity components and their derivatives are determined from the expres-
sions

S t~Y , ".','C-,:"' ,

whence

. , , .. (2.74)

2 . .
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-. ; !I 'n:l: ' ,* ...

Substituting Eqs. (2.74) and (2. 76) Into Eq. (2. 69) and equating the coefliients of the
same powers of parameter mz, where

we will get a system of ordinary differential equations determining function f

., (2 78)

1 2i. 1 "i, (2. 77)

21; i 4: ; 1j -1f.i :'!" , (2. 78)

etc.

The boundary conditions for Eqs. (2. 76)-(2. 78) are

1, ~'~-f 4  o .... 0 for 1i '0;

l4 ...... 0 for % I;

f ; b - -. ; I/* -0 for i .

Equation (2.76) is the Blasius equation, whose solution Is known; functions ft, f
and fJ have been tabulated by L. Howard 12i52.

Equations (2. 77) and (2, 78) are ordinary linear differential equations for f2 , f4,
etc., and can be Integrated numerically.

Figure 21 shows the calculated velocity distributions for different values of niz.
The solid lines are for the cases In which the series terms with mz to the second and
higher powers have been neglected, while the dashed lines were obtained with the squared
terms retained.

The above data show that the transverse magnetic field affects the velocity distribu-
tion in the boundary layer when mz > 0. 1; a transverse magnetic field which is stationary
relative to the plate reduces the velocity gradient at the wall.

For this case. we have the following expressions for the friction factor and the dis-
placement thickness
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(2.79)

-j 11,73 O,.., ' "" j- . (2.80)

When m 0, then Eqs. (2. 79) and (2. 80) become expressions for the ordinary boundary
layer [2521.

Ialai r bondrylaerI

-'-- 'I. . - -- '¢ I

/~ . .

-. I
- 1." . . .. I

Fig. 21. Velocity distribution
in a laminar boundary layer in
the presence of a magnetic
field stationary relative to the
plate.

It follows from the above exrpressions that in the presence of a transverse mag-
netic field which is stationary relative to the plate, the surface friction factor decreases
with increasing m, while the displacement thickness increases.

':'he change In friction factor with increasing fn- = MfINRie is shown In Fig. 22.

If the magnetic field moves together with the potential flow relative to a stationary
plate, then by virtue of slip of the fluid in the boundary layer relative to the magneticfield and because of changes in the direction of electromagnetic forces, the velocity
gradient at the wall will increase with increasing magnetic field intensity; this, in turn.
will increase the surface friction factor as compared with the absence of a magnetic
field [39]. This fact was confirmed experimentally 1931.
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Fig. 22. Fricton fac- Fig. 23. Friction factor for a
tor for a plgo as a func- plate as a function of MA% in
tion of MNRe in the the presence of a magnett field
presence ot a Stationary moving with the codectin g flumd.
magnetic field.

Figure 23 shows an experimentally determined curve of ocf0% as a function of

M//1, obtained for 0.2-0.3 mm thick, 20 z 20 mm, 30 x: 30 mm. or 40 x 40 mm
dielectric platen placed in a mercury flow.r The above data show that the surface friction factor Increases appreiab', with
an Increase In MAR. In particular, for MI. = 2 the friction factor increases by
an order of magnitude as compared with Its value in the absence of a magnetic field.

5. ffect of a Transverse Ma tic Field on the Stabilit of Flowor onuU utd

Of primatry concern in the study of stability of MHD flows, just as n oidinary

hydrodynamics, is the determination of criteria characterizing transition from laminar

Theoretical studies of stability are usually based on the method of small perturbs-
tachs. The basic assumptions underlying the use of this method in the study of stability

. of plane parallel MHD flown are exmined In the book by Pai-$hih-i 15).
Consider the plane parallel flow of a conducting fluid In the 5 direction In a trans-

verse magnetic field (Fig. 24). In this case we may set

V-. 4, () . , 0. p C&t i (Ci); l

where C1, C2 and B0 are constants, while v5 , B and N are functions of x only.
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Let us assume the small perturbations are applied to -n Initially stiady flow of
the conducting fluid. The velocity, pressure and magnetic flux density components
for perturbed flow can be represented in the form

o C1  X (C) -. P; (2.82)
it, ~ 11 &%. b,;n, :; /S, b;.

where v., o',v ,. p'. b'. b'. b, are the magnitudes of the perturbations. It is assumed
that these quantities are very small as compared with the corresponding values charac-
terizing the main flow.

%<'I ilIiif il ii III j

Fig. 24. Schematic of the flow of a conduct-
ing fluid between two parallel plates in a
transverse magnetic field.

Substituting Eq. (2.82) into Eqs. (2. 1) (2. 2), (2.5) and (2.7,, and making use of
Eq. (2.3), we get the following expressions for the perturbations:

';" C"";". ' I ,)s' I .

" , ! i ,,. ") :

Jt . ." (2.83)

,; ' .h ,J ,Jr nb)

(P. 84)

k),t ey(2.86)
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is J-C lily. o ', , (2. 87)
-z .... x o. M9 (2.88

0.'5, .. 0; A.... ,, i (2. 88)

N "- -' - o (2.89)

---+ - f - 0 .- - , s o
am as(2.90)

where

jiat at

Equations (2.83)-(2.86) do not include terms containing squares of perturbations,

since thL3e are second-order infinitesimals.

The perturbations are specified in the form

U ' OP (x) O.p i (a, + r.Y - (2.91)
b' (.) ex , i ((z -A.[ c ly -. f-P). 1

In the above expressions a and at are positive real numbers, which are called the wave

numbers of the perturbations, while is a complex eigenvalue

where P is the cyclic frequency of fluctuations, while ts an increment factor whose
sign governs the behavior of the fluctuations. If < 0, then the fluctuations are damped
and the laminar flow is stable. If, however, i > 0. then the fluctuations increase and
the laminar flow is unstable.

Frei.antly use ts also made of the parameter

V C' ; ic,.

where cr is the rate of propagation of the waves, while c, Is, as before, an Increment

factor, the sign of w)"ch determines whether the preturbatlons are damped or Increaskr.
The amplitude P of the perturbing motion Is assumed to be a function of x only, since
the main fl w also depends on 7r.
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Upon substitution of Eqs. (2. 91) into Eqs. (2. 82)-(2. 90) and appropriate trans-
formations, the latter are reduced to the form 151

=i ! I * *". ,t , ,,
V V I' t'J " " (2.92)

~~~~~(D), -- f t uow,) ' ,t (;"'7 ]P'',,(2.93)

where

D d' .....

f2 .42*- , . 1*t ' -' .

Equations (2. 92) and (2.93) are the basic equations of the magnetohydrodynamic
stability theory for plane parallel flows.

If there Is no magnetic field, then Eq. (2.93) becomes an identity, while Eq.
(2. 92) becomes the ordinary equation of stability of a laminar plane parallel flow with
three-dimensional perturbations.

Studies by G. B. Squire [2521 showed that in order to determine the critical
Reynolds number, that is, the lower boundary of stability, it is sufficient to examine
two-dimensional perturbations.

When v' = b' and ct = 0, Eqs. (2. 2) and (2. 93) take tlie form
y y

' ~ 1"" " 0j),-t,: -: u)i,)
V V L 'ft *t *(2. 94)

S, '(2.95)

In the study of stability of MHD flows the eigenvalues of Eqs. (2. 94) and (2. 95)
must be found at the appropriate boundary conditions.

Theortical studies of the stability of flow of a corducttng fluid in a flat channel
In the presenec of a transverse magnetic field and Rm << I were done by Lock [441.

In the case of Rm << 1. the induced magnetic field z(x) can be neglected com-
pared with the applied field B0. Then Eq. (2.95) reduces to the form

('r:-- ,) ... l :.(2. 96)

after which Eq. (2. 94) becomes

(,, )Y: :' Z.': ,
- (,r',- - (2.97)
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Introducing dimenw-onless vartabI as, we get

'V 'A)A L1-

+ 2(4~ a~*-* ~ ~ )

c~e zI(*(2 98)

The above expression differs from the Orr-Sommerfeid eqvatton by the presonlce ci
right-hand stoe. The boundiry cond1t1ons for It areth

q-1 -0 for X. :0S5 (2. 9t)

A solution of Ec.. (2.98) with the above boundary conditions was constructed by
Lock using IAn's method for the cases of low and high Hartmann numbers.

In order to spenify the velocity distribution of unperturbed flow at low Hartmann
numbers, Lock used Hartmann's solution. At high Ha'Amann numbers an exponential
velocity dls'.ributlon wis specified; this is Justified by the presence, in this case, of a
flow core, where the velocity is constant.

The neutral stability curves obtained by Lock for low M are shown In FMg. 25.
Examining them we see that the transverse magnetic field has a strong stabilizing
effect on the flow of conducting fluids. Physically this is attributed to changes in the
fluid ts velocity distribution and suppression of turbulent pulsations by the magnetic
field.

The neutral stability curve shown by a dashed line was calculated by Lin and
corresponds to the case of fluid flow in the absence of a magnetic field.

Lock also established that the stabilizing effect of the magnetic field is, In this
case, due primarily to changes in the velocity distribution over the channel c~ross sec-
tion. For high M, he obtained the following expression for the critical Reynolds number

!k~ -kM.(2.100)

where k = 50, 000.

Theoretical studies on the stability of flow of a conducting fluid In the boundary
layer at a thin plate in the presence of a tranaverse magnetic field were done by V. N.
A rkhpov 1471. Neglecting all the velocity components of the boundary layer except the
longitudinal, he solved this problem by means of Eq. (2. t8) with the boundary conditions

Arkipv secfie te vloityditriuton n heboundary layer by manZof)

Theprolemwsssoled y te alakinmetodusig asysemof "approima-

4ii h-t(n 41c aif ondr odtos



Taking as the characteristic dimension the thickness of the displacement layer

i,,,I j ' f, Arkhlpov obtained neutral stability curves in the second approxima-

tion (Fig. 26). Exmining these curves we see that in this cuse, as In channel flow of
a conducting fluid, the effect of a transverse magnetic field reduces to increasing the
flow stability.

Subequent experimental studies by Murgtroyd [831 showed that, at M )b 1,
Eq. (2. 100) correctly expresses the qualitative relationship between Rem and the

Hartmann number, but gives larger quantitative deviations, In particular, he has
obtained the expression

i' A- . (2. 102)

Cs ... I - I" "',' ... . . . . .

'yjC "'. ... ,4.. ', , . . , o , Oj , ."-d - -. I~ . ,

Fig. 25. Neutral stability curves for the Fig. 26. Neutral stability curves for laml-
flow of a conducting fluid in a flat channel nar flow of a conducting fluid over a plate
in the presence of a transverse magnetic in the presence of a transverse magnetic
field, field.

It follows from Lock's theoretical formula, as well as from Murgatroyd's experi-
mental relationship, that the friction factor corresponding to Reer Is a contant quantity.

It was established by analysis of a large volume of experirmtal data 1531 that the
magnitude of tw. friction factor characterizing the onset of the first turbulence is Inde-
pendent of the shape of the channel crus section and of the applied malnetic field, and
may be takan as

The validity of Eq. (L. 103) Is confirmed by available experimental data (FIg. 27).
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Fig. 27. Comparison of exqertimentally obtained friction

factor in MUHD danel flow with the exct solution.

1) lrwtmaa ad Lm rrus; 2) Murgatroyd; 3) hystcs Insti-
t o the Latvdl Academy of Sconsm.s 4) Ryabints and
lao latov; 5) Kbmltor.

In socordenoe with iq. (2.46) and (2.103) the stability criterion can be repre-
sented as

.m •I) (2.104)
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In accordance with Eq. (2.49), for flat channels with M t, 1 Eq. (2. 104) becomes
Identical with Murtroyd's empirical formula.

6. Tuba a mj~e !LIdrsml Channel Flow

Cas of the most complex problems of applied magnetobydrodynamics is the study
of the efibot of transverse magnetic fields on the turbulent channel flow of sonductiug
fluids.

The most extensively used methods lu the study of turbulent chanoel flows In
engineering hydrodynamics are se.-'-iplrical, based on experimental determination
of a number of characteristic parameters. These methods are also used in applied
mapetohrodynamtca.

0,'

Fig. 28. Schematic of turbulent flow of a oondacting
fluid in a flat MHD channel.

Lot us now examine the turbulent flow of a conducting fltdd In a flat MHD channel
(Fig. 28).

Studies of the structure of turbulent MHD flows in flat channel* using the semi-
empirical approach were performed by L. Harris 1521. However, before we exmmine
his results, It is preper to consider the overall flow parameter, i.e., Qke friction
factor.

Analysis of equations of turbulent MIlD ehanwr flow 1631 written tn dmensionless
form @bows that the friction factor, describing pressure drop to a ohannel and produeed
by vlscour friction and turbulent mixing, can be represented as a sum of two componmnts

, , , (2.105)

where Is the friction factor of laminar MIlD flow, x is a omponnt produced

by magnetohydrodynamic pulsations. The expression for A ws oitained to Sec. 2.

We shall now analyze the second oompont of the friction beftor.
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It ti expedient to present Am in the form 1531t. p.

where At.p. is the friction factor component of ccmmon fluid flow due to pulsattais.

It is obvious that when M - 0

The magnetic field xrts a staoblistag effect on thM caisnn flow of coodecting
ItUd. Hence, when Re - omnt., a rta in the Uartmanm number aould cheap the
flow mode from turtdent to isminar. .onheiaetly, when Re oet. and M -w

.--" L . q Re .I 0

Re !(2.101)

We reprueuet v as

Then for Ie s cost. adMX cw, amn writs, in aocoordmws with Zq. (2. 10T), that

'~~v(Re. 1 . .10

To ommine do structure of f ntio # for sall WfR*, we .md to a seriestn terms of this paraster to the mioborbood of Wt/o 0:

V ) , Y (,o. 4) "- . ,

after whib Eq. (P. 10 rodeo" to She form

- tea to sow~ tq e 0) O. Coinqmutiy, whn W/He --.O,.
peg to sero u MAS.

i gmr1. whem SO/b pes from 0 to m, we ce write
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The expression for Am has tie form 4t.p.

.: c i j •(2 . 1 1! 0 )

Thus the expression for the friction factor for turbulent PIStD flow of r conducting
fluid in a flat channei can be writ n as

For flat channels, function At . is given byt. p.

-, (2.112)

Experimental 4udies show that In fully &kveloped liquid pipe flow, A Is virtually
t

Independent of the pipe cross sectional shape and Is satiafactorily described by the
Blasius law up to Re t, 10' 12541

.. 0., (2.113)

When Re > 10s , AO can be determined from Prandt's general law (252, 631.

To contruct iunction * It suffices to know experimental values of A m at differenttRe and M. Then, according to Eq. (2. 111), function* Is given by

'" I. At (.114)

Fiture 29 showvo curves of* (Re. M2/Re) conamced from eurimewataI data of
j1. A family of th'se curves i deacribed by

.4t) ll V 1( 01.115.

which satisfie the 'limiting Conditions (2. 109),

Factors s. $, and $1. which for a ft channel are functions of Re euly. are de-
fined by the expressloins
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Fig. 29. The norynalized func-
tion f, vs. parameter M/Re.

When M - 1 and Re- 103, the expressions for the frtctiori factor become more com-
plicated

" -R -I -;?e (S . .. .'7 . )? :,: -

-- ~ ~ ~ ~ I Re -;091.031e I*_) (2. 116)

0-9-2 - ',5

where 6 (Re - 1355) Is a unit function

j. 0 for ,Rz! 1355;
1./ for R~3;5

We note that Eq. (2. 116) is valid for turbulent and laminar flows of conducting fluids
with and without a magnetic field.

Figure 30 shows the ct, rve of Am = f (Re, M) constructed from Eq. (2. 116) for dif-

ferent values of M = eonst, it also shows the values of Am obtained by analysis of experi-

mental data of Hsrdnann and Lazarus 1811 and Murgatryd [83]. They are In satisfactory
agreement with theoretical data.

Pigure 31 shows curves of k, m = f (Re, M) obtained by A.,1. Khozhainov In a reptangu-
It Ikc channel with ratio of sides 1:2.5, as well as data of L. Schfiler f2551 and J. Nikuradse

[261 for water flowing In a similar channel with M = 0.

Note that to compare the experimental data of Fig. 31 with theoretical results, a
correction term must be Introduced In Eq. (2.'116) to account for the effect of the side
walls [1lO].
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Fig. 30. Friction factor curves for the flow of a conducting fluid in a flat
MHD channel.

KEY: 1) Hartmann and Lazarus; 2) Murgatroyd; 3) Blasius law.

It is seen from Figs. 30 and 31 that some experimental data on Am in turbulent
t

low of mercury at low M lie appreciably below the curve described by the Blasius law.
,onversely, for large M the experimental values of VT lie above this curve. This is

regular phenomenon and is easily explained from the physical point of view.

Thus, the effect of L transverse magnetic field on turbulent channel flow of a con-
ucting fluid involves changing the velocity distribution over the channel cross section
nd suppression of turbulent pulsations. At low M, the shape of the velocity distribution
s close to that of ordinary hydrodynamics, i.e., the magnetic field does not appreciably
ncrease the velocity gradient at the walls, but suppresses turbulent pulsations. Hence
or a given Re one observes a smaller friction factor than in equivalent common fluid
low.

At high M the effect involving the increase in the velocity gradient at the walls domi-
ates over th. turbulent pulsation suppression. Hence in this 2ase in a given range of Re
ic friction factor is greater than X 0

t

When M =: const., all the Am = f(Re, M) curves tend asymptotically to the curvet
,orresponding to the Blasius (Prandtl) law of higher Re.
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From the engineering point of view, the region of turbulent MHD channel flow can
be divided Into two zones, in the first of which (corresponding to low M) the magnetic
field reduces the friction factor 'as compared to its value in ordinary hydrodynamics,
and In the second (corresponding to high M)it Increases this factor.

1.1P

pi P
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It follows from the above analysis that it is not generally permissible to calculate

Am from ordinary hydrodynamic formulas.
t

L. Harris (521 has analyzed the turbulent flow of a conducting fluid in a flat chan -
nel, following the method developed by K. Millikan for turbulent flows without a mag-
netic field.

Using the r -theorem from the theory of similitude, Harris obtained the following

functional relationship for the velocity distribution in turbulent flow of conducting fluids
in flat channels:

f ~ . , (2.117)

where

"4 4 2

In Eq. (2. 117) the tilde denotes averaging with respect to time.

Assuming that the velocity distribution near the wall is independent of the channel
size, Eq. (2.117) can be reduced to the form

X (Re*, X% (2.118)

Considering the fact that the effect of a transverse magnetic field on velocity dis-
tribution reduces to flattening the distribution in the core flow, it can be assumed that
the local structure of the core will not depend on viscosity. Then the following relation-
ship can be used as the MHD analogy of the velocity distortion:

." .( : # . (*)(2.119)

where U is the averoge velocity in the center of the channel.

From the condition that Eqs. (2. 118) and (2. 119) must yield identical results in a
certain region of values of x* we get

X( >x'. .j ' "" '. ' (2.120)

where , i.', ,)

Differentiating Eq. (2. 120) with respect to x*, Re*and M, we get

' , ' '(2.121)
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A . X ,: . - (2.122)

S2-. (2.123)

whence

M x1 : < (2.124)

Since the left-hand side of Eq. (2.124) depends only on Reand M*, while the right-hand
side depends only on x'and M2/Re*, both these sides should be functions of M2/Re* only.
This equation thus reduces to the two relationships

J (.\" (2.125)

.11: 0l ( " (2.126)

where g, is some arbitrary function.

Eliminating P. ye find from Eqs. (2.122)-(2.124)

2"'x' -.\" I Ix . . " - . ,l - (2.127)
.j(1'k'. )"J O(. ) - I, 0.1f,"

Since the left-hand s~de of the above expression depends only on Re* x *, while its right-
hand side is a function n' only Re*and M, both these parts should be ,unctions only of
M/Re *, whence

2o Re'Ix* (lt,.)- . . iX* +i ' 3 ! ie (2. 128)

2 PO ' ,-D 6 . kl oJf , \ i f (2.129)

where g2 is a second arbitrary function.

Equations (2. 125) and (2. 129) make it possible to express function 4 in terms of g,
and g2. The solution for 4 has the form

ill G,+; (2. 130)

where

- J :( 1z; G. --- -( )-dz (2.131)
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The general solutions for Eqs. (2. i6) ana t*Z. 128) are written as

(2. 132)
(2.133)'

It follows from the conditions

that

,; (..) ,; ()

From Eq. (2.120) we get

Consequently, functions f, '. and X can all be expressed in terms of G, and G2

, ,,1 ! .. ,) (2.134)

,, ., . ( ~ , .
" (2 . 1 3 5)

( (2 .. 136)

As In ordinary hydrodynamics, functions G, and G2 can be represented as

G ,(.) - . 1 , ,)

G: (4) '/I i z C: I /. (.j).

Then Eqs. (2. 134)-(2. 136) can be represented in the form

. . .' A F, Re' • (2,137)

A, - -- ,x - I"C( l ' ) ' '( '. ' (2.139)

Constants A and C contained In Eqs. (2.137)-(2. 138) can be taken from experimental
data obtained without a magnetic field.
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Since function FI (M/Re*) 18 not contained In the velocity distortion equations and
vanishes when M = 0, we may set

0.

We find the following expression for the velocity distribution in a turbulent MHD
flow:

-..- 1 .. . . W., xc ) : 6. 15! 1 t P , . (2.140)

When M - 0, Eq. (2. 140) becomes identical with the logarithmic velocity distribution of
common fluid flow.

Considering the fact that, according to Eq. (2. 116), the friction factor is known
when M and Re are given, It Is convenient to express Eq. (2,140) in the form

1- -5 +(2.141)

~M2
A graphical presentation of function Ft(lgx ") is given in Fig. 32 (curve 1). Curve 2 of

thi s figure descrihe!, on a magnified scale, the variation of this function for the argument
range of 0 to 0.05.

o . -- ,.. *2

Fig. 32. Curve of function Ft vs. x*.Re

Figure 33 shows the velocity profiles In a turbulent MHD flow In a flat channel,
constructed from Eq. (2. 141) for different values of Re at M 1 100. For clarity of pre-
sentation, the velocity Is referred to Its maximum value. The velocity distribution
shown In Fig. 33 by a dashed line is that of laminar flow.

Figure 34 shows the velocity distributions In a turbulent MIlD flow obtained by P.S.
Lykoudis 11121 for mercury flowing in a channel with a side ratio of 1:5. The measure-
ments were made In the plane perpendicular to large side of the channel and parallel to
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Figures 35 show measured distributions of root-mean-square pulsations of longitudi-

nal ;T and -ransverse NvF flow velocities, referred to maximum velocity. These data
y

were obtained at the Donets Research Institute of Ferrous Metals under the leadership
of I. L. Povkb [1131 for flow of 30% aqueous HISO4 In an open trough placed li the gap of
an electromagnet (Re = 50. 10). it is easy to see that the turbulent intensity of the flow
decreases with an Increase in M.

Analysis of the above data shows that the magnetic field has an appreciable effect on
the flow structure of conducting fluids in channels.

I~
a) f ... 7 r \- - .- - --I--- -! -- - - -

b)

l ,.11 .J

Fig. 35. The distribution of the longitudi-
nal (a) and transverse (b turbulent Intensity
in the flow of an electrolyte as a function of
magnetic field strength.
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7. Effect of Transverse Magnetic Field on the
Turbulent Boundary Layer

We now consider the flow of conducting fluid past a flat dielectric plate in the
presence of a transverse magnetic field. We assume that the boundary layer on the
plate becomes turbulent starting from the leading edge of the plate (z = G).

As in common fluid flow, the turbulent boundary layer in this case can be com-
puted from the momentum equation which is used to find the relationship between the
momentuin less thickness and tangential stresses at the wall. These studies were per-
formed recently by Kruger and Sonju (60).

Using the fact that fully developed MHD channel flow have developed flow cores,
Eq. (2. 140) can be used for expressing the velocity distribution in the turbulent bound-
ary layer at the plate

3,- " .. :' ' 3 : .. (2.142)

where (% Is the tangential stress at the wall) and v

At the edge of the turbulent boundary layer Eq. (2, 142) takes the form

-- a\... .':'/I:' I .13 i Il •(2.143)

The above expression establishea the relationship between the potential flow velocity U
and the boundary layer thickness 6.

li-/

Fig. 36. Turbulent MHD boundary layer at
a flat plate. I,

7U Integral equation of momentum for th boundary layer can be written as

i - 4 (2.144)
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In the case at hand we can set

dp
* di - -j4fl- (El ~fIJ (2.145)

Using the above expression and substituting Into It the momentum l088 thickness 0
and the displacement thickness a

A 0 0

we get the expression

WdsO u -v6. (2.146)

In the absence of a magnetic field Sq. (2,146) becomes identical with the momentum
equation for a two-dimensional incompressible boundary layer (252, 2531.

The system of equations (2. 142), (2. 143) and (2.146) can be solved numerically.
Having done this, Kruger and Sonju found that the transverse magnetic field may have
an appreciable effect on all the properties of toe turbulent boundary layer.

Figures 37 and 38 shlow curves of the relative boundary layer thickness 6 CU/v
and the tangntial stress at the wall!Y = V2as a function of the dimensionless longitdi-
nal coordinate i2 zUA' and of the magnetic field parameter 71 al?!)J~

t411

is s .J i l Z

'Fig. 37. Thicki-esss of Fig. 38. Tangential stress
turbulent boundary layer at the wall of a plate in
as a hfuntion of the longi- turbulent flow as a function
tudinal coordinate for of the longitudinal coordinate
various transverse mag- and of the flux density of the
netic field flux densities, transverse magnetic field.
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Examining the curves we see that, at a given F, an increase in the field flux
density reduces the boundary layer thickness and increases the tangential stress at
the wall.

At a given value of i and increasing i, the boundary layer thickness increases to
its asymptotic value (in ordinary hydrodynamics the boundary layer thickness increases
beyond bounds with increasing 2), while the tangential stress at the wall drops off (but
also tenids to Its asymptotic value).

8. Effect of Transverse Magnetic Field on Unsteady Channel Flow
of Conducting Fluids

Let us consider unsteady laminar flow of a conducting fluid in a long rectangular
channel In the presence of a uniform magnetic field BO perpendicular to the dielectric
walls. The channel's lateral walls will be regarded as conducting electrodes closed
via load resistance Rj (Fig. 39). It Is also assumed that a : b, so that the variation

of flow variables along the y axis can be neglected by comparison with their changes
along the x axis. Under these conditions, Eqs. (2. 1)-(2. 6) reduce to

Q ';. -~ , qJ'

(1.: 1 -. (2.147)

M~y ._ jB

(2.148)

, , n (2.149)

(E' L / (. (2.150)

I ' I

I ...l+!iH Ii Ii~
.. i. .]1. . ..

Fig. 39. Schematic diagram of
an MHD generator duct.

The general solution of the above equations at arbitrary magnetic Reynolds numbers
is, normally, obtained in the form of integrals In the complex plane; it is difficult to eval-
uate for cases of practical interest 166-72, 741. However, when m c 1, one can state

this problem as an approximation and thus obtain a solution in its final and relatively
simple form. We shall now consider the problem for Rm << 1 and a constant pressure

gradient.
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Integrating Eq. (2.148) and then dividing through by UB O we get

1.',-- J) + .?b

where U and T are the characteristic velocity of the conducting fluid and the character-
istic time.

When Rm < 1 and b/UT 4 1. it can be assumed that E does not depend on x and

Is a function of time only. Then Eq. (2.147), upon substitution of Eq. (2.150) and use of
Ohm's law in the eternal circuit, reduces to the following Integrodifferentlal equation
[761:

-~i. d .k.,A N ii . (2.151)

b

where

. c- on', t; z, -Z(., 0); k -

R,,.-=~~R 1, e]rRodcing

whileR / -i i the internal eleetrlc resistance of the conducting fluid in a channel

of length .

The boundary conditions for Eq. (2.151) are:

V !  : 0. (2.152)

The initial conditions shall be specified in the following form: whe'n t = 0

V(Y. 0) t,. (r) CO ch (At'! -. 1 ) -(1--5 3)2 h .1110 (2.153)

where

2t 2 tlh-2

Let the magnetic field, the load and pressure gradient change instantaneously at
the initial time (t = 0); this is physically justified by the short duration of electromag-
netic transient processes as compared with the MHD transient processes.
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To solve this problem, we represent the flow velocity in the form [761

t

, -,t(, ) ."[(t)., (2.154)

where f(t) is an arbitrary time function.

Upon substitution of Eq. (2. 154), Eq. (2. 151) breaks down into two equations

,' ,-,, .. ;(2.155)

":" I

II I [ (r). (2. 156)
-b o

The boundary and initial conditions for Eq. (2.155) are

' ) , ... .I'I (I ,p l; (2 . 15 7)

(2. 158)
" a -' ,' (. (2. i58)

We shall seek the solution of Eq. (2. 155) in the form

.7, ;, ,) :'. ),(2.159)

where F(x) corresponds to the asymptotic value of u.

Substituting Eq. (2. 159) into Eq. (2. 155), we get three ordinary differential equa-
tions, the solutions of which air known [2571:

g -I 0; (2.160)

'", ,9 -c,, 0 -0; (2.161)

l ,, , () 0.(2.162)

The solution for u can he written in the form

, ,c,: 't " C sh l- '" ' ; h """ , ., j. (2.163)

In the above expression, a and n are related by the equationn n

d v l. (2.16 e
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From boundary conditions u and from the fazt that the Initial velocity distribution
ieven, we get

ICS D, O* 0
Upon substitution of Eqs. (2.154) and (2.157), the solution for v takes the form

U-C(i-'x.c.) ell >-~~ x ell) (2.165)

Using Eq. (2.165) we can find the following transcendental equation for the elgen-
values

IExIamination of Eq. (2.166) shows that a unique positive real value of exists
when I(2k > 12; when M2k < 12, Eq. (2.166) has an Infinit tumber of negative real roots.

From Eq. (2.165) we also get the Integration constant C1:

pC1 =. - - .. ._ -_._ _ . t - (2.167)
~'Ch M~ 14 k (21h

The series coefficients Cu are determined from the Initial conditions. Here it ts suffi-
cient to use the property of orthogonality of the systom of functions 'r,

=~ci /?~ -- ll ~ -2 ,Iln the range.* b/2. In fact, using Eq. (2. 161) and n mn

Mdultiplying Eq. (2. 153) by 0 n and integrating in the range i b/2, we get

C. Lj-.(2.168)

where

lp.'2thj M. Sb
J~ ~.hA0 IAI0h -Tlii 2 mlkw
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Let us consider certain special cases of this solution. Let v = 0 at t 0. In this
case, Co in Eq. (2.168), and the solution denotes acceleration of the fluid from rest to

the steady-state value. Here, if k = 0, then $n< 0, and Eq. (2.165) reduces to the form

le OIf -, (2.169)

ae

where An = (2n - 1). We note that Eq. (2.169) is identical with the solution obtained

in 167) for this particular case.

When t - co, Eq. (2. 169) becomes Eq. (2.40) for steady flow. When M - 0, it
reduces to the form which holds in ordinary hydrodynamics [258]

2v ' { .. I})"I 11 ... - ..

, - . .-32 ... b' CO .o (2.170)
.. *y "

For zero initial conditions and k = 1, Eq. (2. 165) coincides with the solution pre-
sented in [73). For zero Initial conditions and an arbitrary k, we can integrate Eq.
(2.165) over the channel cross section and refer the result thus obtained to the asymp-
totic value of the average velocity; we then got

(:' ..If (2.171)

This expression can be used for calculating the acceleration times of a conductlng
fluid in an MHD channel under specified conditions. Similar expressions are obtained
for deceleration modes and for transitions from one flow mode to another.

For this case, the viscous friction losses in the channel can be represented as

b

K (y..M. 1)
(2.172)
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where

4 CAlh A A C.b *21'if b

((Y. A 4(2.173)
(y , M P= flb -.... " Ch

When t - co, Eq. (2.173) becomes Identical to the previously cited Eq. (2.48).

48--

,S,
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Fig. 40. The relative velocity Z con-
ducting fluid in a flat channel as a function
of t/0.

Figure 40 shows curves of U = i(t/O) constructed from Eq. (2.171). Curve 1 cor-
responds to the ca se M = 0. Curve 2 is constructed for case M * 1. Changes in the load
ratio are virtually without effect on the curve shape.

The same figure also shows data obtained by analysis of experimental osoillograms
presented in 1109) and referring to the acceleration of mercury in an MID channel with
a side ratio of 1:10 at k = 1.

Here 0 is expressed by

it follows from the above data that theoretical calculations are In satisfactory
agreement with the experimental results.
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The curve for acceleration of the conducting fluid in a flat MHD channel in the
coordinate plane (U, t/0) holds virtually for all such channels. The acceleration time

is approximately 50. This shows that, at a constant pressure gradient, the transverse
magnetic field reduces the duration of transient processes.

In this chapter we have analyzed relatively simple magnetohydrodynamic problems

as applied to channel flow of conducting fluids and flow past bodies.

The condition.. >> a >> b, assumed in examining MHD channel flow, is not always
satisfied under real conditions. At a finite ratio of channel walls, the side walls affect
the structure and the overall flow variables. In the case a b, the flow variables are
affected by the conducting electrodes. In addition, ir real MHD channels, as a result of
finite length of the poles of the magnet, the magnetic field in the edge regions is not
uniform In the longitudinal direction.

Solution of the above problems with consideration of finite channel size and of the
presence of conducting electrodes is extremely difficult even in the case of laminar flow.
Some solutions for conditions close to those encountered in practice are presented in the
references.

However, the problems considered by us qualitatively and quantitatively clarify the
MHD effects of direct applied interest.

The electromagnetic induction phenomenon in conducting liquids is used in various
MHD measuring instruments and devices. Due to the quite high conductivity of these
fluids such instruments and devices are relatively simple.

The field of conductive ponderomotive electromagnetic forces conducting liquids is
used in electromagnetic pumps and MHD engines. 'The ability to control boundary lyers
by means of electric and magnetic fields can be used for reducing vessel drag in sea
water.



CHAPTER 3

MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC METERS

Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) meters In use or of prospective use In marine eng-
neering comprise a broad range of instruments. The principal instruments of this clan
are magnetic flowmeters and sea-current velocity metors. A special group comprises
instruments used for measuring density, temperature (beat], chemical ressents, etc.
A separate group is made up of devices for studying the structure of flows of conduicting
fluids. Each of these groups includes a large number of Instruments, which differ from
one another by the kind of power used, design execution and measuring principles, fro-
quently determined by the physical properties of the conducting fluids.

Due to the limited scope of this book, we cannot consider all MHlD instruments.
Hence we shall consider only those which are of greatest practical interest.

1. Operatio. ad Genera) Descrhpon of Magnetic Flowmwers

tse MHlD method of measuring flow velocity is based an the olectomagne~ Induc-
tion phenomiewsu. As specifed by the law of elechromagnetc Induction, whenever any
medium moves relative to a magnetic field, an emf proportional to the flow velocity and
independent of the physica properties of the medium io Induced In the latter.

When a fluid moves in an MUlD chamnl equipped with electrodes, the emf inueud
in the flow results tn te appasam on electrodes at a pobenia difference the magnitude
of which is indicative of the flow velocity. Tle onductivity at the fluid javeras several
effects which determine whether this method is of practical use.

Because of the finite lenot of the lonuivalna magnetic field, the electric currnat
circulating In the conducting fluid form closed loops at tbs end somas, and the dld tdos
ejrta a pmdromotive force an tie ejarnal magnetc system; the m*antude of this force
can also be used for Indicating the flow velocity.

A third efct which can be used for destgalar, magne flowlstrs is the fact that a
magnetic field in which acondectn g fluid moves io atnuated by the field of the Induced
currents. lb magnitude of this attenuation of Owe e~ra magnetic field can be used to
characterize the flow velocity of the coeohicting fhld.
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Corresponding to the above effects, one distinguishes the following types of mag-
.netic flowmeters:

1) conduction type, which measure the potential difference on electrodes, pro-
duced by the emf induced in the flow;

2) ponderomotivo [force] type, based or the direct measurement of the force of
interaction between the currents induced in the fluid and the applied magnetic field;

3) induction type, based on measuring the magnetic field of induced currents.

The schematics of these flowmeters are shown in Figs. 41, 42 and 43.

b) C)

Fig. 41. Conduction-type magnetic flowmeters:

a) With a rectangular duct and point electrodes; b)
with a rectangular duct and continuous electrodes; c)
with a circular duct and point electrodes.

The conduction-type magnetic flowmeter, shown in Fig. 41, consists of rectangu-
lar or circular duct 1 made from nonmagnetic material, with conducting electrodes 2
installed in It. The flowmeter duct is placed in the gap of a permanent magnet 3 or a
DC or AC electromagnet. An instrument measuring the potential difference produced
by the flow of the conducting fluid in the duct is connected across the electrodes.

A rotary force flowmeter is shown in Fig. 42. The instrument uses a magnet
assembly which moves at the same speed as the fluid.

- .

Fig. 42. Schematic of a rotary force [pon-
deromotivel magnetic flowmeter.

The fluid flows through pipe 1 placed between two disks 2 fastened on a common
shaft. Four pairs of permanent magnets 3 are fastened on the disks at points equidistant
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from the shaft. The electromagnetic forces applied to .,agnets by the fluid passing through
the pipe force the disks to rotat3. The velocity or mass flow rate, of the fluid is measured
on the basis of the angular velocity of thisA rotation.

The force with which the flow acts on the magnets depends on the conductivity of the
fluid, which should be sufficient in order to overcome the friction in the shafts of the In-
strumoet. Since the rotational inertia of the instrument is relatively high, It is insensi-
tive to rapid velocity changes, i.e., Its dynamic response Is quite low.

/_Z '/77Y/l 17 ,//;',J

Fig, 43. Schematic of an Induction-type
magnetic flowmeter.

An inductlon-ype magnetic flowmeter Is shown in Fig. 43. In the gap of Pn AC
electromagnet 1, near the pipe, are placed two Ideptcal measuring coils 2, connected
to a voltmeter. The coils re connected In oppositfon so that the emfs Induced in tbom
by the magnetic field of the main electromagnet cancel each ether. The magnetic fields
of the currents Induced In the conducting fluid have different directions at the tnstrument's
Inlet and outlet, so that the emf produced in the measuring coils by these fields add up.

The most extensively used magnetic flowmeter is the conduction type, although in
certain special caa preference Is given to Induction or force flowmeters.

Mapeti flowmeters have a number of substantial advtaes over other flow-
motors.

Tie magnetic Mfioters now prodaced arally for industrIal w. are of the 0. 5- 1
accuracy oasea. Magutio flowtmora of the .25 accuracy class are uder develop-
moot 1147. 153).

LAw to lneerity of their charactetic and ti. se of mutl-rage meters, a-ag
netic flowmers have a wtd oorations ran, apWreeinbly exoeeding that f other types
of fiow"mSrs.
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Conduction and induction-type magnetic flowmeters ha,.v no rotating parts, pack-
ing glands, seals, etc., i.e., they are fully sealed. These flowmeters exhibit good
dynamic response which makes them useful for measuring unsteady flovws.

9$1634

I I
Fig. 44. Response-time curves of various types
ot f'owmeters.

1) Vane; 2) ionization; 3) gyroscopic; 4) flowmeters
with Coriolis acceleration; 5) external-flow flow-
meters; 6) thermoanemometric: 7) ultrasonic: 8)
magnetic qlowmeters with AC magnets; 9) magnetic
flowmeters with DC or permanent magnets.

Figuiv 44 shows cur;,es of G f(t)Q. which characterize the response time of
flowmeters oc sudden change in flowrate from Q, to Q!: these curves show that magnetic
flowmeters exhibit high dynamic response.

Becouse MHD effects in a certain range of M and Re reduce the flow friction fWn-
tor. magnetic Gowmetert for liquid metals can be so designed that they will not Intro-
duce additioaiff'1fw resistance in the circulation loop.

A partlularly valuable ampect of magmetc flowrters is the fW3 Cut they can be
used with corrouive media and radioactive liquid metals.

Among shortcomings of flowmeters used with liquids with ionic conductivlties aretheir doperdenct on+ a number olf factors produced by eleethoelmcal processes (in a
constant mapetie fiefd avd various k. rferenoeu (in an alterrntlng magtied ftild).
However. means are available for combating these Intrrferencs.

We shall limit o.roelves to discussion of conduction-type flowneters, which are
sim*de and the most widely used In vartous brancues of technology.

2. ofy DC CowLion-Tyi Mugn i c Flowiueters

MagetIc Flownwthrs 7ith RectaLglar Duct and Point Electrodes

Consider the ftkw of a conducting fluid !n the rectangular duct of a cooduttio-typ
flaooter with point electrodes depicted In 7ig. 41a. We shall asome ft tOJ duct is
sufflenatly long so that we can neglect edge effects and regard the applied magnwe field
as uniform.
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Since divj =0, whti-h follows f 'im Eq. (2.3), using Ohm's law In its differential
form (2. 6) we get the following equation relating the electric potntial, flow velocity and
applied magnetic field

-1j .tov IV x BI!. .1

Equation (3. 1) is the basic equation for magnetic flowmeteris and allows, given a
* velocitr distribution r'nd the magnetic flux density, to find the distribution of the electric

potentid o~.

Eirpondlng div [ a x 5 j, Eq. (3.1) can be rewritten in the form

A49 .7curl v --- 'j curl Ai (3.2)

Since it is assumed that the magnetic field Is uniform, we can assume In Eq. (3. 2)

9 curl 5 0, whereupon it reduces to

0*r Xq . (.Y

V it is assumed that the walls are insulators. Then the boundary conditions for the
electric potential are

0.4 13.4)
2

Equation (3. 3) is the Poisson equation, while the problem itself corresponds to
Neumann's second boundary-value problem f2591.

The soluioin of Eq. (3.3) wtth boundary conditions (3.4) can be sought in the formi

b 2

Substituting Eq. (3. 5) Into Eq. (3. 3), we get

y (3.6

The flow of the conducting fluid In the duct may be either laminar or turbulent.
Since no relationship for the velocity distribution of turbulent flow in rectangular channels
with arblrary ratio of sides to available, we can, following S. A. Ilegirer [1541, specify

7k, the velocity distribution 2B

chtN 1 --Ch Nj-, C11Y., Ch N,-- (3.7)
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where v0 is the meaw, flow velocity. N, and N, are dimensionless parameters, which

characterize the degree of filling of the veloc.ty distribution. When N, - 0 and N2 - 0,

a parabolic distribution is obtained from Eq. (3.7), while when N1 
= N2 - co, a uniform

(flat) velocity distribution (plug flow) is obtained.

Expanding function (3. 7) into a Fourier series with consideration of Eq. (3. 6),
we get

. , V , h NJ, (3.8)

where

V, I ( .9

, . . . _ , - ... . x":L, "?! ;L'C !' 'h x -X ,vi-A - .. - ' "" (3.9)

Here the constants of integration are determined from the condition bp I, ,- b 0:

22

C, - 0; C . 4 .

after which Eq. (3. 5) can be represented in the form

' 2 4
.1 .1,, t b-- - ': .- -2-

4 -I'l- c tV - . (3.10)

The potential difference at two point electrodes (x = 0, y = +a/2) is determined by the
expression

-, . ,. .. ( .v , ,'... (3.11)
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where

'V I 'V)1 "M
X I I Y

~. ii NISh 'V

I-) N.. _11s)

. : W2 4 "!/ 1 6' '31

In Eq. (3.11), function( , NI Ns) characterizes the effect of the velocity field
in the plane of the point electrodes on their potential difference.

Examination of Eq, (3.12) shows that for given values of N, and N2 and for a vari-
ation in geometric parameter from 0 (flat channel) to 1. 57 (square cross section), the
effect of the velocity field on the potential difference between point electrodes Is particu-
larly strongly manifested in square channels. Here, for y = 0, * = 1, which shows that
the readings of magnetic flowmeterb with flat ducts and point electrodes do not depend on
the velocity distribution in the conducting fluid.

In the case of M< 1, the magnetic field does not appreciably affect the velocity
distribution in the ifuld, i.e., MHD uffects of the first kind may be neglected, In this
case, the parameter N will characterize tae effect of the Reynolds number on the mag-
netic flowmeter readings in turbulent flow of the conducting fluid. Here, MHD effects
of the second kind take place.

Let ub examine thcse effects in a magnetic flowmeter with a square duct. The
velocity distribution in this case car be assumed symmetrical relative to the two coordi-
nate axes, I. e., we can set N1 = N2 = N. Analysis of Eq. (3. 12) shows that for a square
duct in which N varies from zero (laminar flow) to infinity, function *P varies from 1. 12
to 1. The results of calculations for this case are presented in Fig. 45.

71-
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Fig. 45. Curves of ,j and, as a
function of parameter N and Hartmn
number for a square duct wilth point
electrodes.
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It is interesting that when the Bousstnesq solution [260] is used for v(x, y), func-
ton #I is equal to 1. 105, which shows that Eq. (3. T satisfactorily descr.bes the sym-
metric velocity distribution in a square duct.

When M > 1, the velocity distribution becomes unsymmetrical relative to the two
coordinate axs due to the appearance of MHD effects of the first kind. In this case in
Eq. (3.12) for a square duct N1 # N2. Specifying different values of N, and N2 , we can
vLw!fy the effect of an asymmetric velocity distribution on the potential difference be-
tween point electrodes. However, It is better to use for this purpose the exact solution
of D.A. Shercliff 1131. Here re get the following expression for the potential difference
at point electrodes [1111

. . .. ' . (3.13)

W 2 b .

* l jV '  i), L,1 ,, (, ()~-  I -

, 'h l ,b.I" "

The results obtained using Eq. (3. 14) are shown in Fig. 45, which also shows
data obtained with laminer mnercury flow in a square duct of a magnetic flowmeter with
paint electrodes. The two sets of data are In satisfactory agreement.

Examining Eq. (3. 14), we see that when M goes from zero to Infinity, the function
*'2 changes from 1. 105 to 1, and this is what describes the effect of the magnetic fteld on
the potential difference between point electrodes In laminar flow.

in turbulent flow, the velocity distribution as a function of M2/Re will be Inter-
mediate between the velocity distribution for laminar MHD flow and the velocity distri-
bution for ordinary turbulent flow with a given Re. In any case, it can be stated the,1t
the value of functionik will here lie within the above established limits.
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The dependence of the potential difference at electrodes on a magnetic flowmeteron the velocity distribution can be eliminated by replacing the point electrodes by con-

tinuos lateral electrodes, which average the electric field.

Magnetic Flowmeter8 with Rectangular Ducts and Continuous Electrodes

We shall now consider the problem of flow of a conducting fluid in a rectangular
channel, two sides of which, x = *b/2, have an arbitrary conductivity, while two others,
y = *.a/2, are ideally conducting electrodes (Fig. 41b). 7he magnetic field will, as be-
fore, be treated as uniform.

In this case, the system of Initial equations is

Ay Arp,-O;

2 - ; (- ; (.,.1ps
b ' (xOT, 0P _;a

X= ko = 0
2 ; Ox x o;

where the subscript "w" applies to horizontal walls, each of which is Pbw - b)f2 thick.

The velocity distribution in the duct can be assumed that given by Eq. (3.7).

Integrating the yth component of the current density over the entire duct cross sec-
tion (including the walls), and using the boundary conditions, we can obtain the following
expression for the potential difference at the electrodes of the magnetic flowmeter (154:

I . .,flaik . (3.17)

it follows from Eq. (3.17) that in this case the potential difference at the side walls
does not depend on the velocity distribution, but that the flowmeter oensitivity decreses
due to conduction of the horizontal walls. When aw W a and with appreciably thick horl-Isontal walls, the flowmeter sensitivity will be very low.

w if the top and bottom walls of the flowmeter are thin, so that we may assume
bw - b - 0, or if they are made from a dielectric material (o = 0) then

Tt -, O. . (3.18)
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Fig 46 Experimental characteristics of a
conductiontype DC magnetic "owmeter with a
rectangular duct and continuous lateral (side)
electrodes.

1) Laminar flow, 2) 7Turbulent fow.

Figure 46 shows experimental datal c I tIs for a magnetic flowmeter with
a square duct, whose wails x =li b/2 are isolating, while the two others y a/I are
metal electrodes. The data were obtained for mercury and various Be = const. The
dashed line on the figure separates data for laminar and turbulent flow. It is easy to
see that the relationships ,'- ,!, f (.,.) for B0 = conet. are linear, which shows
that the readings of this magnetic flowmeter are independent of the velocity distribution.

Magnetic Flowmeters with Circular Ducts and Point Electrodes

Consider the flow of a conducting fluid in a circular duct of a magnetic flowmeter
(Fig. 41c). Assume that the walls are made from insulating material, and that the mag-
netic field is uniform.

The electric potential equation to be solved is, as before,

.A 1 , 1 1. (3.19)

The boundary conditions for the electric potential are

0. (3.20)

where n is the normal to contour S.
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For an arbitrary velocity distribution and boundary conditions (3.20), the solution
of Eq. 1,2. 19) is [1461

~ JJ!J( l)[- * A'-.j ~ b~,(3.21)

whore tm denotes the imaginary part, while and 71 are Cartesian coordinates referred
to the (X. y) pVm.

getting z = :kia Is Eq. (3.21), we get the following expression for the sensitivity
of the meter:

: 't (3.22)

'Te function W(x, y) reflects the weighted contribution of flow In various points of
the cross section to the potential difference at the point electrodes, and has the form

Figure 47 shows the contours of W = const. The smallest value of W In the duct is
0. 5. Near electrodes * ' the value of W Increases without bounds.

Fig. 4. Isollnes of weighted
function W.

Previous studies of Kolin 11401 showed that for an axsymmetrtcal velocity dotrbu-
tion In the duct of this fikm'meter, the potential difference at the point electrodes does not
depend on th flow oorAitlons.
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P. Gold, considering this problem for laminar flow of the conducting fluid and
arbitrary M, established 11501 that when M > 1. a velocity distribution asymmetrical
relative to the axis has an appreciable effect an the readings of the magnetic flowmeter.
In particular, when the Hartmam number Increases from very low values, when the
flow may be regarded as axisymmetrical, to Infinity, the sensitivity of this flowmeter
drops from I to 0.925 (Fig. 48).

• , : -. IZ ; 0 ;

Fig. 48. Factor ' as a function of the Hartmann
number for a circular duct with point electrodes.

Figire 49 shows experimental data for a magnetic flowmeter with a circular chan-
nel 12.7 mm in diameter, isolating walls and side-mounted point electrodes. The data
were obtained by Shercliff for mercury 1301. The dashed lines in the figure are for the
case of -I 1 (axisymmetric flow).

I ..0.:,,, 1 -/

I" I , r,.,,vj

Fig. 49, Expertmental characteristics ur a cm-
duetIon-type DC magnetic flowmetmr with a circu-
lar chamel and point electrodes.
Curves I and 2 are for Inside wales: cunes 3
and 4 are for outside scale*- here curves l and 3
corresMond to the left .cales. while curves 2 and
4 are for the right scales.
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It follows from these. data that the characteristics of this type of flowmeler depend
on the flow conditions in the liquid meta and are nonlinear.

* Mieroliff, in analyzing Eq. (3. 22), showed [1461 that under certain condtions the
sensitivity of a mnetice flowmaer with a circular duct and point electrodes may be
appreciably below 0. 925. leb he also established the effect of conducting cannel walls.

Decaus of the shauning effect at the conducting duct wall, the flowmeter sesitiv-I ~ity drops. The correctio factor for the shuting effect In asisymmetrical flow is 11471

k t - 4 -6 'A' (3.24

where d and D mr the Inside and outside diameters of the flowmeter duct.

lafluence of Longitudina Edge Effects on the
Senstivity of Magnetic flowmetere

Readings at magnetic flowmetern an be apreciably affected by end effects dw to
the finite length of the meter. Theoretically, these efct an he established only upon
assuming Inviscid flow of conducting fluid tn the flowmeter duct.

Le us examilne the Inviscid flo at a conducting fld In a flat vertial channel
(b - w) with electrods of hweu.h onnmected via the load restsumo %~. Let the duct

walls (up- and downstreami of the elecbmiles) be isolating, and let the vector of the ex-
ternal magnetic field depend only on th. a coordnat.

When R c 1, the inducedt magnetic field oa be neglectied, and the Induced current
J density distribution and the electric potentil 'Istributlcs can be found pmthe equations

dIvJ -O0 (3.25)

j a I- VT+ IVx Nil. (3.26)

Here, vector 8 Is aemAved gtwa.

From EAs. (3. 36) and (3. 20 we P&t

Sam 9(s) 0 wbmaax.-a
1,0:00. O . /.(Leo. ) 0.(3.28)

*ne bowdery onitions cam be writes M olows:
at do eletode

I:-) 'T for * <I <, (3.20
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at te Insulators 
04k

t~*J (3.30)
4" *j) for I .l ._- .. '( , )

The electrode potential Is obtalned from Ohm's law for the external circuit

S

1(3.31)

Stee function o(z, y) satisfies the Laplace equation, we can Introduce the an- 
lytic function

.. ,.) " .. (3.32)

Here, we have the following boundary oanditioam for f():
u a 0 at the electrodes; w -vB(z) at the Inalators;

II

I *(''* ): 1-(3. 33)

Function B(a) Is evn; benwe, because of the symmetry of conditions, we need only coa-
sider the right-hand half of the c suelw.

Tis boundary-value problem was solvod by A. B. Vatsahln 11451 by cooormal
malag of the half -bem

asto the uper balf pta-., mulng to Keiyb-Sodwv formula. Here the foo wtq en.Vs-
sala was obtained :or h electric poleAl

r",c) ,,
• ' ' " tl , Z.

,  
) * 

#  I ,R I I
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where

22

* *= -,-' )- -g. .I ; . ... i / -
0 -o k)J;

Q , c~i a k's

KOO is a total elliptical Integral of the first kind; and It (r/2, h, k) Is a total elliptical
Integral of the third kind.

gamining the above expressions, we ae that when 0. 5 S I a, a* can be expressed
as

U, .0,44 (3.35)

When the electrode length exeeds that of the duct, function S can be approximuted by

, -(3.3%

wher a I-2 I +-I" 2

Analysis d e xerimntal data shows that the magnetic field distribution beyond the
eletod p odp, am, In geera), be expressed a

whern B# is the unifrm xaglc flux density In the electrode zone: 6 is the pp between
Ma" t poe; Al. Al. *I and % are caeffcent, which deped on the deuign, ara. tre

Upon ubsiloo of Eq,. (3.36) and (3.37), tba Intmgpl In Eq. (3.34) can be re-
tdod to the form
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<' ".-- t 1

,~U [ .e , , )],, ( ',-)1. (3.38)

In turn, the integral contained in Eq. (3.38) can I. expressed by a f -function

where

;(... ,t/ .* (3.40)

,, *~* ~ 2

When the characteristic parameter lies within the limits

05 I -CA5
0,5 -- -.,:

The above series is approximated, with high accuracy, by the formula

N (3.41)
i, ( -. )±nt ,:

Finally, we have

24..*(1,."1' ") (- O)"-'°9 LU1
A< A, . A OX.,) a.,. -,I
" . ' "' -" 1 -.i . (3.42),.6 ; X ,"2- ." J

and the expression for the electric potential assuming finite dimension of b is reduced

to the form

71 ';" . .. ... . " .... ... (3.43)
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where

I-I- x , -- 4,"

(~~ U-1-

Wben R -o, Eq. (3.43) t4es the fmrm

while when a/i -x, It becomes the previously derived Eq. (3.18),

Examining Eq. (3. 44) we see that when the magnetic field beyond the eletrode-
edges drops off slowly, the edge effects on the magnetic flowmeter readings can be
neglected IlAk l 5.

Figun; 50 shows c 'rves k2 = f2 (i/) for a slowly attenuated magnetic field bfoond
the electrode edge (curve 1) ahd for an abruptly changing field (carve 2).

r a - ; -- .... .. i i... -

Fig. 50. Curves of k2 as a
function of IA.

T-4ect of Temperature on the Sensitivity of Magnetic Flowmeters

Readings of magnetic flowmeters can he affected by changes In tho temperature of
the oonducting fluid, This pertame particularly to magnetic tlowmeters for liquid metals,
whose temperatures can he qulit, high.

As follows from Eqs. (3.17) and (3.24), the temperature variations will affect the

ratio ow*r; hence the conductivity of the wall material should be matched to the conduc-

tivity of the fluid.

Temperature variations may vary somewhat the air gap of the electromagnet and
the magnetic flux density.
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Fig. 51. C-zthaped magnet

The magnetic tield In, liquid wotal Awmeteri~ is frequently fndu-.el by permanemt
&agneta mido fr~n Allrdco, Maprioo and other a1boo.. In this came the correction fac-
tor, taki1ng h~o accoue,, the temperature effect rw_ the rarzgwr can be wrfttn its 11481

'ts, _(T I£ I)

where Ah is the hir gap of the C-shaped magnet (Fig:, 51),.,a is the temperature, ex-I

pension coefficieiit of the yoke; T is the-aVerage temperature of the yoke-, T~ Is theY
average temperature of dne magnet leg, and % is the average tempersare'of one pole.

If the magnets are rot thermally stabilized by being subjected to several heating-
cooling cycles, then for the MlAgrico alloy 61t tonperaturesbelow T. 50 T

5=(2.6-2.8). 10-4 *C-1.

In practice, when the pipe temperature Is below 400*C, the magnet Is not apprecl-
ably heated, and kc3  1.T

Gen~eralized Description of Magnetic Flownieter Readings

in accordance with the above, the potential differencoe at electrodes of magnetic
flowmetors can-, In the general case, be represented by

% (3.47),

In exipressions for the potential difference, which are given Inhandbooks and in
some other references [148, 153,-261), factor # to taken as unity. However, our pre-
viovs analysis shows that this is not always the case.

Our previoun discussion also makes It possible to present recommondations on the
application of various conduction-type flowmeters.
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For fluids with !onic conductivit3 felectroltes, sea water), one should use mago
netic flowmeters with circular ducts and side electrodes. For p recise flow measure-
r~ent of liquid metals, one should use magnetic flowmeters with rectangular ducts and
continuous side electrodes. When the magnetic field is produced by air-gap magnets,
flowmeters with flat ducts and point electrodes are used to reduce gap resistance.

If the flow of liquid metal is to be measured with an Pccuracy of several percents,
then flowmeters with circular ducts and point electroies can be used.

In selecting magnetic flowmeteru, consideration must also be given to several
additional factors due to near-electrode processes.

3. Effect of Near-Electrode Processes on the
Readings of Magnetic Flowmeters

Complex electrochemical processes take place at the electrode-fluid interface of
conductiou-type magnetic flowmeters in flow of liquids with ionic conductivities. The
electrostatic forces produce electric charges in the thin liquid layers adjacent to the
electrodes; these, together with the electrode surface, form a double electric layer.
TIU electrode surface in this case acts similarly to a charged capacitor.

The appearance of this double layer produces a potential diffierence between the
electrode ard the liquid; its magnitude depends on the electrode raterial, chemical com-
position of tha liquid and other factors, and amounts to 0.5-0.7 V. Usually the electrodes
are mad& from the sa-e material, hence the potential drop betweei them and the liquid
should be opposite in sign and should cancel out. However, due to a certain chemical
Inhomogeaeity of ei electrodes, deformation of their surface, as well as oxide films,
the potential dferrence between the electrodes may be as h* as a fuw tens of millivolts
and exceed the magnitude of the measured signal. The magnetic flowmeter is thus a kind
of glvenic cell, the emf of which depends on the fluid cnncentration, temporature and
pressure, and varies with time.

When the liquid flows past the electrode, this double electric layer is partially de-
tached by the flow, which results In voltge fluctuation in the measuring circuit. As a
result of electrolysis, gas is liberated at the electrodes, which also increases the in-
stability of electrode potentials.

The rate of ion neutralization at the electrodes is limited, so that when a current
flows, the concentration of ions of opposite signs increases at the electrodes. The latter
are polarized, which produces an additional emf between them, weakening the measured
signal.

The above processes impose difficulties in the use of t h e constant magnetic field
for measuring the flow of liquids with ionic conductivities.

There are special electrode designs which appreciably reduce the interference of
near-electrode electrochemical processes. However, these designs are complex and
not too suitable for industrial flowmeters.

In actual practice, one uses flowmeters with an AC magnet for measurements of
liquids with ionic conductivities. In tLeso instruments, the instability due to the intrin-
sic galvanic emf is easily eliminated by high-pass filters r147J. The effect of electrode
polarization on flowmeter readings is also reduced.
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Induction noise, which arises in the instrument circuit when uaing an AC magnet,
cai, be reduced by special compensating methods [1471.

The DC magnetic field is successfully used in conduction flowmeters for liquid
mtals. These metals exhibit electronic conductivities, so that no difficulties due to
near-electrode electrochemical processes are encountered. Alternating magnetic fields
can, because of the high conductivities of liquid metals, result in appreciable losses due
to eddy currents in the flow.

Flowmeters with a constant magnetic field have the advantage of design simplicity
and moder~te cost. They do not require an electromagnet with a core made of electric-
grade sheet steel or a regulated power supply. At the same time, the so-called contact
resistance, which reduces the instrument sensitivity, may arise in DC liquid metal
flowmeters under certain conditions. Its effect is particularly felt at low liquid metal
temperatures [2131. The contact resistance effect cannot be calculated analytically.
This resistance changes with time and depends on the state of the electrode surfaces.

. ,ohm/n2

'j I A ! 4 ) I I j~ 4 -

'1 .. . . . . ' " ,

I.hr

Fig. 52. The contact re- Fig. 53. Time variations
sistance Re as a function in magnetic flowineter

of temperature, reading upon increase in
the liquid metal tempera-

KEY: A) lKhl8N9T-PbBi; ture.
B) 1Kh18NT-Na.

Interesting studies on contact resistance at the electrode-liquid metal interface
were done at the Institute of Physics of the Latvian Academy of Sciences [2621. They
show that the contact resistance is due to many causes, in particular, the resistance
of various oxides and physical adsorption films, which are almost always present.
The physical adsorption films in most cases are dielectrics, and may produce an appre-
ciable resistance at ambient temperatures.

The magnituee of contact resistance is also governed by the absence of true contact
over the entire electrode surface. It Is zero when the surface is wetted, and ranges over
very wide limits when it is not. It was also found that contact resistance drops with in-

crease in temperature and in nost cases disappears at approximately 4004C.
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Figure 52 shows contact resistance at interfaces between stainless steel - liquid
sodium, and stainless steel - lead bismuth eutectic mixture. The stainless steels used
in these experiments were IKh18NT and MKhM8N9T, respectively. Curves 1 are for
clean electrodes, while curves 2 are for oxide-coated electrodes.

Figure 53 shows data on the effect of contact resistance on readings of magnetic
flowmeters [134). It is easy to see that with Increasing temperature the sensitivity of
magnetic flowmeters (which depends on the contact resistance) increases.

4. Operating Features of AC Flowmeters

As was noted above, conduction-type flowmeters with alternating magnetic field
are used with liquids exhibiting ionic conductivities. The AC field produces various
kinds of noise. However, the means for combating it are more effective than those used
for reducing the detrimental effect of electrochemical processes occurring with a con-
stant magnetic field.

The detrimental effect of near-electrode processes can be eliminated by special
filters. The electrode polarization effect is reduced with increasing the field frequency
w, but is stil perceptible at 50 cpa.

Figure 54 shows the equivalent circult of a conduction-type flowmeter with an al-
ternating field [153). in this circuit, the electrode polarization effect Is represented by
capacitor Cp (several microfarad) in series with the converter. The phase shift pro-

duced by electrode polarization can be compensated by a circuit consisting of an Inter-
mediate capacitor C and resistance R. The relationship between the potential difference
at the electrodes and the emf 4. developed in the flow has the form

s (3.48)

where .- - - Is the Internal resistance of the meter, while Zi Is the load

resistance.

CP
'C

Fig. 54. Equivalent circuit of the
AC magnetic flowmeter.
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Rt follows from Eq. (3.48) that in order to obtain high flowmeter sensitivity it Is
necessary to satisfy the condition

NIf is small, then variations of R, C, C and wo will affect the readings. it this

case and with liquids of relatively high conductivity, the principal effect on flowmoter
readings io that of electrode polarization.

These results were verified experimentally using a flowmeter with W= 60 cps
and Zj= 0. 47 Megohm in experiments with fibe aqueous solutions (KCL, NaCL, NaOH,
HNOS and HISOd) of various concentrations. The flowrate and magnetic flux density
were held constant throughout the experiments (Q 0. 3 liters/soc, Be 3. 96. 1- 2 tesla)
[153).

MV

rig. 55. The measured signal as
u~ function of the internal resitance
of the HBO, solution.

1) Experimeral curve; 2) theoreti-
cal curve for Zj = oDandin the
presence of polariz~ation; 3) theo-
retical curve for UZ= 0. 47 Megcuhm
and absence of polarization; 4) theo-
retical curve for ZI = a and absence
of polarization.



Figure 55 shows the experimental results with a HNO3 solution (curve 1). 1 Is
seen that at high concentrations, when RI, the flowmeters internal resistance, was
les than 104 ohms, the electrode polarization was at maximum. Hence, a further
increase In the concentration of the solution and consequently, In its conductivity, was
not reflected in the Instrument reading. When th concentratlon was reduced and the
internal resistance was raised from i04 to 105 ohms, an Increase in the flowmeter sen-
sitivity was noted, which i attributable to the reduced effect of electrode polarization.
Upon further increase In resistance to t0 ohms, the instrument readings again dropped
off, which Is due to the increasing effect of resistance Rt.

Consequently, chmages in concentration and conductivity of electrolyte solutions
affect the differont comjxments of Z differently.

The capacity C of the converter proper is under ordinary conditions appreciably
smaller than Cp, and is Important only when the conductivity Is very low.

The alternating magnetic fields inducer a parasitic emf in the measuring circuit;
It in 90" out of phase relative to the measured signal. The magnitude of this end Is
determined by the area of the measuring circuit and its alignment relative to the mag-
netic flux vector. Hence the plane of the measuring circuit, formed by conductors
leading from the electrodea, should be parallel to the magnetic force lines. Another
method of combating the effect of parasitic emf employs a special winding, connected
to the electrode, over the magnetic circuit.

In flowmeters dqitgned by Nil Teplopribor fResearch Institute for Beat and Power
Engineering Measuring nstruments) this method is used in smal I detectors for duct
diameters d = 10, 20 anc 25 mm, while the first method is used for ducts with d > 50 mm.

Special compensating systems are used for complete elimination of the effect of
parastic emf.

When the steel of the magnet core approaches (aturation, odd harmonics and noise
sharply increase [2631. Hence the flux in the magnet core should not exceed a certain
limit. According to data of N11 Teplopribor (153), this limit is 0.25-0.3 tesla.

It should also be remembered that any change In the power supply of the mngnet,
when operating over the saturation part of the magnetizing curve, changes the magnetic
flux density. Hence a voltage regulator must be placed at the electromagnet Input.

5. Nalge of Magnetic Flowmeters

Proper operation of conduction-type magnetic flowmeters requires that the field In
the electromagnet pp be uniform.

Magnet assemblies with flat poles over rectangular or circular flowmeter ducts
(see Fig. 41) provide satifactory field uniformity i the active duct. However, they
cannot be used for large circular ducts de to their large site and the appreciable power
needed for obtaining the desired flux densities in the gap. In these cases magnet assem-
blies of special design are used 1147, 1531.
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return circuit embracing the windings, without exlicit poles. The design of this
assembly is simple, but high power is needed for excIting the required mapette field
strength.

F~.57. MasWt assembly of a
flowmsber wMt lumped windings.
1) Do*c; 2) nuagmstic return circuit;
3) ebectromapetic windiNg.

Foxboro 0awoebre for 50 mm 0 &wct require 200 W for excttation, with 700 W

Tbe excitation power for the NUl Teplopribor =etare io shown In Table 3.

Table 3. (Umrackeristics of Magnet Assemblies of Nfl Teplo-
Pribor.

ID It W A 010
s)APHIO 10 III we 1.5 0.17,
AJAPH ubo06 uh44 o :a3 4.0aIt

KZY 1 Fowetr M;2) duct diansur. m; 3) power
used. "A; 4) number of winiap per coil; 5) diameter of
vagantic return, m-. 6) flux deatty. tools;, 7) magnet
assMM tye ) II ) 3-aboped mastleI retr circuit-,
10) ribon-type "etr cirevit witb &P' Ibuted windig.
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In flowmeters produced by the KIP [Control and Measuring Instruments - CMI
plant, also with circular ducts, the excitation power increases from 200 VA for
d = 25 mm to 400 VA for d = 150 mm and 620 VA for d = 350 mm. The flux density
drops then from 0. 05 to 0. 004 tosla.

An Important component of magnetic flowmeters are the electrodes. In circular
ducts the electrodes are placed at the ends of the diameter, in the horiontal plane.
They are made from stainless steel. platinum atO special alloys resistant to corrosive
media. The electrodes are Inserted through special openings In the duct waIls, and
airtightness and the required electrical Isolation from the duct walls are otained by
means of pacidng.

Flure 58 shows the construction and mode of attachment of electrodes of Foxboro
and Ni Teplopribor flowmeters.

'"':1 g-' :, )'

Fig. Electrode con ctton of mjnotic flownmeters.
a) Foiforo; b) NU Teplopribor.

1) Electrode: 2) Insulating layer; 3) metal duct wall;4) force sprfWl. 5) was~r; 6) clamp; 7) 1=41ating rings;

8) insulaton; 9) spring waashor; 10) cup (IIBhSNIT steel).

The signal detect or developed by Nil Teplopribor are designed for presm res of
2. 36- 1-01 Ntfen (24 kilopussm) ad temperatures o 5-04C. Wbo hest reels-
tat materials are used for Insulating the Innr duct urfacoe sad the lectrdon, the
temporatuv can be several hudred degrees. The diametr of the flowmetar Is Iden-
tical to the diameter of the pipe In which the moter Is Installed.

Tables 4 sad 5 pmst tc i cal data o Aldhax sad FIsher-Porter flowmwtrs
11471. FIgure 6* and Table 6 prescut data a te overall d*eslm of two Soviet-nmade
ioweme rs.

Magnetic fowumsters with rectangular ducts must be provided by an Itricately
Shaped upsains (or onrverging) oonmecting adapier (aomMerUg a rectangular to a
circular cros section or vic verss) for connection to ptl~ines.

Magoode flowmeters with recta ular duets and coetmms slde electrodes are

wmntl 11471.
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Table 4. Technical data on Altoflux magnetic flowmeters

A) RV .. A ..... ...

3 tip)5

6 0.12 I"

3 0.25 3 .
10 01.30.) ' i

15 0.50 .9) 0)

"20 t~O ) 30 -.

25 1.2 :3.) " I20

32 3.0 50) 2; [ .;;"

40 5.0
50 RO , t') :A2.0

A510 4.5,m

S3 10; lid I

(,A I Vi.) ., .,

25 W -A ;*)

I

I ., 212 ,

5P) "t) .,.I 9i , ,,

.550,J ,..t"1 ' . .

1301 IL.'0{ I.-') .,)

(440 1'.TY,4)&
71)0 15:..10

KEY A)Duc dimetrmm; B) maximum nlow measured Q
D) weight, E) length, nan.ees
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Fig. 59. Overall dimensions of flowmeter.

Table 5. Technical data on Fishe r-Porter electromagnetic
flowmeters.

Ip'0,1 Mr. '

.'p1Cx Q. '1 o. m. a.

I AX

2,5 0.005-0.18 40 J IG 2W
5.0 0.0W-0.7 .35 ! 16 260

12,5 0.13---4.4 30 IG 24J
25,0 0.511-18 so 30 Sr
37.5 1,2-40 so 30 509
so 2.0-70 so i 40 "1)
80 5.4-10 50 of0 O

100 8.5-280 so so 750
150 19--!11 100 1-10 i(ky
2034-1 101 too 110 1051)
250 53-T n da tO 320 15F - e
300 76--25 42M 400 1 WD
350 100-3 0SM IO5 440 I!)
400 140-4 SW ISO 40 I__
450 170-5700 200 640 2100

5W0 210-7000 200 SW0 2 1LX.I'
600 300-10 000 20D 1060 0'2-5V)
750 402-16 000 200 1600 26u
900 00-23- 000 200 2400 -

100 Or -930 200 320D -
02 300 200 400 -

1350 .1500 200 4000 -
1500 1900 200 6000 -

34- 2300 200 7200 --
1a00 762800 200 00 -

KE Y¥: A) Dulct diameter, mam; B) maximum flow measured Q,r3/h; 50 power used, W; D) weight, kg; E) length, ram.
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Table 6. Overall dimevsons of flownierers, mn

Too 'Am WP i 0-0... ' 1, ,.p.,a1

.... , ._.0 . 1 02 1 5 Ii..
3-PH80 so 40270 310 M 6

XE Y: 1) Flowmeter type; 2) number of flange hoes, 3) 9.

t Table 7. Electromagnetic flow-
meters for liquid metas

0-0 OO1. 0-016 0 06?

IO-I(A)

,'.', ~)-.085. 0 -! 0 -Sd.:

0160 -. !

u-.3

1 00 , O-

170 O- ?k'

0o 0- 4C0A

KEY: 1) Duet diameter, mm;
2) range of flowrates Q, m/h.

Fig. 60. Photographs of
Soviet DRI electromag-
netic flowmotera.

The Nil Teplopribor organization is developing a series of flowmetors for liquid
metals, for operation at 500-600C. Some data on these are given in Table 7 [133J.
Figure 60 shows som~e Soviet-produced magnetic flowmeters.



G. Meabaring Circuits of Electromagnetic Flowmeters

When using magnetic flowmeters with a constant magnetic field for measuring
liquid metal flow, the output signal is recorded quite simply. In this case the meters
&eArodes cam be connected d.-ectly to a millivoltmeter with a high internal resistance.

Whn very high reading accuracy is needed, as well as when measuring very low
1iquId metal flowrates, the flowmeter signal can be displayed by a precision potentiom-
eter, for example, the PPTN-1 aboratory potentiometer.

Signal detection is much more complicated when an AC flowmeter is used for mea-
suring the flows of a liquid with an ionic conductivity. We noted above, that in this case
noise due to near-electrode electroehemical processes must be eliminated by filtering
the output signal. In addition, special measures must be taken to eliminate noise arising
in the measuring circuit.

Thus it became necessary to develop special measuring circuits which provide
proper detection of the signal generated at the flowmeter eiectrodes [147, 1531.

Figure 6. shows the measuring circuit of type 3-RI-M magnetic flowmeters, de-
veloped by Nil Teplopribor. Here the signal from the flowmeter electrodes is fed to a
tymmetric cathode follownr, which has an asymmetric transformer input. The trans-
former pre~tmpliffes the signal.

The cathode follower achieves additional suppression of noise; this is done by feed-
ing a compensating voltaL-e to one of its arms. The compensating voltage is taken from
the filament voltage of the Dower supply unit of the measuring and amplification system;
It is adjusted by means of a circuit consisting of potentiometer 1, and capacitors C3 and
C4. The input resistance of each arm of the cathode follower is 10 7 ohms.

The signal flows through a coaial cable and switch S1 to the grid of the eft triode
of tube L2 which, by means of var.able resistor R@, varies the phase of the signal fed to
the grid of the right triode of tube L2. The output voltage of the amplifier must be shifted
by 180* relative to the compensating voltage supplied from the flowmeter.

The right triode of tube L2 and the two triodes of tube L3 form sn R-C coupled
three-sw;'e voltage amplifier. The amplifie, output fee s transformer Trz; the signal
flows from the secondary winding of this transformer to a null balance measu ing in-
strument (ElV, EPID or DSR) with a differential transformer. All the amplifier tubesare 6N2P.

A special feedback scheme is used in the amplifier. The feedback circuit Incor-
porates a saturated-core choke Ch, the control winding of which is fed with DC current
pro-Idcl by transformer Tr 3 via rectifiers Dt and D1. Ti.. current in the cortrol coil of
the choke. and conseqently also its inductive reactance, change when the suppl, current
changes. This changes the current in the choke's primary winding, so that the gain re-
mains constant.

The advantage of this arrangement is the ability to use a standard measuring in-
itrument, but it is quite complex. In addition, signal compensation in this arrangement

takes lace after amplification, so that the accuracy of the instrument is not tot Mgh.
Flowmeters with this measuring circuit have a class 2.5 precision.
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Fig. 61. 8" ematfe diagram of measuring circuit of type
3-RI-M magnetic flowmetere developed by the NII Teplo-
pribor.

KEY: A) Cathode foilower; B) measuring amplifier; C)
meaauring Instrument; Q) RI-25; E) RI-50 and 111-80; F)
tappedi power trasformer.

Figure 62 shows a eircuit for measuring magnetic Mlwmter signals developed at
the Institute of Automatics and Teemeehanics of the USSR Academy of Sciences. This
arrangement uses a type EMD-235 electronic bridge as the measuring instrument. The
potential difference from the flowmeter electrodes Is fed to servomotor 3, where It Is
compared with the cmpnsating voltage taken from rheostat 6. The measured and the
ompeuxat .,g voltages are supplied to the amplifier Input 180* out of phase. The rheostat
slide In moved by twa-phase motor 4, which Is connected at the amplifier output. To
eliminate the effect of supply-voltage fluctuations, resistor 2 to connected Into the ele-

" magnet winding circuit. A phase-shifting circuit 7, for compensating for the phanse
• ,between the current in the windings and the magnetic flux, is also placed In the

e. atromagnet supply.

The effect of the transformer parasitic emif Is eliminated by appropriate position-
Ing of resistor 2 and by selectivity of the two-phase motor with respect to the phase of
the measured signal. The motor controls the motion of the pointer of measuring instru-
mnent 5. The basic error of this measuring system is -k 1%.

The measuring arrangement developed at the KhGIMIP is shown in Fig. 63. In
this arrangement, the potential difference from the electrodes of the magnetic flowmeter
I to compensated before the input to amplifier 5 by the voltage taken off the slide rheo-
stat 3. To provide phase coincidence between the compared voltages, the slide rheostat
to supplied from a section of electromagnet winding through a phaoe-shifting network 2.
Ibis also ensures isolation of the instrument from supply voltage fluctuations.
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Fig. 62. The meaung circuit for magnetic flovmeters
lbe~loped at the Automatics and Telemechanlcs Institute
0 the USSR Academy of Sciencs.

j I j .!

Fig 63 The m agnetic fl owmetrrs
measuring unit developed at the

KhGIMIP.

For coarse compensation of the transformer enf, the output of one of the electrodes

carries a coi! 7, which can be rotated about its axis, thus changing the amplitude and polar-
ity of the emf induced in It. In addition, the instrument Is provided with a phase selection
element, i.e., two phase capacitor motor 6, whose exciting winding is fed from the second
section of electromagnet winding. The second exciting winding of the motor to connected
to the otpt of amplifier 5. The motor controis the motion of the rheostat slide and of the
pointer of instrument 4. The measuring error is :k 51'r of the full scale reading.

StartFng with 19T0, the CMI Plant started production of magnetic flowmeter with a
measuring circuit shown In Fig. 64. In this circuit the signal, as well as the transformer
emf, are compensated by ferrodynamic convreres 7 and u.
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Fig. 64. Measuring system of magnetic flowmeter devel-
oped at the CMT Plant.

The exciting winding w2 of converter 8 is connected in series with the supply of the
electromagnet winding 1. Since the power to the winding is much greater than that to the
converter, the compensating voltage at the frame of 8 to in phase with the tranformer
emf. The frame of 8 to rotated by reversible motor 2 until the transformer emf is com-
pletely compensated.

The winding wi of converter 7 is supplied through amplifier 9 which to fed with the
potential difference between resistor 10 and winding wtl The potential from the frame
of converter 7 is in phase with the measured signal andtis connected in oppsition to it.

~The reversible motor 6, which responds to the potential difference at the input of
~amplifier 3, rotates the frame of converter 7 until the measured emf is completely com-
i I  pensated.

. Motor 6 also rotates the pointer of indicator 5 and the frame of converter 4 connec-
I ted to the measuring instrument. The basic measuring error in this case to +(1. 5-2. 5)%.

Figure 65 shows the flowmeter measuring circuit developed by Foxboro-loxal t.

!-! There the potential difference of flowmeter electrodes 1 and the voltage compensating It

are fed to difference amplifier 4. A three-winding transformer 3 is connected to the am-
plifier input. Two of the transformer's winding are connected In series with the nlow-

~meter electrodes. The compensating voltage from the differential transformer 2 is fed

, lSee p.
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to the third winding. Upon amplification, the difference (imbalance) signal Is deteted
by phase-sensitive detector 5, and it then is fed to power amplifier 6, which supplies
the windings of two solenoids 7; the cores of these solenoids move the ring of the dif-
ferential transformer and balance the circuit. A counting device 8 is connected me-
chanically to the differential transformer ring.

'K I I ,.~ ,! l 2 I
ii.., H I

'2 .... '

Fig. 65. Schematic diagram of the measuring system of mag-
netic flowmeters made by the Foxboro-oxal Company.

7. The Electromagnetic [Ship's) Log

Higher ship speeds and higher range require improving the accuracy of naval
navigation instruments.

Impeller-type and hydraulic logs, which are extensively used by ships for deter-
mining their speed and the distance traveled [2641 are not sufficiently accurate. Their
error is not uniform over the entire range of ship speeds and is difficult to take into
account. Their accuracy is + 0. 5 knots.

Magnetohydrodynamic methods make it possible to design a new type of log which
is better and gives higher accuracy. A high-accuracy electromagnetic log with a linear
characteristic over a wide range of ship speeds is described in (1471. Its velocity trans-
ducer is depicted in Fig. 66a.

The transducer consists of electromagnet 2, built into plastic housing 4 protruding
from the ship's bottom, and of two electrodes, installed at the surface of this housing.
The electromagnet winding is supplied with AC through cable 1.

When the ship is In motion, a directional electric field is created around the log,
with the potential difference at the electrodes proportional to the ship's speed. The sig-
nal from the electrodes is fed via cable 5 to the measuring systems (Fig. 66b). The log
is designed so as to provide isolation of the electromagnet and cables from sea water.
The log uses a 60 cps power supply.

The measuring system consists of: signal amplifier 6, velocity Indicator 7, ve!oc-
ity transmitter 8, cumulative distance Integrator 9, traveled distance transmitter 10,
distance servo 11, and counter 12.
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Ile elctromgneio 66. Sciratdga of an measuec ueoaetac hcl

range. Here, unl iImpeller and hydraulic logo, corrections of Its readings ane coa-
stant and do not depend on the velocity.

Because of the high sensitivity of this log, it responds to the additional mctioa of
the ship due to rolling In swelling sea&. This input is eliminated by Using A device which
changes the instrument's moagnetic field synchronously with the ship's roll.
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8. Electromagnetic Sea Current Measurin Devices
IThe Geomagnetic Electroidnetographl (GEK)

Electromagnetic methods can be used for designing instruments for direct mea-

surement of the flow of sea currents relative to the earth and to measure these from a
moving ship, a devlopment which holds great promise in oceanography. These instru-
ments are based on measurement of the potential difference arising at electrodes when
see. water moves relative to the vertical component Bx of the earth's magnetic field,
whose magnitude at any points can be ascertained from magnetic charts such as the
isodynam chart shown in Fig. 67 12461.

#U in W i

II

*00

le o

Fig. 67. Chart of isodynams of vertical components

of the earth's magnetic field.

Since the vertical component of the earth's magnetic field is of the order of
0.5. 10- 4 tesla, the distance L between electrodes EI and E2 of the instrument (Fig. 68)
must be fairly large to yield a useful signal. With the electrodes 100 rn apart, the po-
tential difference between them is of the order of 2.5 millivolts/cnot.

With horizontal motion of sea water, as In the case of channel flow of conducting
liquids, the sea bottom exerts its effect, which results in a nonuniform distribution of
velocity with the depth. This produces a nonuniform distribution of emf in the flow and
results in circulation currents; when the bottom is a good conductor, these currents flow
in closed paths through the ground's resistance RI and through the resistance of the sta- I
tionary water ist. which is analogous to the external load of MHD gunerators. The re-

sistance Rmo v of moving water can be Identified with the internal resistance of such a
gt: rator.

The potential difference at GEK cloctrods Is determined from a formula similar
to (3.43):

,;, ,: .',,I.43.49)
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where R eqIs the equivalent resistance of the ground and of the stationary water. When
Rs - (

Usually the flea current velocities are measured using ship-towed electrodes. The
sea current cau-ea; the ship to drift from course and It, together with the electro~s, is
displaced in a direction perpendicular to the course with velocity vN Due to the dis-

placement of the measuring circuit relative to the earth's magnetic field. an emf Is in-
diced in it; this emf can he represented in the form

T1he potential difference at the measuring irstrument's input ts equal to the algin-j braic sum of all the components acting !a th. circuit:

f .k. . (3,.51)

it follows from Sq. (3. 1%) that the eml Induiced ttt a~~ the electrn4es Is

A quantity which to the reciprocal of factor k Is the mnalcg of the loading factor in
MHD generators. Here, factor k dope td on the flow conditions, conductivity of the s&
bottom. of the bottom-adjoining %Ao ai layers, ad of the moving water.
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Values of k for any sea region are determined by statistical processing of a large
number of measurements by a GEK and other instruments. Values of k for several sea
regions are given in Table 8 1147). It follows from the table that when measuring sea
current velocities in deep waters, the potential vel6city at the instrument electrodes
differs little from the induced emf. The correction which must be made does not ex-
ceed several percents.

The GEK records only one component of the

current at any given time. To measure the cur-
Table 8. Values of factor k rent's vector, the measurements must be made on
for several sea regions two orthogonai courses.

SReliable results using GEK were obtained

., .1 .i.,;, kon the Gulfstream [2461.

1 .From the point of view of design, the GEK
if .(A .13, consists of two nonpolarizing electrodes, connect-

ed by cables to 9 measuring instrument located
. ', " aboardships. The GEK also includes filters for

• ,,.,,'~ .suppression of wave Interferenccs and a winch for
,, , .. i I., fev"n,. A.iu Laking up the cables with the elec-

",," trocaes. As a rule, the EPP-09 automatic record-
... ing potentiometer is used as the regulating instru-

KEY: 1) Water depth, m; 2) ment.
description of sailing region: The most important element of a GEK is

!3) continental shelves; 4) same Tems motn lmn faGKI
as above: 5) open seas- 6) Pal- the nonpolarizing electrode, (Fig. 69) 12651. A
tic Sea. corrugated silver plate 3 is located in the neck of

glass bottle 2. A silver wire is soldered to the
plate, connecting the latter to bottom 4 of grot'nd-I S glass stopper 5. Since silver solders poorly to glass, cracks are

possible at the solder joint, with consequent leak-in of the sea
I water. To eliminate this, platinum wire S. which is soldered
7 Into tx glass plug at point 7, is welded to the silver wire.

The air cushion in space 6 prevents the sea water seeping
In through the solder from reaching the Junctionr of thc silver and

-% j; :.platinum wiren. A copper conductor 9, leadlnzr to thc exdernai
measuring circuit, is connected to the platinum wire.

The plug is tightly sealed into the mouth of bottle 2. To
provide for electrical contact with the sea water, a dense,
sintered-glass filter 1 is sealed into the bottom of the bottle.
The bottle is filled with a chemically-pure 3 % NaCI solution
(which is identical to the NaCl content of sea water).

The cable is connected to the electrodes by means of a
water-tight plug connection. The electrodes are placed in a

N% special drogue. The Intrinsic potential difference of such elec-
trodes when operating at sea amounts to (0. 3-0. 5) + 0.05 milli-

Fig. 69. De- volts.
sign of t, non-
polarizing The Soviet industry is commercially producing the GM-15
electrod&, sea current measuring device 11361. This instrument includes
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cables, nmnpolarvsiig slver-chlori odectrodles, the PS-01 automatic eectronic po-
tentlomettr, cotrol and monitoring pawel. two ba" winches with current pickups and
pulleys for paying out and tn In the cables with the electrodes.

The GM-16 Is suppled from the IV22~0 VAC ship's supply. If the shtp9r. supply
to 110-2*0 VDC. the PO-120-FI oonveirte ise.

The overali imenions al the main units arn (in mm):

Potentiometer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 380 x 300 x 400

Control and monitoring pawli. . . . . . . . 480 x 310 x150
Winchwith cable . .. ... .... x 40x440400
Bracket . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 340 x 550 x 900

Qum wthbelectrodes . ............ 250 x150 x310

The total weight does not oxcaed 150 kg.
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CHAPTER -e

ELECTROMAGNETIC PUMPS

Electromagn-tic pumps are a new and rapidly developing type of maguctohydro-
dynamic devioes used tor transporting conducting liquids, primarily liquid metals.
Their main advantages are complete sealing, convvenient installation. abilt.y of adjust-
Ing the flowrate and developed pressure by chmnginf the parameters of the electrorng-
netic field, siwmplicilty of design and operation.

In terms of th~ir operaton, these nuinps are similar to c-lctrical machines, bui
differ from them by the~r design and utilization or MUD effects. Just as electric motors,
electromagnetic pumlis are reversible, iLe., under proper conditons they can operate
as generators. supplyir power. Henc. many problema examined below In comv~ectionI
with electromagnetic r~impe also pertain to liquid-tretal MUD generators. A great deal
of attention 04 paid to Owe latter, In conjunction with the promfise they hold for use In
power gpneration in vebtiles.

1. Classification and PrinctIpalss
of flectromgntic Pumps

In tern of their operating prineIplort. electrornaignetl pumps are subdivided Into
those A)f condution and Inductiontye

CorAictioc, pumps WOWi~ the field of elect romagnetic ponderomotiw forms. pro-
duced by Interaction betwron extornlly supplied currents in the liquid and the applied
magnetic fleld, to move a condurting liquid.

Motion of a eondUctng liquid by a field o i romagnetic ponderomotive forces.
produced hv interactiln between tvrrwonts Induced In the fluid and the applied magnetic
rwid. tvneriics Owe tqxratlon of pumps 0 thw set-ond type.

Conduition Pump* are of DC and AC types.

Mledtiton pump* may tw flst iincr. annular linear and helical. IA,7h type ha
certain inherent electromagnetic, and magietohydridynamle prow. rtiest. governed pri-
marily by various 4Ap effects.
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A DC electromagnetic conduction pump operates similarly to a DC motor. Such
a pump (3 shown in Fig. 70. The basic element of this pump is a thin-walled rectangu-
lar duct 1, made from low-oonductivity, nonmagnetic raterial. Electrodes 2, to which
a potential difference from a DC source is cupplied, are built into the duct. The mag-
.ietic field is produced by electromagnet 3 with an air gap In the magnetic circuit (the
core).

Fig. 70, Diagram of a DC induc-
tion-type electromagnetic pump.

The externally supplied potential difference causes vvrrent I to flow through the
liquid metal, and the interaction between this current and the applied magnetic field
produces a pressure difference at the pump Inlet and outLt, which sets the fluid into
motion.

The magnetic field of the current flowing through the liquid metal may distort the
external magnetic field, increasing It at the inlet and decreasing at the outlet. This
phenomenon, which is similar to the armature reaction in electric machines, may be
called the liquido-metal reaction. It has a negative effect, reducing the pump's efficiency.

The following methods are used for reducing the liquid-metal reaction: 1) a com-
pensating return circuit, situated in the magnet pp and creating a magnetic field equal
in magnitude and opposite in direction to the magnetic field induced by currents In the
liquid metal; 2) making the duct in the shape of a loop; here, the magnetic field produced
by current in one side of the loop is compensated by that produced by the current in the
other side of the loop; 3) modifying the magnet pole shape so that the gap between the poles
would increase in the direction of motion with simultaneous change in the duct cross sec-
tion; here, the flow velocity should Increase in the direction of motion in a manner pro-
viding for constancy of the emf induied in the fluid over the entire active zone.

Because it is difficult to design in pitactice, the third method is nt little use. How-
ever, one can use a technique combining the first and the second methods (Fig. 71).
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-, I - -I " -.

Fig. 71. Compensation of the liquid-metal re-
action.

The exciting winding of the electromagnetic pump may be in series with the elea-
trodes (series cmnection), or It may be fed Independently. Usually liquid-metbl pumps
use series-octneted windlpgu, since this makes it possible to better utilize the supply
source power. Independent exctation is used In pumps for weakly c nducting liquids.

To limit current leakage beyond the region with strong magnetic field, baffles are
sorretimes installed in the edge rones of the duct.

An AC conduction-type electromagnetic pump is similar to the DC pump, but Its
magnet core Is made from electrical-grade sheet steel to reduce eddy current losses,
and the exciting winding is supplied from a single-phase source.

One advantage of an AC conduction pump is the ability to us-- line current via step-
down transformer, which can utilize as its core the pump's core. Among the disadvan-
tages are the unE.voidable vibrations of the thin-walled duct, produced by the puLations
of the magnetic field in the gap, and appreciable losses to eddy currents In the condult-
ing fluid (the latter can be reduced by reducing the supply current frequency). A conduc-
tion-type AC electromagnetic pump ts shown In Fig. 72.

5A

Fig. 72. Diagram of a conduction-type ACelectromagnetic pump.
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Pump duct I is placed In gap 2 of the magnet core, on which are wound the pri-
mary (3) and secondary (4) transformer windings. The secondary winding is closed
through pump electrodes 6. The series connection of the secondary winding of the
transformer with the pump's electrodes allows, under certain conditions, to ottain
phase coincidence of the current and the magnetic flux !n the liquid metal [170).

The operating principle of induction pumps is similar to that of asynchronous mo-
tors. The helical pump, shown in Fig. 73, Is most similar to an asynchronous motor.

The pump consists of magnetic field inductor 1, which is made (Just as a stator of
an asynchronous motor) from transformer sheet steel, a magnet core 2, also made
from sheet steel, two thin-walled cylinders 3, made from nonmagnetic stainless steel
and placed between inductor 1 and magnet core 2. The metal ribbon 4, forming a
single- or multi-spiral helical channel in which the liquid metal is contained, Is wound
between the cylinders. The rotating magnetic field produced by the stator interacts with
the currents induced In the liquid metal and sets the latter Into motion along the helical
duct.

Ai,

I. I - . -/-I . g-\

Fig. 73. Schematic diagram
of an AC helical Induction pump.

The flat linear induction pump is shown in Fig. 74. Its main elements are mag-
netic field inductors 1, whose slots contain a three-phase excitation winding 2 which
produces a traveling inagnetic field. Between the inductors (which form the magnetic
system of the pump) is a rectangular duct 4, made from thin-walled, low-conductivity
metal. The pump is connected to the piping by means of converging section 3 and di-
verging section 5.

Flat linear induction pumps with branching ducts have also been designed [1701,
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A!

Fig. 74. Schematic of a flat linear induction pump.

Figure 75 shows a schematic of an annular linear induction pump. The pump con-
sists of magnetic field inductor 1, a liquid metal duct formed by two coaxial cylinders 3
and 4, converging piping 6, diverging piping 2 and Inner radially-laminated core 5 (the
laminae extend along the cylinder's axis). The three-phase winding 7, placed in annular
slots of the Inductor, produces in the gap an alternating magnetic field traveling ailong
the cylinder axis and setting the liquid metal into motion.

N,,,t

Fig. 75. Schematic diagram of an
annular linear induction pump.

Among the disadvantages of annular induction pumps are poorer cooling than Inlat
pump and low operating efficiency except at high output. Absence of front parts of in-
ductor windings and of transverse edge effects are among its advantages.

Annular induction pumps for liquid metals without ferromagnetic cores have also
been designed 12161.

Of all the above pimps, the flat linear (FLIP) and annular linear (ALP) Induction
pumps are the most extensively used.

2. Theory of DC Conduction-Type Electromagnetic Pumps

The main operating Onaracteristics of electromagnetic pumps ame their delivery
Q (m3Aiout) and output pressure p (Newtons/n). 7.'he value of p is smaller than the
pressure P. developed by the pump by the amount of pressure drop in the duct ap

p I,. - NP. (4.1)
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For a given liquid metal flow and magnetic field parameters, the Ap should be
determined assuming MHlD effects of the first kind (see Chap. 2). In particular, for a

*flat duct(a b) those drops cau be determined from Eqs. (2.40) and (2. 116).

The main concern o( the theory of electromagnetic pumps is determination of the
pressure p a developed by the pomp.

As follows from Eq. (2. 1), electromagnetic forces acting in a volume of conducting
fluid are given by the vector product of the magnotic flux density and the electric curret
density

(U,7 NIit' 1 V. (4.2)

To determ'ine p , Eq. (4.2) should be integrated over the entire Liquid volume V
in which the electroimigrstic. formsa act, and the ioesult thus chtaiinsd shculd be divided
by the duct's crams sectional area

Thie pump will be most eftlent when the magnetic flux density and electric cur-
rent are uniform. In real pump designs, this condition is not entirely satisfied due to
the liquid reaction and edge effects. Wbhl the liquid-metal reaction can be comnpensa-
ted, the edge effects alwayis remnaft. Mere the edge effects are due to leakage of the
currentifeand to nonuniform distribution of magnetic flux in the edge zones.

The electromagnetic pump duct is divided into an active zone, where the current
ard magnetic flux density can he assumed as uniform, and an edje zone, where the dis-
tribution of these quantities is not uniform. The electromagnetic pressure of an effci-
ently deignped pump is devaoped by the active as well as the edge zones. etermination
of the two componenta of the total pressure is the principal task of the theory.

Al

Fig. 76. Equivalent circuit
of a DC electromagnetic In-
duction pump.
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The theory and methods of design of these pumps have been most completely de-
veloped by Yu. A. Birzvalk f178-1811.

The distribution of electric quantities in an electromagnetic pump duct is usually
described In terms of an equivalent circuit, which allows one to divide the electric cur-
rent in the duct into its components.

Figure 76 shows the equivalent circuit of a DC pump, suggested by Birzvalk.

Here, the total current I flowing through the pump duct is a sum of components 'd, 'b

and ,, corresponding to the active zone, bypass zone ane the conducting wall of the

duct.

The electromotive force ', induced in the conducting liquid moving in a raiagnet/c
field is also represented in the form of coiponents kd 6 and kb < .

The resistance of ,e liqtiL; and of the duct wall are denoted by Rd, Rb and Rt.

It is seen from this equivient circuit that the electric current components may be
represen ted as

U ', . (4.4)

U R ,sj (4.5)

(4.6)

Using Kirchhoff law for the electric circuit, the operating current becomes

I '1. . R! "(4.7)
-, R1

The resistances Rd and Rb of the liquid and Rt of the duct walls, as well as factor

kd, are expressed in terms of coefficients which depend on the pump design

0 " ,.' , . 1 ,,,"j ;4. 8)

, .I (4. 9)

. j I 1 ,,,, i .,'(4.10)

I
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where a, b and Xare, respectively, the duct width and height, and the length of the elec-
trodes; -t and bt are the duct wall conductivity and thickness.

The values of auq, aub' a q and k1b 181], which can be used for calculating the
parameters of the equivalent circuit and for determining the operating current of the
pump, developing the electromagnetic pressure, are presented in Tables 9-12. Coor-
dinate z0 , given in the tables, is the amount by which the pole shoe length I exceeds

the electrode length 2

! - I.

Table 9. Value.s of coefficients a uq
1 -. I

oo~

- 2

Ill 1.13i 1.*. 1.3710 1.1111 1 . 1273 1,'2 0

i.7 1.1115t 1 .12,.,-I-) 1.:1;60 1.11 1 1 I.1

1.1 1.1,)I 1 I.: 211 1.379 11 7l ( .-1 1. 7t.-;i

1.0 1.17.1 1 .:1, ., .'t .1111 l.II 7 1. .;

03 1 I: 1.311 , 4 I i1,.. 15 1.1 .. ;

12 A I .I..

S.1 1.2112 1l.3397 1.3911 1.1197 1.1311 '3

Table 10. Values of coefficients tu

!]

-" I Ii

0.6 .5S 1.11 J.. 3I% O.II7 I.V03 .I

1+.0 017 . I 0' I '7 01 .q'.1 148 .0L3 q I I !
"I 

I

1 0.* .9. I 0.l 1.1 1.1197 !.11 i) :

Tal 0.'TI Vaue of cofIcins

I ..32
". I - .. 11 , ' , * -:. . .. E ,.

I . I I0. 0 "5" O , ,* . , "

Il l0.0118 09 I

1,? 0.7 1 1 " O.Ob-i1 9 .O . is 0.01-3 i *1 iI
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Table 11. Values of coefficients a
q

' I | ilF 't . t ' I

I I 7

"'I

I I

Table 12. Values of coefficientsk

i I

ft ' I

I I b

In accordance with the equivalent circuit, the hydraulic per of the pump is

P.Q - L)". (4.12)

I
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where

From an equivalent circuit to which the exciting winding resistance has been
added, we have

C "IR ' I R, I- (4.14)

where R Is the resistance of the exciting winding.

To take R Into consideration., we can use the dimenslonleso ratio

!k R(4.15)

where

Then the relationship for U becomes

[r%( --/0 ].(4.16)

The core of a conduction-type electromagnetic punp usually operates at below
saturation flux densities. Hence, we can assume that the relationship between the cur-
rent and the magnetic flux density Is linear

3 u-t . (4.17)

where

IL

w is the number of turns of the exciting winding; a 0 = 1. 257-10-benry/m is the mag-
netic permeability of vacuum; k6 Is the air gap coefficient; k Is the saturation factor.

Using Eq. (4.17) and expres slng the emf In terms of the magnetic flux lensity and
flowrate (S Y) we obtifor P.

t i€i -~D 4.18)

L
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It is also possible to represent p a (Q in relative units

;.p 'nomf ' (4.19)

where Qnmis the nominal flowrate;

J)JI IL

The total efficiency of an electromagnetic pump Is expressed as a product of the
electromagnetic (1 a arnd hydraulic (17h~ efficiencies

I ?.'h(4.20)

where

PR I. (4.21)

-* '~ I(4.22)

Substituting U, from Eq. (4.16), the power used by the pump is given by

P, v'/I [P.." .~ (4.23)

Substituting Eqs. (4. 18) anid (4.23) into Eq. (4. 21). we get an expression for the
pump's electromagnetic efficiency

o*%(.4

When , 1, Q o the efficiency io maximum. Here

e ~ (4.25)

Figure 77 gives computed curves of p (s for different R const. at Qnwn Q'

Assumuing the preissure losses In the duct to be proportional to the square of the
mean velocity, we get anl expression for the pump's overall efficiency

(4.26)
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where

a Pnom is the nominal pressure In the duct.

Figure 78 swo curves of Q = f(Q) computed from Eq. (4.2% at U, co t. and
different values of R and the friction factor. We see that the pressure drop in the
duct must be taken into acount.

0 . , ;A 1.d Fig. 78. Computed curves

Ftig 77. Computed curves
o f P (Q ). ' .01

The given data for design of electromagnetic imps are usually the working pres-
sure, output and physical properties of the r-4xducting liquid (temperature. conductivity.
viscosity and density). The engineering assignment may also list the maximum current.
which is governed by the capacity of the supply source, and alst other special require-
ments.

The main design task Is to find the duct dimensions (a. b. 1) and the optimum ratio
between the electromagnetlc loads. This is done in a manmer similar to electrical machint
design, that is. by examining s number of verfion. using out of the generully-accepled
methods 1170, 1801.

3. Ho l ar Generators for e I uld-Metal

MIrset ourrt oloctronagnotic pumps are supplied from low-voltap sources
wih must at y a mer of specific requiremets. U should he able to supply cur-
rots of tbe order of IO-101A at 0. 5-3 V. To reduce looses In the buses. the source
must be ear te pump sad be able to operate at high ambient temperature r '(possibly)
in the presence of radioactvlty.
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Within the limits of the magnet-assembly pole B = const. Here the following
relationships 12661 apply for annular and disk generators

S'O) "" I .' IL)1 -'"URON (4.27)

;-- e" f " J, a ,, (4.28)

The current of a homopolar generator feeding power to a circuit is determined

from the known expression

€ i ; - ' u

?arm ,(4.29)

The direction of current is the same as that of the emf and does not change with rotation
of the active element (armature).

The ferromagnetic armature of homopolar annular generators may be smooth or
massive and expanded. Sometimes the armature is made in the form of a hollow non-
magnetic cylinder. Disk-type homopolar generators have conically shaped nonmagnetic
disks.

Annular homopolar generators with ferromagnetic armatures are preferred for
supplying electromagnetic pumps, since their weight and power characteristics are
better than those of disk-type generators. Design schematics of annular homopolar
generators are shown in Fig. 80.

C)

Fig. 80. Design schematics of annular homopolar generators.

a) Two-pole; b) multipole with expanded rotor; c) multipole with hollow rotor.
1) Armature; 2) stator; 3) excitation winding; 4) current contacts.
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The operating current from homopolar generators is taken off by means of liquid-

metal or ordinary brush-type contacts. Metal-graphite brushes can be used for current
densities of up to 30 A/cm , and at currents of 103-10 5 A their size must be appreciable.

This naturally also increases the friction losses. Hence high-current homopolar gen-

erators usually use liquid-metal contacts which can be used with current densities of

103 A/cm 2.

Modern homopolar generators with ring contact from an Na-K alloy have an

efficiency of about 98% and a weight to power ratio about 2.5 kgAcW for powers of

103-104 kW.

Figure 81 shows curves of , = f1(n) and I = f2(n) for annular homopolar generators
derived at different linear velocities. These characteristics may be varied within wide
limits by changing the armature diameter D.

i.V tLK ra*

*1I, v ..I. * I *

.I °

SI I €\~ \t~ i s

"" s-' ... . --.. -" -' -- " "_-

i 
- . i w .." ,i ,i s ,. 31? 16t,

. ,%m riv?). u'p

Fig. 81. Theoretical curves of C- f1 (n) and I = f2(n) for
homopolar generators.

As a rule, homopolar generators are separately excited, which makes it possible
to use permanent magnets. -

Table 13 presents the specifications of an annular homopolar generator with liquid-
metal current contacts [2671. The weight of this experimental generator is 107 kg and
the overall dimensions are 355 x 320 x 385 mm. The experimental output curves of this
generator are presented in Fig. 82.

4. Theory of Flat Linear Induction Pumps

The main task of the theory of flat linear induction pumps [FLIP] Is the study of
the spatial distribution of the electric field intensity E = f1(x, y, z, t) and of the magnetic
flux density B = f2 (x, y, z, t); these factors must be known for determining currents
and electromagnetic forces acting in the liquid metal.
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Fig. 82. Experimental output
characteristics Of an annular
homopolar generator with
liquid-metal contacts.

Table 13. Specifications of
Homopolar Generator

I It. rpm

~Wvwi6. 3,33 1 to13.

C) AIN flI" A;)I

U.a

kW; C) armature current, Irm
A; D) voltage U, V; E) excitation
current 'excl A; F) excitation
power, W; Q) efficiency.
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Fig. 83. Schematic of a flat linear induction pump.

The processes taking place in the ducts of flat electromagnetic pumps are much
more complex than those In ducts of conduction-type pumps, due to the eddy behavior
of electromagnetic forces, demagnetizing effect of currents in the liquid metal, edge
effects (transverse and longitudinal), etc. Hence the modern theory of induction pumps
is built on an idealization of the flow in the channel and on an idealized design. The
basic work In the theory of induction pumps was done by A.!. Vol'dek 1163, 165-167).

Figure 83 shows a schematic of a flat linear induction pump. The finite width a
of the pump duct produces current density components jz In the liquid metal. These

components do not participate in production of the useful pump head, but reduce the
magnitude of the useful component j by increasing the total length of the current lines.

y
The distribution of the current lines is shown In Fig. 84.

Fig. 84. Distribution of currents induced in
the liquid metal flowing through an induction
pump.

The problem of current and electromagnetic-force distributions In liquid metal
flowing through a flat linear induction pump was solved by Vol'dek under the following
assumptions [163]: the pump is infinitely long, the magnetic-field Inductors have no gap
and have an Infinite magnetic permeability, the duct walls are isolators, and the mag-
netic field in the liquid metal is plane-parallel.
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eFor the case of a plane-parallel magnetic field, one can write Eqs. (2.3) and (2. 4),after substitution of Eq. (2.86)

I "A.I

o~f".y I',Y.(4.30)

where EiA s tho strength of the electric field induced in the liquid metal by the inductor.

The electric field and magnetic flux density are most convenicnitly represented in
the com plex form 4 .,Oil Ot')

where a = /T ; T is the pole pitch (see Fig. 84) and w is the angular velocity of the1nmetai moving relative to the induced field. Here the complex amplitudes B and k arenot functiona of coordinate z, while Eis not a function of y.

Equations (4.30) In complex form will now be written in the form

- I dt,1  :
-i, ,,/1 (4.31)

, .:t , . /,., j ,, ,

di

Eliminating from the above expression i z and y, we get the following second-order

ordinary differential equation for Bx

, I . ,, . O, (4.32)

where

The boundary conditions for Eq. (4.32) arp

, , il for q *. (4.33)
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The solution of Eq. (4,32) Is

,f : -(4.34)

From the boundary conditions we get

C. C' (4.35)

and the solution takes the form

: ,(4.36)
,.' i ; ) .

In accordance with Eq. (2.3), we get the following exprecsions for the complex

amplitudes of current densities

,, . '(4 .37

2I
When a - co, there is no transverse edge effect. Here f

" : (4.39)

In the above relationships

f ' (4.40)

wheri f is the current frequency In the liquid metal and B. is the amplittnde of the mag-

netic flux density of the traveling field of the Inductor in the liquid metal.

In calculating the pressure developed by the pump, one need no integrate along
the z axis. Here It suffices to take (in a manner similar to calculating the average
effective power of sinusoidal alternating currents) the real part of the product of the
effective complex of current density and the conjugate effective value of the magnetic
flux density comples and multiply it by the inductor lengthl

P b

12 b
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F
Upon substitution of Eqs. (4.38) and (4.40), we gt

!. i0flj1kai ilpinlk.a. (4.42)

where kst is the pressure attenuation factor due to the transverse edge effect

k .,- Re -.- I ... - l (4.43)

A general expression for kat was obtained by Voldek In the form

I 0. ' ._f") s " (2 a I 1 (4.44)

where

K1 2_n,, sin 2
C C1i- i I , - - , . ..

in I " 'i' .E1 f ;:

For low-conductivity liquid and small angular frequency w, we have e 0; then

2% (4.45)

Figure 85 shows curves kat vs. a/2 " at different E = connS.

The average power generated in a unit volume of liquid metal per unit time is

. ., 1 " ;., (I ,: ) j, "(4.48)

he power released in the entire volume of liquid metal is

p 1 (4.47)
• 4 ,_ A

where

12, , 11,0. (4.48)
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'h%3 power P0 Is released when there Is no transverse edge effect, while factor kst
describes the decrease In the loases In the liquid metal when this effect is present.

Equations (4.42) and (4.47) were obtained for the case of stationary liquid metal,
which corresponds to the case when the induction pump does not deliver any flow but is
connected to the power supply.

As In asynchronous inotors, the controlling
operating parameter of Induction pumps to the

'7 quantity a, which churacterizes the slip of the
liquid metal flow moving with average velocity
v0 relative to the traveling magnetic field

I / .~ I(4.49)

f When the slip differs from I * the fc.)rmula
K! iJfor electromagnetic pressure developed by the

pump must contain the factor a:

wh.r (4.50)

Fig. 85. Curves of k at The slip Io also included Into the oxpreson for a
~,(0/2 T) at different F_ const.

(4.51)

where

Correction b/ k8 In Eq. (4. 51) takes Into Account the fact that b <86 and that the Induc-

tor io not smooth.

The use of high-conduction lateral channel walls is an effective means for reduc-
ing the transverse edge effect. Special short-circuiting bus bars are used for this
purpose.

In aur cAse (it Is assumed that the busbars are Ideal conductors)

k, (4.52)
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The expression for the electromagnetic pressure takes the form 11871

p .... .( ,. - / (4.53)

where

fit

n Is the number of pole winding pairs and kw is the winding factor.

The expression for BA, used in deriving Eq. (4.53), was

- (4.54)

It followo from Eq. (4.53) that an induction pump with perfectly conducting side
busbars and constant current supply to the inductor develops a maximum pressure when
N is at maximum. Differentiating Eq. (4.53), we obtain that N = 1.

Similarly, we get an expression for the mechanical power

P., -- 3/2z, N (I --- s). (4.55)

where xI s the inductive reactance of the liquid metal. This reactance is -*xpressed in

terms of the parameters of the inductor

2 .k.441.A 1 (4.56)

The efficiency of a flat linear induction pump Is written in the form f1851

I--s
I F' (4.57)I~i II --

where r is the active resistance of one phase ot the Inductor.

Th. efficiency Is at maximum when the slip is

s. ..(', I,,,3 ) eQ ,i ... . ....

where aI is the value of a at a-1.

Fitpre 86 shows theoretical curves of the electromagnetic presure and efficiency
for a flat lnear pump with ideally omhducting side buabars as a function of the averalp
velocity of the liquid vietal.



Since p des'ribes the electromagnetic pressure developed by the pump, the op-
erating pressure i determined by subtracting from the electromagnetic pressure the
pressure drop in the pump duct due to viscous friction and turbulent mixing

1, 0, .* .

While determination of bp for DC electromagnetic pumps is quite easy and, in the
case of flat channel, ca bo doie by means of formulae of Chapter 2, in our case the
problem is much more difficult.

The MHD effects present in inductionI / , , iiipumps may result On mixing of the liquid metal

due to vortex-type electromagnetic forces 11751.

q From the equation of momentum (2. 1).
Ii*' /I we find the condition for hydrostatic equilibrium
. 1 of a liquid subjected to electromagnetic forces

-~,'~' ]V, 1j N 7j1 (4.58)

If the abow equality is not satisfted, then v > 0,
U ...... IS and there is no hydrosAic equilibrium, The

condition for disturbanoc of hydrostatic oquill-

Fig. 86. Theorotical elec- brium is satisfaction of the inequality

tromagnetic pressure and curl (curl] 11 - ,I / 0 (4.59)
efficiency of a flat linear in-
duction pump. Consequently, if the electromagnetic

forces determined unoer condition v - 0 satisfy
inequality (4. 59), i.e., they are not potential but vortex forces, then hydrostatic equi-
librium is impossible.

In a fiat induction pump with a two-sided inductor and hIighy conducting lateral
busbars we find that in the general cast at v = 0 the magnotic flux density vector has
two components in the liquid metal B (z, x, t) and 3(a. x, t). In this case

curl [curli t, ,, , ) ' a : .,," (4.60)

In liquid metal there exists not only the useful force f, yBx, but also the force

fx JyB . Since these forces are periodic, nonaynchronous and out of phase, condttions

are created for mixing of the metal. This is a demonstration of the peculiartty of MIID
effects appearing in liquid metals flowing in traveling magnetic fields.

Paper 11751 presents i dis -uslon pertaining to approximatc computation of friction
losses In ducts of Indiction pumps. However, there is now rigorous epermentt! coo-
ftrmstion of thoe -oncluslons.
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5. Aplicatidn and Characteristics of Experimental Electromagnetic Pumps

Direct-current conduction-type electromagnetic pumps are preferable for pump-
ing low-conductivity liquid metals. In this case these pumps have an efficiency higher
than induction pumps and have better weight to dimensions ratios.

In a number of cases such advantages of conduction pumps as design simplicity,
moderate requirements as to electrical insulation (due to the low supply voltage and
small number of windings on the excitation coils) make DC conduction pumps prefer-
able even for pumping high-conductivity liquid metals at high temperatures. Pumping
of low-conductivity liquids (electrolytes) is done only with conduction pumps.

There are many examples of successful operation of DC conduction-type electro-
magnetic pumps in pilot and regular production plants.

We now present the basic specifications of a pump developed by the Argonne
National Laboratory (USA) for the Tr R-I experimental breeding reactor 11561:

Working pressure p, Newtons/m 2 . . . . . . . . . . . (1.5- 3)
Output Q, m 3/h . ... 110
Efficiency (at p = 2. 8 .0sN*ewtons/n 2 and Q = 68 m/hou'r), % . 43

The pump duct is made from Ni80Cr20 nlchrome with wall thickness of about 0.6
mm. The duct cross section in the active zone is variable: duct height b varies from
46 to 36 mm, width a ranges from 74 to 86 mm. The pole shoe area is 100 x 380 mm.
The excitation coil consists of two copper windings 150 x 150 mm in cross section and
is connected in series vAth the electrodes. The power supply is a solid-state rectifier
with U = 1 V and I = 20,000 A.

Figures 87 and 88 show experimental curves of p = f(Q) and 7 7 , (Q) for this pump
when pumping Na-K at T = 2500C. Each pressure curv4L in Fig. 87 was obtained at some
constant supply power.

Oio i __ :J .. . J .... .. .. .... .. i

m/

Fig. 87. Experimental curves Fig. 88. Experimental
of p = f(Q) for a DC conduction- curve of 1 =( (Q) of a DC
type electromagnetic pump pump- conduction-type electro-
Ing Na-K alloy at T 250°C. magnetic pump pumping

Na-K alloy at T = 250°C.
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Figure 89 shows a large DC conduction-type pump with a homopolar generator,
used for the EBR-I1 breeder reactor [1561. The basic specifications of this pump
are:

Working pressure p, Newtons/rn3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5.3- 105
Throughput Q, ms/hour ... 2250
Duct dimensions a x b xl, mm. .......... . 450 x 150 x 1070
Duct-wall thickness, mm ....... .............. 1.6

The pump has a novel current-supply arrangement consisting of steel shells
welded to the side walls of the duct and of copper bars, which are inserted into these
shells. Electrical contact is obtained by means of a thin layer of liquid Na. The
liquid-metal reaction is compensated by a return current conductor arrangement.
The power source is a homopolar generator (Ie = 2.5. 10 A, Ux = 2.5 V.

Direct current conduction electromagnetic pumps are successfully used outside
of the USSR for pumping liquid metals at temperatures of -800°C. They are cooled
solely by natural convection of the surrounding air and by radiation.

Table 14. Specifications of DC Conduction-Type Electromag-
netic Pumps

) "7)

8)! 112 N.'. 3 1

I *....t,.'

NaX

I)'l Go ( ;,1) .) ).S2 %'.'1 •II)N. l ." 1;6 111) 166') 1 ,.2 l ,...,,. r 'I): l r In G , I 1.3 [ I:]

*)K :-7 ai 1 c. it0 1.5 * P3 j •

KEY: 1) Pump type; 2) liquid metal pumped; 3) liquid-metal
temperature, °C; 4) pressure developed pa" 10-5, Newtons/mi2

5) output Q, m/hour; 6) pump supply contact voltage, V; 7)
method of metal-reaction compensation; 8) KN; 9) return current
conductors; 10) Carnallite; 11) uncompensated; 12) tapering duct.

Tables 14 and 15 present the basic specifications for similar pumps developed at
the Physics Institute of the Latvian SSR Academy of Sciences [181]. Numerous cases
of successful use of these pumps for pumping high-temperature liquid metals are
known (170, 197, 201, 202, 205].
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Table 15. Overall Dimensions of Type KW Conductton Elec-
tromagnetic Pumps.

............-- .. **.U. .% -

I Ta, 1 2) r.3qaw rmipm1I~. xx.
I 4) J._1_,_ 1p:, - 6) Bigou 3)-Ew. Nr

7) KH-I 440 410 07) K'! 1.92 520 .400 300 130
SK!1-4 Ic" 9-00 375 ISCO
" HAI 450 M2 T25 55

7) :t I I 378 212 205 35
7 \,6 1 324 244 2C4 47
7) \ll-7 W0 24 22 71

KEY: 1) Pump type; 2) overall dimensions, mm; 3) approxi-
mate weight, kg; 4) length; 5) width; 6) height; 7) KN.

As an Illustration we present test data for one of DC conduction-type electromag-
netic pump 12051, designed for pumping Na and Na-K alloy at T 700"C:

Developed pressure (for I = 10,000 amps) p, Newtons/rn. . . 3.106
Output Q, m./hour .. . .................. 25.2
Supply voltage, U, V ... .................... 0.6
Duct dimensions x b xl, mm ............ 82x 16 x 360
Duct-wall thickness, mm ....... ............... n. 7Duct-wall material .. . . .... . ... . . 18NT steel

Number of turns on the excitation winding, w ........ 2

The power for this pump Is supplied by a homopolar generator. The test charac-
teristics of this pump arc presented in Figs. 90 and 91.

.00

ri_ i I i I_

Fig. 90. Test p f(Q) curves Fig. 91. Test qv= v(Q) curves
for a DC conduction-type elec- for a DC conduction-type elec-
tromagnetic pump for pumping tromagnetic pump for pumping
Na-K. Na-K.
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Experience with conduction-type electromagnetic pumps in the USSR shows them
still functioning satisfactorily after more than 1000 hours of operation 12051.

Due to their low efficiency, AC conduction-type electromagnetic pumps operating
at 50 cps are used primarily in laboratory work. However, studies show [1571 that In
large pumps the efficiency can be brought close to that of DC pumps by reducing the
supply-current frequency to 5-10 cps.

Following are the technical specifications for an AC conduction-type electromag-
netic pump combined wtth a transformer and used for pumping mercury at T = 1006C
[1271:

Developed pressure, p, Newtons/n' ............ 1.2 106
output Q, mI/hour . . ............. . 3.2
Efficiency, ,%.. . ................... 6.5
Duct cross section a x b, mm .............. . 24 x 8.6
Duct-wall thickness, mm ............... 0.56
Input power P1, kW .......... ...... . 1.65
Power factor, cos 0 ...... ................. 0.32
Overall dimensions of pump, mm .......... 220 x 229 x 178
Pump weight, kg ....... ................... 39.5

The test characteristics of this pump are given In Fig. 92.

Alternating-current conduction-type electromagnetic pumps combined with a trans-
former are used in the Soviet Union for pumping the liquid Na at T = 300°C [208]. The
basic data for these pumps are

Developed pressure p, N/M2 2.5. 105
Output Q, liter/sec 0.4
Efficiency n, % 7. 7
Supply voltage U, V 150-200
Duct cross section a x b, mm 30 x 3.5
Duct-wall thickness, mm 0.5
Number of turns on primary transformer winding w, 178
Number of turns on secondary transformer winding w2  2

The test characteristics of this electromagnetic pump at different supply voltages
are presented in Figs. 93 and 94. The pump was operated under test conditions for
over 700 hoLrs.

If a given liquid metal reacts strongly with all the electrically-conducting mater-
ials, then one uses an induction pump. Such pumps are also used when the DC supply
source needed for a conduction pump is not available.

The most extensively used induction pumps are the flat and the annular linear in-
duction pumps (FLIP and ALIP). A diagram of the efficient range of utilizaton of
electromagnetic induction pumps is presented In Fig. 95 [196).
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1 ' duction-type electromag.
nctic Pump for pumping
mercury at different
numbers of ampere turns.

J .1/

11om are

Fig. 93. Test p = f(Q) curves Fiur9.ves t for =n AC Qfor an AC conduetion..type dcueo n ACp eleur-
Puermpn a. um o magnetic Pump for pump-P u m p i g N a .I n g N a .

Fig 95 Dit f"ilso fiin tlzto
ofA lcrmgei pumps.

flat pups 4)anua

pumps; 2) ACcalnpumti 3)on pumps;)anua
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I1,111

Figure 96 shows schematically the flat linear induction pump for pumping Na
used on the United States Navy submarine Boawoif !1271. The output of this pump
is 115 mS/hour. The test characteristics 57 ne f tr--e FLIP of this series are shown
in Figs. 97 and 98.

4S

Fig. 96. Design of the flat linear induction pump for pumping Na used on the nuclear
submarine Seawoif.
1) Expansion joint; 2) outlet coolant connection; 3) cairod heater elemnt; 4) duct; 5)
duct thermal Insulation (outer strips turned up); 6) magnetic-field inductor winding;
7) inductor frame [core).

Flat linear induction pumps were developed in t.3 USSR and other countries In
several standoxd sizes, some of which have been In aervice for a long tima. Table 16
present somes specificationo of a FLIP developed by English Electric for pumping
Na and Na-K alloys (1701.

Table 17 presents the basic characteristics of FLYP and ALIP developed at the
Physics Institute of the Latln Academy of Sciences 11961. It to ame from toe table

thst the offlelency of Induction pumps depends on the conductivity of the pwmped flutid.
Figure " ahows the results of testing the IN-10 pumip 1200). The duct of this

pump Is tuads frow KhIS1OT steel, and is a flat slot 150 x 10 mm in cross section.
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F ig .9 7 , T e s t p t(Q ) F ,g , 9. T e s t , = (Q ) F ig .9 9 . T e s t p f(Q ) c u rv e sc-rves for a flat linear curve for a flat linear for the IN10 flat linear Induc-induction pump for pump- induction pump for pump- tion pump.
ing Na. ng Na.

Table 16. Specifications on the British Electric FLIP

," I .... 2) , • , -;
1A I 6 10 15 20

7.2 40.7 14.3 G3
4) P,lq "t OC t .1,k'1111C 1.5 1.2 1.1 2.1- 2.1
p. 10-

1 . !., 's) r6.pHT*, .w.w:

6) ctI.14 5t I h:)  1360 I' . OIW W
KEY: 1) Basic characteristics; 2) pump type; 3) outt.Q,
m/hour; 4) developed pressure p. 10- , Newtons/mn ; 5)
overall dimensions, mm; 6) total length, including diverging
duct; 7) height- 8) width; 9) diverging duct outlet diameter,
mm; 10) weight, kg.
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Table 17. Specifications of FLIP and ALIP Developed by the
Physics Institute of the Latvian Academy of Sciences

. e.. ".2) l1.llilt 1 3) ',; iilI

nI .1 e.11.

-4) 4)1 :z4) 1=4)t N 4) Qs)

4) r1e .v.imAui; Na--K Na Pb Na J1g tn-Ga Na Na

7) Te'.tpryr3a. 'C 2;-0 AC 353) t35 I 80 400 400
8) 2T "".'.'cl . 1; 2-;0 1.2 300.015 in '

:l0ab Q. .4 -'I
9) Pa'"... 3 .i- 7 5 20 -5 3 0.5 r.5 "I
r.a :wtcu . - $  I"

10) X'. ni.. . Oa . 2 1 :3 1, I 1. 0.1 19 "
I t) .11ic:1ce "a- 317 2"') 9 ? -21 l0 7.) :?:.-A

12 h ,. ; "t. u I t.1 511 St 1.1 11 2 '0 *;0
13) so?.'ra. .-( 50 5 0 0 Z11 t' .:0 r 0
14) c(. :P " ,"1 0.3.1 (r, 1 O.3- fl* 0,51 t 0.! 0.1-
5) f,.., ' j .r' ") 3C ) I1 1 3.t) 6.A

6l. , - .3 34 VS 1.03 1.61 0.2 I0 1.75 7.2

lI ".',i 1700 [$t1 5I' IC") 1:11-0 1; i3;'y 1"1.15

: : ) I2I 0 :3e)
20) 3 5:..a . 376 ,:3 3 1 '; J 3:7) :5 3; 0

KEY: 1) Basic characteristics; 2) FLIP; 3) ALIP; 4) IN; 5)
SNI; 6) liquid metal pumped; 7) temperature, °C; 8) output Q,
m3/hour; 9) pressure developed p. 10 - 5 Newtons/m 2 ; 10) effi-
ciency 77, %; 11) line voltage, V; 12) line current, A; 13)
frequency, cps; 14) cos (; 15) weight, kg; 16) netoutput
power, kW; 17) overall dimensions, mm; 18) length; 19) width;
20) height.

Further R x D work on electromagnetic induction pumps [1771 has as a goal the In-
crease of their output to 2000 m3/hour, increasing the temperature of the pumped metals
in annular pumps to 600°C and In flat pumps to 1100-1500°C, Increasing the average flow
velocity of light metals (for short-duration work) to 25-30 m/sec. Some requirements
call for operation with power supply frequency of 400-500 cps.
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CHAPTER 5

MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC SHIP PROPULSION

The increase in sailing range and speeds of seagoing vessels which occurred
during the past few years has necessitated the development of new propulsion systems
primarily because of the reduction in the efficiency and poorer weight/power and
size/power ratios of ship screw systems for higher speeds. Development of new
types of engines is also made necessary by need for higher power.

One of the approaches to new-type propulsion system design is the use of magneto-
hydrodynamic methods, based on the interaction of externally supplied currents or of
currents induced in sea water with an applied magnetic field.

MHD propulsion systems usually employ the same principles as those governing
the operation of conduction and Induction pumps. MHD engines not directly analogous
to electromagnetic pumps have also been designed.

The main advantages of MHD propulsion sYsteis ,over ship's screws are; direct
utilization of the ship's electric power for producing thrust, as well as reduced vibra-
tion and hydrodymunic noise levels. When using high-power nuclear generators and
with MHD generators utilized for converting the reactor's thermal energy into electric
power, in many caser one can also use MHD engines which exhibit much better weight
and size ratios than bladed electric propulsion motors.

1, hnductIon-fi MD Pro lsion Systems

One of the first induction-type MHD propulsion systems suggested was designed for
a submarine 12411 and it Is shown schematically in Fig. 100. In this qrrangement field
windings 3. placed between outer hull I and inner shell 2 of the submarine produce a
magnetic field which travels from the bow to the stern of the ship.

According to Eq. (2.4) an emf will be Induced in the sea water and currents will be
generated, these dretewd along circles forming lobes parallel to the submarine's hulL
The Interaction of these currents with the traveling magnetic field results in Induction
of electromagnetic forces in sea water, the direction of thes forces being the same as
that of the magnetic field, with the result that thL submarine is into moion.
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Since the submarine's length exceeds appreciably its width, in the mathematical
statement the problem reduces to an infinite cylinder of radius a with a magnetic
field traveling along its surface, with the normal component of this field on the cyl-
inder's surface specified in the form

Ir ., ,.r .,-..' (5.1)

where BI is the maximum magnetic induction, wi = 2 CYTfI is the angular frequency
mR

T is the pole p!tch and f, is the frequency of the supply current. Here 2rf1 = Vf,

where vf Is the linear velocity of the field.

Taking the curl of Eq. (2.3), and substitu-
ting Eqs. (2.4) and (2.6), we get - :1

curl curl l- curl [(5:.: 1 - (5.2),JV

Neglecting all the components of the fluid ." _
flow velocity and magnetic induction, with the . ,, /
exception of axial component vz and radial

component Br, as well as assuming the flow . -

to be inviscid, we get, using Eq. (2.5)

curl Iv x ';l -- 0,

after which Eq. (5.2) takes the form Fig. 100. Schematic dia-
gram of a free-ftild indue-

curl r -' (5.3) tion-type MHD propulsion
- curl curl 3 -... system.

An examination shows that the ratio of the left-hand to the right-hand side of
Eq. (5.3) is of the order of magnitude of p awL2 , where L is the submarine's length.
For a submarine with L =100 m, with o - 1 (ohm-m)- I, w - 10-1 sec- ' and p - 10- 6
henry/m, jAwL 2 Is of the order of 10-3. This being so we may set

Ila curl curl 0 (5.4)

Using the assumptions made Eq. (5.4) reduces to the fo-m [2411

.C, 1 L 1 .0111- &'i ,
0 f* J , " , " 1 (5.5)

We may set
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Here function F(r) should satisfy the expression

(5.6)

whose boundary conditions are

,: :. ,: ,(5.7)

. (.)) fl. (5.8)

Solving Eq. (5. 6) with boundary conditions (5. 7) and (5.8) we get [2681

" ', ... = (5.9)

where Hi1) are Hankel functions of the imaginary argument.

The real part of the radial component of the magnetic field in this case can be
calculated from the expression

.) ., " l ) -

Using Eq. (5. 10) the electric field is given by

(5.11)

Here according to Ohm's law the longitudinal electromagnetic force is

The mean force exerted per unit submarine !ength is

If 2a/L = 1/20, then aa 2a/L - 0. 15. Under these conditions the integral in
Eq. (5. 13) has the value 0.58, whence

, ; ,) U " ,)( 5 . 1 4 )

For a submarine of length L the thrust is

"h * " . ,,. I.- (5. 15)
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and the drag to

where c3  0. 05 to the drag coefficient, v I the submsrlne aped aA A5 is 1he

maximum cross sectional ame.

For L =200 m, a = 5m, As 75 m2, Cr 4 obm-m-i pdp- =101i-M', rvjuat-

lng Eqs. (5. 151 and (5. 16) we get

--2,1. 10-t.

Since the power dissipated per unit volume duop to Joule loses Pj I-of tfrA oPrder
of cB2 A while the useful power ts P2  <A f 'efsub In the efficiency
of this engine Is approximately

pi "i-(,F. 17)

Figure 101 shows the calculated . of this engine vs the magnetic induction, construc-
ted for different v sub const.

30 'no

J)

9 01S ti :J J.?

Fig. 101. Free-field propul-
sion efficiency as a fuinction of
magnel1c Induction.

it to seen from these curves that efficient use of this piopulsion system wit prac-
tirally feasible magnetic fields Is litr ted by very low submarine speeds. In addition,
approximate iualculatons ahow that with the present state of art the coil dlmenslor.3
will be excessively larh.



Figure 102a shows a schematic of a duct-type induction engine, whose design is
lar to that of an annular linear induction type.

,%)

I -...... .

b)

...... .. °......... . .... . " .. _..

........
,' ... .. ... .

,: , c1

Fig. 102. Schematic diagram (a) and idealized scheme
(b) of a duct-propulsion system.

In the case at hand thc outer hull and inner shell 2 of the submarine serve as the
tem's magnetic circuits, with annular duct 1 situated between them. Winding 3,
ucing a magnetic field traveling from the bow to thc stern is placed in slots of

:hull and shell. Living quarters 4 are situated in the inner shell. The duct system's
6ntage over the free field system is the possibility of obtaining higher magnetic In-
.ion and efficiency in the former.

Due to the fact that this kind of propulsion system has a design identical to that of
lar electromagnetic pumps, we can use the theory for ALIP [1671. In particular,

magnetic field of currents in an inviscid conducting fluid should be described by a
ar magnetic potential (, satisfying the Laplace equation

S/ .-0. (5.18)

e should be expressed by

(5.19)

Function Fm must s.tisfy the ordinary differential equation

,, , r: 0. (5.20)
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The solution of this equation for regions I and n (Fig. 102b) ts written as

F. A21I, (4') + ~5 P.rr

where 10 and KO are modified zero-order Bessel functions of the first and second kind,
respectively.

The boundary conditions may be written as

-0 .~,, ~0; (5.22)

setting ~ z ;(.5

IIn
(524

Conditions (5. 22)-(5. 24) yield the constants of Integration

b

where

c Is trl) Ke (,trj K, (irj) 1.er)I Here is and K,~ are modified first-order Bessel functions of the first and socand ktind.

The electric field strength can be obtind from Eq. (2. 4). Assuming

El,~-fgI and substituting Eq. (5.24), we find for r r#~ that
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where 161/ a

., " • i,, ,!": ' ,:

E an is the amplitude of the electric field strength, induced in the fluid by the coil's

field.

The final expression for i has the formm

,,,1 '. , •

j*' ~rj;(5.27)

The useful engine force is produced by interaction between the coil's magnetic
field and the active component JMR of current imI

• ..,t .,L ;, (5.28)

where

CoSt

Since 6 4( r, r2, then we may consider the equations of a flat channel instead of
an annular one, which appreciably simplifies the relationships. In this case for a
submarine with diameter 2a and length L the thrust is

"h la At. (5.29)

Substituting L =100 m, a=5m, 6 =0. 5m, o =4ohm-rm, p =10 3 kg/m3 , A  -75m2

and c Into Eqs. (5.29) and (5.16), we get

(5.30)
eub

The efficiency of this kind of propulsion system may, as before, be expressed approxi-
mately as

i (5.31)

Figure 103 shows curves of efficiency vs. magnetic induction for different
V sub = oonst.

With acceptable dimensions of the magnetic circuit, the efficiency of this system
at speeds of approximately 10 knots does not exceed 8%. In conjunction with this sug-
gestions have been made abroad to combine the above system with a propeller.
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Fig. 103. Duct propulsion
efficiency.

2. Conduction-Type MHD Propulsion ytems

Free-field and duct propulsion system may also be designed for a constant mag-
netic field [242). A schematic of such a free-field system is shown in Fig. 104. In
this case the surface of outer shell 1 is covered by lammellar magnet poles 2 and
electrodes 3 of alternating polarity. The sequence In which these are alternated in a
given direction determines the exponential decay of electromagnetic forces in the direc-
tion perpendicular to the shell of the propulsion system, with a characteristic decay
length, equal in order of magnitude to the pole alternation pitch 1269). When the force
is sufficiently strong, the lohgltudinal electrouiaguetlc forces will determine the system's
thrust.

3

{~l~j)J.

Fig. 104. Scbematc dia- Fig. 105. Schematic dia-
gram of a free-field oou- gram of a duct conduction-
dution-typs MHD propul- type MHD propulsion system.
sion system.

A oonduction-type duct propulsion system Is shown sohematioally in Fig. 105. In
this came betwen outer hull I and inner shell 2 of the submarine are placed bar-salped
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permanent magnets 3 or electromagnets, which produce an azimuthal magnetic field in
the annuli. The hull and shell, isolated by means of special liners 4, serve as elec-
trodes to which is supplied a potential difference produced by passing current through
sea weter in the annuli. The interaction of externally supplied current and the applied
magnetic field produces an electromagnetic force field which determines the system's
thrust.

Due to low conductivity of sea water and to low magnetic induction which is pro-
duced by ordinary magnet systems, the efficiencies of these systems are low. How-
ever, It may be improved appreciably by using superconducting magnets which yield
inductions of approximately 10 tesla.

JI

Fig. 106. Schematic view of an
MHD duct propulsion system with
superconducting magnets.

An MHD propulsion system with supcrconductlng magnets was recently analyzed by
R.A. Doragh [2441 [the version considered being called MHD pump-j.]. I Is depicted
schematically in Fig. 106. Its principal elements are- I pump-jet channel I with elec-
trodes to which a potential differenoe Is supplied from a dc source contained in the sub-
marine, superconducting field coils 2 held in inner Dewar 4 and producing magnetic
induction of the order of 10 tesla in the channel; magnetic shield 4 for protecting the
living quarters from magnetic field and for preventing the submarinets detection by
the magnetic leakage fltx. A diffuser section is provided at the inlet ad a nozzle sec-
tion at the outlet to provide for the necessary differences in croes section.

The system's operating principle is as follows: sea water at ambient pressure and
at a velocity head is Imparted a hydrouttte head by ,loctromagnetic toroes: this bead
is converted to an additional velocity head In the nozzle section. Thrust is provided by
change in the momentum from Inlet to outlet of the chanrwl.
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Table 18. MHD Submarine Propul-
sive Power

Cpocb 3*wruuI Yn P.
MM. Y3MOMNOCfb

"M
- 1) - 1 2) I 3)

5 63's 1.36-104
50 3 W ,12-10h

30 3800 4,25-100
50 50600 1,08-104

JOG 374000 3,97-10$

KEY: 1) Speed, )maots; 2) effective
power, kW; 3) thrust, H (in Newtons)

R. A. Doragh made calculations for a submarine with 2000 ton displacement and a
length of 64.2 m. The length to diameter ratio was LID = 7 and the prismatic coeffi-
cient was 0. 6. His results are tabulated in Table 18. The calculations were made on
the assumption that the system's thrust in equal to the submarine's drag.

The thrust was calculated from

T 1eQAo (5.32)

where Av is the velocity change In jet.

The hydraulic efficiency was calculated from this thrust

it (5.33)

where -y is the fluid's density and Hp to the thrust developed in the channel (pumping
head of pump section].

The electrical efficiency was calculated from this pumping head

WHO (6.34)

wher U In dw peblal diflrence across the el.*rtrodes, while I Is the current nio"M,r thrcUOi to.
l"o oment .fficilucy was obtained by multiplying Eqs. (5. 33) and (6. 34)
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where vout and v0 are the outlet and inlet sea water velocities, Pout and Po are the

corresponding pressures; zout and z0 are the corresponding hydrostatic heads above

datum, and H L represents MHD losses in the channel and inlet and outlet losses.

All the terms of Eq. (5.36) were determined from a complete system of MHD
equations, using an electronic computer. Values of electrode voltage, current den-
sity, hydraulic, electricsl and overall efficiencies were obtained as a result.

Figure 107 gives the total efficiency of the MHD pump-jet as a function of sub-
marine speed for various B0 

= const. The dashed lines in the figure are for e. The

graphs were constructed from the following starting data: channel length 15.3 m,
channel area 6.98 m 2, diffuser ratio 1.05, jet [nozzle] ratio 1.49.

It follows from the above data that the overall efficiency of an MHD pump-jet with
superconducting magnets can be quite high.

\ -, K--.i ,

imb. hUMP

ig. 107. Efficiency of MUD
pump-jet with superconducting
magnetic circuit.

A study was also made of the noise level of the MHD propulsion system, which
shAD that its noise level Is 20 dB lower than that of a propeler.

At the asae time It should be noted that reallgation of this system Involv es solving
a number of scientific and technical problems, the maor ones being

a) design of superonducting magneto capable of producing strong magnetic fields
in larp volumes;

b) developing a control system providing for effective protection o windings ad
for reliable control;

c) developing an effective system for removing Ces produced at electrodes by
electrolysis:

d) producing an optimal Dewar and cryogenic system for maintaining the necessary
temperatures.
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3. Peristaltic MHlD Propulsinn Bystems

All the MED propulsion systems examined above Involve direct Interaction of
externally supplied currents or of currents induced In the sea water with an applied
magnetic field. Efficient operation of these systems in the relatively low-conductivity
sea water requires very large magnetic fields.

itis possible, in principle, to design an efficient propulsion system with ordinary
inapsts, using a special compressor which would act on sa water by means of an
Intermediae high-conductIvIty fluid (2431. The advantage of this system is the tnde-
petulsuce of Its operation on the sea water conductivity.

A peristaltic MED propulsion system Is depicted schematically In M~g. 108. It
consists of annulus 1 with a multipliase winding placed In its slots; annular sump 2
ftied with hIgh-conductivIty fluid (liquid metal), and dict 3 filled with low-conductivity
fluid (sea water~). The high-and low-conductivity fluids are separated by an Impermeable
flexible membrane.

The field winding produces a magnetic field moving along the duct aise, and closed
azimuthal currents are induced In the higb-conchactivity fluid, these Interact with the
traveling field thus generating axial and radial electromagnetic force components.

The axial velocity of the conducting fluid averaged across its annulus [per cyclel,
is zero, since it is constrained by end partions. An axial pressure gradient Is thus
produced in the conducting fluid and It balances the axial force component, which is
oewssd by

This pressure gradient is transmitted to the pump fluid via the mechanical coupling
between the fluids. V 4w radial forces to the conducting fluid are sufficent to pinch
and trap the pumped fluid, the ensuing motion of the latter will consist of trapped peak-
eta of fluid traveling at the speed of the flexible membrane aginst the pressure gradient
Inducesd to It by &Asia body forces induced to the oonducting fluid, %hence oe nme peri-
staltic to derived.

Fi.10. Schematic diagrarn of a

perlsitalic LIND) propulsion astem.
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The theoretical analysis of the operation of this type of propulsion system is quite

complex [243]. Hence we restrict ourselves to consideration of only approximate re-
lationships which describe its operation.

For a propulsion-system leng"  j, cross sectional area of water annulus A and
conducting-fluid annulus thicknes3 h, the total axial force produced by the system can
be written as

Sre G..1. . r(5.37)

where a is the wave number; cfh is a dimensionless parameter; R ) s is the prod-

cict of magnetic Reynolds number and the slip: s = (vf = v)Af: vf is the traveling-wave

velocity: v is the maximum velocity of the conducting fluid, arid R A n0Aw/a 2 is the

ild magnetic Reynolds number, based on wave speed and wavelength.

C,

...... I i ,2

Fig. 109. Dimensionless function [axdan body
force] G, vs. P .

A plot of dimensionless function G, as a function of 3 for certain values of dimen-
sionless parameter cvh Is given in Fig. 109. The dashed line gives the envelope of the
given family of curves. Function G, has a maximum (0. 0553) for Popt = 4.12 and

(cvh)op t = 0. 309.

The total power supplied to the conducting fluid is equal to the pumping power and
the Joule heat losses.

Efficiency 71e of an electromechanical converter, which is the ratio of the pumping

power to the total power, is approximately expressed in the form

!

i-- (5.38)
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where

1 2 2 (11t 1)'4I';ah.

If we denote the mass rate of flow through the system by ih, the exit velocity by
v1, and assume the exit pressure ea" to the free-stream static pressure p.0, then
the propulsive force will be determined by the change In momentum

where vb Is the submarine speed.T(.)

Examining the ratio ofthe wokperformed during unit time 'Ivsu to the sumi at
teperformed work and the kinetic energy In cocurrent flow, iLe., Tvsu 1, m

(vt - v Su), and using Eq. (5. 39) we get that the overall efficiency io

'1 (5.40)

In order to impart; constant translational veloc~ty to the submarine, the propulsive
F thrut should be equa to the vessel's drag

IN p, is the minimum permissible pump-inlet pressure, then the maximum per-
missible fluid velocity my be obtained fro~m Derilll's equation, written for flow
at Infinty and to the pump

I'.. ~ p 1QQ.(5.42)

The tree-stream static prossure may be wMitass

'. r (.1 I 1 ) (5.43)

whome d Io dos water depth, while d@ is the dept of equivalet water correspauding to
atmospheric pressure.

We have from Eqs. (8. 43) and (1. 43) that (.4

tqiss .31). (5. 3). (5.41) &W (1. 44) ma be used for obtaining anumber of
.wrostmate Ushlpanbip describing the operaion o( a peristaltic propulsion system.
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In particular, if p, vAsub , vI, Cs s r0, I , pq, d and h are specified, we may obtain

the following expressions:

a) f'or the traveling-wave frequency

*ub'• ' ** t(I -,-.' " ..b ...', (5.45)
sub',

,. - , , '.. ".I,) ".

b) for the magnetic-induction amplitude at the coil surface

• , . ., ; !- ' l.u, ,,, (5.4 6)

c) for the liquid-metal conductivity

'; : : ,-,I{ ." ;., ;'(");(5.47)

d) for the water annulushickness

I

(5.48)
sub]b 'B

Reference [243] presents results for a submarine and torpedo. It Is assumed that
the submarine length is L = 114.6 m, L/D = 10 and v = 30 knots. Here the lengU! of
the propulsion system was taken as 0. 5L; the torpedo length was 5.33 m, In both
cases the minimum inlet pressure p was taken as zero and It was assumed that the
thickness of liquid-metal and sea water layers is the same.

The field's linear velocity as a function of submarine or torpedo speed are given
for three submergence depths in Fig. 110. It is seen from these data that the maxi-
mum permissible wave velocity in the system (from the point of view of cavitation
prevention) somewhat exceeds the free-stream pressure, but is of the same order of
magnitude. As the submergence depth is decreased, the wave velocity approaches
the vessel speed.

Figure 111 shows the required liquid-metal conductivity for BO min as a function

of P. A curve of 77e as a function of dimensionless parameter y [complex separa-

tion constant] is shown in Fig. 112.

It has been determined that the optimum value of -y is approximately 1. Then
Se = 0.368. It is possible to increase 71e for 0 < y < 1.
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ity vs. submarine speed for Wdf-
ference submergence depths

I

Cf~ ~ -A Itxj U I $ ,1,K

Fg. 1Ig. T0 required ngwad-metal condue-

tivlty as a function of

The optimum freqiiency of alternating wagnetic field for the torpedo to 50 epR,while for submarines it fhould be lower. -Here -th magneU Induction needed for pro-panllng a submerred body at 30 knots sbeuld be apprwtm-tely . 1-1 tela, Irrehectiw
of the bodytr dimensions.

The above-described propulsion systems anm their basic t hsrocteriotics describe
primarily the theoretical possibilities o ushig MHD effects for propulsion of sea-going
vessels.
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The need to solve many acientific and engineering problems for practical realiza-
tion of these systemo makes their development problematic. At the same time the in-
formation presented shows tbat extensive research Is done in many countries in this
(.raction, Fr'om thip point of view the dat'3 presented here should be of some scientific
rns engineering 1ntere..
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CHAPTER 6

MAGNETOHYDRODYflAMIC POWER UNITS
FOR MOVING CRAFT USE

For several years now, development werk has been done in the USSR and abroad
not only on improvement of the already-develek,-,d MHD generators, but also on designs
for tim immediate future, among which we car cite water-moderated, water-cooled or
gas-cooled nuclear propulsion systems for freight and passenger ships, as well as the
use of direct conversion of energy of various fuels into electrical power for use on
moving craft, primarily space craft and deep submersibles.

A large amount of compler scientific research and pilot-design work is done in
these direction, to solve the principal engineering and physical problems which would
provide for effikiert utilizat!on of the elv.)ve power converters, as well as for determin-
ing potentlalities of improving the effietencies and increasing the capacities of these new
units.

I,

Reliable and efficient operation of MHD facilities using an electrically conducting
gas is possible only at high gas temperatures, which is limited by the available heat
resistant materials. In plasma MHD generators, two kinds of energy conversions (con-
version of thermal into kinetic energy and then of kinetic into electric power) are ob-
tained using a single working fluid. However, each of these conversions may be attained
by using a separate working fluid or by utilizing different aggregate states of the same
fluid: gas (vapor) for converting the thermal into kinetic energy, and an electrically con-
ducting liquid for converting the kinetic (or pressure) into electrical energy.

Liquid metals as working fluids are promising because their electrical conductivity
is at least four orders of magnitude igher than that of Ion!zed gas. However, the "eloc-
ity of the working fluid in such an MHD generator can be by one-two orders of magnitude
lower than when plasma is used. Since the energy density of an MHD generator is pro-
portional to the product CTU2 (or is the electrical conductivity and U0 is the fluid velocity),
then a liquid metal generator can provide the same power density as a plasma generator,
or even a much higher one. This also solves the problem of materials.

To reali7.e a power-generating MHD unit employing a liquid metal, one must Impart
to the metal a given kinetic energy during momentum transfer from the expanding vapor
of this or some other metal; then one must remove, either completely or partially, the
vapor from the mixture thus formed before the entry of this mixture Into the MHD gen-
erator.
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The vapor may be separawd from the liquid by condensing it during transfer of
heat to supercooled fluid injected into the chamber, or by mechanical separation. De-
pending on the method used, the 1.II) generator may operate on two principles: with
condensation (Fig. 113) and with separation (Fig. 114). The working fluid in the first
arrangement may be a single fluid which exists in different states at different points of
the loop. In the second arrangement the working fluid may be either a single liquid, or
two Immiscible liquids.

In these arrangements the MHD gener-
l 1 '/ator may be placed in any point of the liquid

"F- oI I/loop and operate with a vapor fraction or
without it, using the pressure of the working

Ifluid in the form of a velocity head or in the
1 .. . .-''form of an ordinary pressure drop. As can

. j I7 / be seen from Figs. 113 and 114, in both ar-
rangements the metal flows continuously in a

closed two-loop system.

In the condensing arrangement the heat
source, i.e., the (nuclear) reactor, is placed
in the vapor loop. The liquid metal is heated

Fig. 113. Liquid-metal and partially vaporized in the reactor and then
condensing MUD cycle, supplied to a two-phase nozzle, where It Is

1) Heat source; 2) nozzle; expanded with attendant conversion of a part
3) liquid Injection; 4) accel- of the thermal Into kinetic energy. Liquid
erating-condensing device metal, precooled In a radiator, is injected
(drift tube]; 5) MHD gener- from the liquid loop into the expanding vapor.
ator; 6) diffuser; 7) heat The injected metal is accelerated in the pro-
removal (radiator). cess of momentum transfer and the heat trans-

fer attendant to mixing simultaneously condenses
the vapor phase of the working fluid. As a result, the stream entering the MHD gener-
ator is predominantly in the liquid phase and has sufficient velocity and electrical conduc-
tivity. The liquid then decelerates through the production of electric power in the MHD
generator and is fed to a diffuser where it is further decelerated and its pressure recon-
stituted. Part of the liquid is then vaporized in the heat resource and returned to the
two-phase nozzle, while the other part is cooled in the radiator and returned to the in-
jecting condenser. The loop may include a regenerator for preheating that part -of the
liquid which goes to the heat source.

In the separator cycle the heat source, I.e., the reactor, is placed in the liquid
loop. The liquid is heated in the reactor and supplied to a mixer where the recycled
condensate evaporates with attendant cooling. Then the liquid ts accelerated in a two-
phase nozzle while exchanging momentum with the expanding vapor, is separated from
it in the separator, is decelerated in the MHD while performing useful work, and is then
returned to the reactor through a diffuser.

The liquid circulating in the vapor loop flows from the separator into a cooler.
From there it is recycled as a condensate (by an electromagnetic pump) to the mixer,
where it Is vaporized by heat supplied from the reactor. The vapor, together with the
liquid, is expanded in the two-phase nozzle, and is then separated from the liquid phase
in the separator.

I5
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iib)t 8

Fig. 114. Schematic diagram of a liquid-metal
MHD generator with separation.
1) Heat source; 2) mixer; 3) nozzle; 4) separator;
5) MilD generator; 6) diffuser; 7) radiator; 8)
PUMP.
KEY: a) Vapor loop; b) heat exchanger, c) liquid
loop.

To Improve the cycle efficiency, the vapor leaving the separator may be passd
through a regenerator, where it cools by preheating the condensate leaving the radiator.

Below we consider problems of thermodynamic efficiency of an MilD generator
using the above cycles, the parts of the system as well as re"ut of experimental and
design studies.

1. Liquid-Meta MED Generators

It was noted previously that electromagnetic pumps for liquid metals are reve rs-
ible. devices, 'I.e. , they can operate in the generator mode. For this it suffices to set
the liquid metal in a magnotohydrodynamic channel Into motion by meano of an external
prossure drop and to short the electrodes (in the conduction type) through a load.

At present, developmnent work io done on conduction as well as Induction-type
liquid-metal MilD generators. The theory of DC conduction type generators is the most
developed at this time. These generators do not differ In design fro n. DC conduction-
type electromagnetic pumps.

Condaction-type liquid-metal BINlD generators, just as homopolar generators, are
high-ciurrent, low-voltage devices. When using ordinary magnet systems, efficient duct
design and liquid-metal velocities of several meters per second, the. output voltage ot
such generators does not exceed 10 V. Obtaining a higher output voltage requires In-
creasing appreciably the liquid metal velocity In the duct or using superconductive mag-
netic systems which yield high magnetic flux densities.



Extensive theoretical and experimental studies of conduction-type liquid-metal
MHD generator with a divergent nozzle duct were performed recently by D. Elliot
12221.

Theoretically a generator with a constant-cross section duct is a special case of
an MHD generator with a diffuser. The theory of such an MHD generator is derived
by Elliot on the assumption that the divergence angle of a constant-heighL diffuser Is
small, which makes it possible to neglect all the velocity components of the liquid
metal, with the exoeption of the axial component. A schematic of the diffuser of such
an MED generator Is shown In Fig. 115.

Fig. 115. Schematic of diffuser of a
liquid-metal MHD generator.

To obtain the principal electrical relationships of such an MHD genrator, we

isolate in the moving liquid metal a fluid element with width a and cross section dxdx.

The resistance of this volume element and the emf induced at its ends are

* (6.1)

(6.2)

We #hall assume that the diffuser Is flat (a) b). In this case the electric fields
strength in the liquid metal may be taken a constant (curl E = 0). Then. In accordance
with Ohm's lw (2.6) and Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2), the current passing through our fluid
element Is given by

J, - ( rj ' .) d' i. (6.3)

where ,

Joule losses in our fluid element are

4 J,, :. (r, N,)'II% . (6.4)

The current and the Joule losses In a liquid element with dimensions b x a x da are
given by
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.)0 A, . (6.5)

~ffy.!* I

-!- (0a)' d.r dz. (6.6)

Since the liquid is incompressible (div v = 0), then Its flow rate In each of the

diffuser's ercas sections will be constant

a

where ve Is the average meial velocity, while subscripts I and 2 refer to the inlet and
outlet diffuser cross sections.

Upon substitution of Eq. (6. 7), the expreston for the urrent per mit length of
the generator can be written a(

-j-W (6.8)

where A t i t- load factor.

When using orinary ma8st sytems and hih iquid metal velocities, peraimeter
MI/R Is small. In this cae we can neglect MED effects of the Brst kid and specify
the liquid metal veloctty distributon in the form 12a8, 2531

G-L (6-9)
a

Sine the dffuser to flat, we can set o 6 d# ft . Mang we of this, and also

of the symmetry of the velocity distribution, we gat the following as an estimab o the
first term in the right-bud sib of Sq. (S. )

t7

2,uy d i 2 I Uay)dr b.

dmilarly, it follows from Eq. (6. 7) that
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Substituting Eqs. (6.7), (6. 10) and (6. 11) Into Eq. (6.6). we find

I* % .: j \ ! ' 1j (6.12)

When using superconducting magifet systems and moderate liquid metal velocities,
it may be assumed that the flow Is laminar. A to easy to show that In this case, at
large Hartmann numbers, the velocity distribution can be specified In the form

Since In this case the boundary-layer thickness is of the order of b/hi, Its thick-
ness may be neglected as compared with the duct's height. T7hen, upon substitution of
Eq. (6.13) we get

2) -d (I 2 (6.14)

Wuef using superconducting magnets the Hartmann numbers ane of the order of
103-104, by virtue of which Eq. (6. 14) takes the form

U - )l(6.15)

And, similarly, we get from Eq. (6.7)

In this case the Joule losses per unit generator length are given by

I'~'~) aCC~sb~lk~t ~ .(6.17)

It is easily ownu by comparing E9qs. (6.11) and (6.17) that the flattening of the
velocity distribution brought about by the MilD effet of the Orst kind redues t Joule
loes.

Energy losses In the liquid metal element due to viscous dissipaton con be rep-
resented as

P C-I



The surface friction factor A at high liquid metal velocities and when using ordi-
nary magnets can be obtained from Prandtl's universal friction law [2521. When using
superconducting magnets and moderate liquid metal velocities, this factor should ber derived from muw tohyddalo formulas.

hnegratnglqs. (6.8), (6. 1), (6.17) and (6.18) from s =0 to z =e, we get the
followiag relationship, for the total current and total power losses In the generator duct:

-. "_1 . (6.20)now 63 (1

(6.21)

where

The output power of the generator Is calculated from

04.2&?1 (11 - -k*
p ie .......- , a (6.23)

The total losses of liquid metal energy tn an UIlD generator duct are given by

P,. - P P3 I- PX.

Here, for the two oases being ducussed, power P10 c&n be expresed In the form

.. ..... .- h 4f (6.2 4)

The total losses are de to chan In the knettc elergy o the liquid (di. to reduo-
tion of Us veloctty In the dt8 ) and o th pIlaial energy (due to te presmre roduc
tm Ap P - P).

16.
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The kinetic energy in any duct cross section is

6.s0)
9 0

Equation (6. 26) for velocity distributions (S.9) and (6. 13) becomes, respectively

r " (6. (6.27)

, ' (6. 28)

where hi = vp ab is the mass rate of the liquid.

Using Eqs. (S. 27) and (6.28), the power of the liquid entering the diffuser is gtven
by

p'' -[ (:*'.1 )' (6.30)

From Eqs. (6.24), (6.25) and (6.29), (6.30) we get expressions for the required
magpetic fBeld flux desity

• ;,1 IrI5 ;J , (, 2 ) ; 2 . ;

1.44(, k) a, ei*, .1. (6.32)

Due to the fact that the electrodes and magnet poles are of finite leU$t. as io U
case in electromagmUtlc pumps, edge efbcts exist In MUND psertorM. l:Opendin o
the magnetic field distrIbution in the edge zones, these effects may increase or reduce
the output power of the eonerator by the amount

S- "jr 16.33)

ero the required Input power obsups by the amount

A I(



Factors a I and a2 are given by a gamma function and depend on the extension
of magnetic field z, and Z2 past the electrode edges:

Facors01and02 refunctions of the attenuation factor Y of th antcfield,which in defined as

It (6.37)

at (6.38)

F~or It ranging from 0 S 5 8, ifcan he approximately expressed as a tuinction of y

0,13-1 th (.8).(6.39)

Using Eq. (8. 33), the output power of a generator will be given by

- $ (I -k
Vm

(6.40)

7u. total input pwr, according to Eqs. (G. 34), (6. 3 1 and (6. to1 given by

PI A, Apt; :

(I ky I ~ *)(

lag . I I.(6.43)
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40,

The generator efficiency may be expressed as ;O

0 
6

which, for the two cases at hand, yields

JIMI

' " / "(6.43)

- - ? a' 1

(,- v (6. 44)( ' ~ ~ 1 ; ., . ..v

If the channel walls, which are perpendicular to the magnetic field, are conducting,
then additional power losses must be taken Into account. In dw first approximatiort, this
ca be done by making an appropriate correction in the load factor:

, i ...... .(6.45)

where 11i and R. are the Internal resistane of the gnerator and the load resistance;

and a are the wall and the liquid metal conductivities, and is the thicknessow

of the wall perpendicular to the magnetic field.

All the above relationships are valid for li4uid metal MHD generators wi1h a con-
stant cross section duct when

The values of 1(1) were calculated by D. Elite 1241 with the following initial data:
v.t 1 91.8 m/mc. at, 14.5 mm. at - 24.2 mm, b - 6.05 mm,1 148 mm, z, - zz 2  22.5
MIm.

A curve of a O) asftaon of the lood factor is show Or. Fig. 116. Curve lt
for Inviscid flow without field extentsion, whle curve I coneponds to Us calculated
from Z4. (J. 43). Point A was obtained experimentally uttng a modal of an MIRD pn-
Orator uting a NiK alloy with parameters close to those used In calculatios N, - 14.7
MIm, b 6, 3 2m, i 4.3 mm. 2 148 mm).
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?lg. 116. Theoretical efflclency.
with and without a boundary layer
and field extension, of experimental
MR-) generator with diverging duct,
as a function of lo-Rd factor.

F. Igure 11 sh-two a theoretical cu-.ve of the ou~tput power of an MHDI generator vs.
the average flow velocity of liquid metal at Cis diffuser Inlet. The same figure shown
experimenrAI data, which are found to be In good agreement with the theory.

Fijgure 118 depicts a theoretical curve of the pressure drop in an MHlD generator
diffuser as a function of length. It also shows experimental data obtained for a given
magnetic Induction (Bo = 0. 6 tesla). It is easy to see that in the range of z/,1 0.,4-0. 8,
the itffer~noe between theory and experiment to approximately 30%, which Is attribu-
table to incomplete compensation of the lkq7'Id xneta reaction.

1

Fig. 117. Compaision of Fig. 118. Prssure distri-
experimental and theoreti- bution In the diflkser ofan
cal output powers of ar MUD NED generator.
generaor with diffuser vs.
:qudd metal velocity at dif-
fuser inlet.



Particular attention must be paid to compensation of liquid metal reaction in MHD
generators. The detrimental effect of this reaction increases with increasing power of
the MHD generator. Tables 19 and 20. present results of calculations for two MHD gen-
erators with constant-cross section ducts in the absence and presence of liquid metal
reaction compensation [219]. It follows from these data that, all other conditions being
equal, compensated MHD generators can be made smaller and are capable of handling
higher pressure drops.

The liquid metal reaction in MHD generators is compensated in the same manner
as Is done with the corresponding electromagnetic pumps.

It should be noted, in conclusion, that a gas or a vapor-liquid mixture may be
used In MHD generators as a working fluid instead of the liquid metal.

Paper [223] presents results of experimental studies of an MHD generator with
a two-phase working medium (liquid metal and nitrogen). These studies show thm the
conductivity of this two-phase medium can be quite high and, depending on the gas phase
fraction ot, Is defined empirically as

'V

t & . (6.46)

Table 19. Characteristic5 ,f MHD Generators Without Com-
pensation of the Liquid Metal Reaction

V V

a) )fl" ' ," ',~ ~

...0... .. I ." + , ','L+ :

%. soo 00 5

6 3

Ap. 105, Newton@/m2 2M6 4.125

. M_/c 0.73 _ 1.3

b, ,mm .,7 ,.l

Q, llterm/*eC '2.62 2ii.2

jI..s -- n.I.I

KEY: a) Quantity; b) for generator with parameters.

Under certain conditions, the presence of the gas phase in the liquid metal makes
it possible to increase the generator efficiency.

It is obvious that, due to specifics of their operation, MHD generators for ship-
board use should have a number of features distingishing them from stationary MHD
generators. In conjunction with this, studies of stationary MHD facilities cannot be
extended without qualification to generators for vehicular use.
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Table 90. Characteristice of MilD
Genrators with Compensation of
the Liquid Meta Reaction

J~tI~4I6 3

b. 1,3 121

KEY: a) Quntity; b) for generator
with parameter.

An MHlD gmwrator for use as a marine power sourc should have a number of
specifto features which are determined busically by the condition# under which such
power sources operate. Analyis of tVim conditIons makes It possible to formulate,
in the firet approimation, thes principQ~ requirement. on marine MHDl generators,

An Mill generator which to the principal marine power source must suipply elec;_
tric power to the main prime mover (or propulsion electric motor), the electrically-
operated amxiuiary mechanisms and devices which P~re a part; of the main power unit,
and to various independent gio.ups of shipboard devices or users.

47Here, depending on the partcular MHlD scheme used, In addition to the MHlD
generator proper, the Mill unit may contain also other (auxtiliary) electric power
sources (for example, a conventionally-driven generator, a storage battery). Tbe out-
put of such an MUlD generator is determined an the total power needed for providing the

ship's propulsion and for supplying all tlw electric power needs, with consideration ofI. their load balance and simultneity of operation.
The power actually delivered by a marine MHD generator must vary dependingon the vessel speed, on the conditions under which mechanisms and device. servicing

the main power unit operate, am well as on the mode of operation of the ship's wien-
trically poweredf devices. For different modes of ship operation (sailing, loading, un
loading, etc.) the relationships between the power used by Its different subunits change,
wit the power used by one kind of unit chang Inqhdm of the power requirements
of othe and of the power used by the main propulsion system (or main propulsion elec-
tric motor).

Individual power-using units (or their clusters) use electric power with different
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The marine MHD generator should have a given margin of life operability.
Methods for achieving this have evolved from practice. The main method is provision
for redundancy of all kinds: duplication of power equipment of the same type, so that
when a given mechanism breaks down it is replaced by its back up unit; dividing the
total capacity of a given power-unit element between several [smaller] elements of the
same type; upon breakdown of one such element, the others supply sufficient power for
below-capacity operation; and division of the total capacity into small units, simultan-
eculy with replication of equipment, when one element of such a unit, supplying only
a part of the total power, goes out of service, one can restore total power by actuating
a backup mechanism (element).

Due to weight and epace limitations it is impossible to Install aboard a ship two
independent MHD generators, each capable of supplying the total power and each equipped
with Its auxliaries and associated systems. This Is also useless since different major
parts of MHD generators operate at far different conditions. The most drastic operating
conditions are those prevailing in the MHD generator duct, In which flows a high-tem-
persture, high-velocity working medium.

The requirement of flexible operation and adjustability of an MHD marine facility
make it necessary to combine hydrodynamic and electromagnetic principles In varying
the power of the MHD generator in response to power changes in the load circuit.

In developing layouts and designs of marine MILD generators consideration must
also be given to obtaining the highest possible efficiencies at different operating modes.

The structural Integrity and design of a marine MIlD generator should make pos-
sible Its operation with the ship rolling, and at different values of heeling and kim
difference.

2. Uquid Metal Condensing MUD Generator [Condensing Ejector]

Thermal Efficiency of the MHD Unit

The MHD scheme with condensation depicted in Fig. 113 was suggested by Jackson
and Brown [231]. A magnetohydrodynamic cycle using a two-phase nozzle and condensing
acceleration chamber [henceforth called condensing ejector] was described in [2271, [230]
and 1232]. Figure 119 depicts the enthalpy-entropy diagram for such a unit under steady-
state conditions.

The stagnation state and the static state of the vapor are shown on this diagram by
points I' and 2', respectively. Analogous states of the fluid being accelerated are shown
by points I" and 2". Segments 1'-2' and 111-2"1 describe the kinetic energies of the
vapor and liquid streams. The static pressure in states 2, and 2" and after mixing re-
mains constnt. The total vapor and liquid pressures at the nozzle Inlet (in states 1' and
III are assumed to be same, i.e., the process is assumed to occur without additional
losses (losses due to incompleteness of mixing, flow friction, etc.).

Vapor at state 1' enters the nozzle, is expanded, mixed in the condensing ejector
Idrift tube] with the fluid which is in state 1", and is partially or totally condensed.

According to the law of conservation of energy, the enthalpy at termination of the vapor-
liquid mixing will correspond to point a, located on line 1,-1" in such a manner that the
distance from point a to points 1' and I" is Inversely proportional to the mass rates of
flow of the vapor and liquid, respectively.
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The kinetic energy of the mixed flow cannot be determined solely from thermody-
namic laws. however; Its maximum to limited by the available enthalpy difference, and

is depicted by segment ab, where b to a point on line 2'-2". Here, points a and b do
not describe the true state of the mixed flow. In fact, since the static pressure of this
flow is ps (see Fig. 119), the stagnation and the static state should be depicted respec-
tively by points c and e. Obviously, stagnation pressute pc at point c is lower than pa

at point a. In addition, by virtue of the law of conservation of momentum, the kinetic
energy of the mixed flow drops from magnitude ce to ed. Hence tha static state of the
mixed flow is displaced to point 2 on the constant pressure line pl, while the stagnation
pressure is displaced to point 1 on straight line 21-1". Here, as was previously noted,
additional losses are neglected.

I,

P.t

Fig. 119. The enthalpy-entropy diagram
of an MHD condensing ejector.

Ite mixed fluid flow passs through the MHD generator, where it performs useful
work, and then is broken up into two parts, one recycled to the het source and the other
to the radiator (where it givs up its heat). If friction and diffusion losses are neglected,
then the pressure Ps at the generator outlet obviously should not be less than Pl, and pi"t.
Point 3 on oonstant-prssure "tine Pl, characterizes the general state of the flow at the
generator outlet. Segpment 1-3 corresponds to that traction of the total enthlpy rvthle
to used for electric power generation.

The heat supplied to unit mass of working fluid is equal to the enthalpy difference
il - 11. Ve therml efficiency of the cycle Is

q It - -is is- It. it is 6. 76 ,;. - is . ,J " i b,.. 7
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where I is the specific enthalpy at points marked on Fig. 119 (b' is a point on line 1"-2'),
and x is the ratio of the vapor mass flow to the total mass flow of the working fluid.

On the right hand side of Eq. (6.47) x is expressed in terms of segments of the
enthalpy-entropy diagram. The first factor on the right-hand side is the thermal effici-
ency of vapor expansion in the vapor nozzle, while the second denotes the efficiency of
acceleration of the liquid flow during mixing with the vapor flow in the condensing ejec-
tor. This "bifurcation" of the efficiency is obviously arbitrary (to some extent]. In the
numerator of the thermal efficiency of the Rankine cycle, the pump work (segment 2-3)
is subtracted directly from the turbine work (segment 1-2'). However, in the case at
hand, this cannot be done, since both these types of work are performed simultaneously
upon mixing in the drift tube.

It should be noted that the expression for 17 (Eq. (13)1 in 12301 is Incorrect. In this
expression the numerator has 12, instead of i, while in the denominator i has been re-
placed by it (in the notation used here), which yields a somewhat higher than actual value
of n"

In examining the fluw of incompressible fluid, Eq. (6.47) can be transformed as
follows. In this case

where at and &p is the difference between the stagnation and static enthalpy and pressure
and p is the liquid density.

Since p$ = Pi" and P2 = P2" (see Fig. 119) then, neglecting density changes in the
liquid phase, we have

i -I (6.48)

where v" is the velocity of the driven fluid.

By definition of the enthalpy

V2 (6. 49)

where v' is the velocity of the driver flow, and v is the velocity of the mixed flow.

From the law of conservation of momentum

u . ' (i •- .,) u"

and
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The lagt term of the second expression charactorlses kinetic energy losses In the
process of mixing the liquid and vapor working-medium phMss.

Using the above expessions and tranforming, we have

Subsituingthn above value of 11-13 into Sq. (6. 47), we find that the thermal efficiency
of the cycle ts

Thbe first factor in the right-hanid sids of this expression is the efficiency of the
Rankine cycle (which to used in the heat-source loop in order to convert the thermal
energy into kinetic energy of the vapor jet), while the second factor Io the efficiency of
acceleration of the mind flow.

The thermal efficiency of a unit using the above scheme can be Improved by using
a regenerator. For this purpose, the beat of the flidd leaving the condensing ejector it
a sufficiently high temperature to recirculated and used for preheating that part of the
fluid which, upon leaving the MERD generator, is recycled to the heat source. An UD
generator with a regenerator is shown in 'Fig. 120 (2301.

Fig, 120. Schematic of acon-
denslug liqid-metal MUlD gener-
ator w~th regeneration.
1) Reactor; 2) pump; 3) botler; 4)
a m busig ejector (drift tube); 5)

radaor~colr; 0) and 7) MI=
pirators: 6) regenerator; 9)

Jouile-Thomson valve; 10) diffuser.
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It should be noted that heat regeneration in the above cycle cannot be Implemented
in a manner similar to regenerative heating of feedwater in the Rankine cycle. This is
due to the fact that the minimum temperature T 2 at which the liquid being preheated
enters the regenerator must, in this arrangement, be appreciably below the minimum
temperature T2,, of the liquid in the cycle, with the result that the regenerating effect
cannot be fully utilized. This limits the possibilities of Increasing the efficiency of such
a cycle by using a regenerator.

Returning to the analysis of the efficiency equation, we see that the efficiency of
acceleration of the mixed flow in the condensing ejector depends on the ratio of the mass
flows of the vapor and the total liquid mass flow x, and on the ratio of velocities of these
flows v"/v'. The larger the x, the higher the efficiency of the acceleration process.
However, the allowable value of x, due to the necessity of providing a fully specified
liquid subcooling during mixing (in order to eliminate undesirable thermal losses), is
itmited by the requirement that the mixed flow should not boil.

Each value of x and each selected value of pressure P2 has corresponding to it an
optimal value of v"/v', for which the efficiency of the acceleration process is at maxi-
mum. It is defined by the expression

( pt 1- X

Here the efficiency of the acceleration process Is

-- I

Figure 121 shows curves of efficiency Te as a function of ratio v'/vl for different
values of x. The optimum values of 7e lie on the dashed line.

If we consider changes in the working fluid's density in the liquid phase, then,
instead of Eq. (6.48), we have

6 ' . - - Z-.

ore the thermal efficiency o5 the cycle will b6 somewhat below its value calculated
from Eq. (6.51).

In [2331 it is pointed out that analysis of cycles for a iumber of liquid metals and
for a combination of two such metals shows that: 1) the optimum thermal cycle effici-
encies are obtained when the weight of vapor fraction in the working fluid is not more
than 10-15%: 2) the cycle efficiency is directly proportional to the working fluid specific
heat, and Is Inversely proportional to its latent heat of vaporization.

Figure 122 compares cycles of a condensing MHD generator and of a steam-
turbine unit by means of an s - T - v diagram. The T-s diagram is given in Fig. 123.

The working fluid leaves the MHD generator in state 1 and flows to the diffuser,
where the pressure rises to a value corresponding to the reactor temperature TR

(segment 1-2). Between stntes 2 and 3 thp liquid Is heated, vaporized and converted
Into a rmistl two-phase mlxture. The flow expands and is accelerated in the nozzle
(3-4 *), reaching the lowest cycle temperature at point 4*. Then the vapor phase of the
working fluid is condensed at segment 4--1 *, where heat is removed from the cycle.
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1rai1 In drf -e. the-

vapor/liquid velocity ratio (at Fig. 122. 5 - T - v diagram. of energy conversion
various flown of the eaame) to an AMlD converter and In a steam turbine.

Then the liquid, which Mae asufficiently high velocity, enters the MED generator In
stte 1' . 7U solid line in Ftg. 122depIcts tie energy onversion in a steam turbine.
7Ue dIfference between these two prceuses of energy conversion in In the different
sequences of condensation and energy extraction. In the turbine, the energy ts extrac-
ted before condensation, i.e., when the working fluid io in the vapor phase. In the MHD
generator, the useful energy of the cycle is extracted after condensation, when the work-
ing fluid Is liquid.

The projections of the above energy con-
version processes on, a two-dimensIonal T-s r- . . .

diagram ane depicted Io Fig. 22 and consist
cycle using Hg, and a steam turbine cycle,
where TorIs tim critical water temperature).
Mw~ highest temperatures TR and the mini-
mum temperatures Tmin of both cycles areI
the sam and, onsequently, *I* Carnot

cycle is lower then that of the MED converter
operating onH,* otue ibraerg i.13 Rankin yle o

With Tw, the average temperature of the HE___ an1RO tT0. o

*Translator's Nob: v here denotes az ando volume. In the original
wording of 1232). Goookwindiplt (velocity) v.



L ~In the caso of the Hg cycle, no superheating is needed, snce all metals lae
sufficiently high critical temperatures. The left boundary curve for metals io very
steep, which makes the thermodynamic efficiency of the metal cyrvie close to that of
the Carnot cycle. In addition, the power density of the turbine, even In the case of
high steam superheat, Is several orders of magnituda lower thin in the MOD generator.

Thermodynamic Acceleration of the Liquid
In the Condensing Cycle

The most complex problem in the cownning cycle iso..herniodynamic acceleration
of the liqud metal upon mixing with the vapor of the same metal. the vapor condensing
during tise heat transfer. Lot us consider the mixing In the drift tube of the condonsing

ejectr.

The high velocity of the "hot" stream as compared with that of the cold, and the
consequent high impact losses, mean that the hydrodynamic efficiency of the acceloe-
tion will be low If a single constant-pressure injection of liquid Into the vapor stream
ts used.

The efficiency of the thermo-kinetic process in the mixing section of the ejector
can be Improved by using the so-called thermodynamic &A- transformation. The basic
Idea of this transformation ts stepwise supply of' the subcooled liquid to the expanding
mixed stream In order to convert the available enthalpy drop Into kinetic energy of the
liquid stream, with an Increasingly higher flowrate at each stage.

The condensing elector was analysed in extensive detail using compuiters (2331.
The pr os was examined in the following sequence: the two-phase meodfum is exponded
In a supersonic nozzle, a low-templerature liquid metal in continuously InjectAd momen-
tum exchange takes place between the phases, and the vapor is condensed. This was done
for different inlet variables, amounts of va;k,)r along the nozzle and In the maixing part of
the condensing ejector. Injected-nwtal flo'vrateit and temperatures, and diffrent pres-
sures.

The analysis showed th~t contInu~xi& Injection of the liquid inetal Increases the
cycle's thermal efficiency by abo~ut 10o%, as compared with that of the cycle with single
isoaric injection of the total amount of liquid metal.

To determine the toses in thw mixing sectlon. lot us consider the idealized liquid
acceleration with an Infinite number of lquid-Injertion points 12271.

A stream with mas's rate Ohl upon pastling through the reactor expands from initial
state 1' ( Fig. 119) using a %*rtain portion of itit avallahle enthalpy, Here the velocity
increases from v, to vt. (point A of Flit. 124). After thisa. the vapor flo mies, with
some fraction of the aubcooled liquid. the resulting Mws assumes an. equilibrium stab
III with Velocity v1 IIfete. 1. At the All stafer the available eneriv Is ful ly utilised sod
the working fluid is In state Qj. The last itaje terminates by Injection of t remainingI
part of the liquid. The stravri velocity at the @etetr exitItv 01

FIgure 12$ Illustrak's this pr~ftcso -nn Iternardiate stalp of the condenstiW
ejector. The following notathsn fis used: I11* the mixed flow at the ejector Outlet: Is
and I" art' the respective Inlet vapor and liquid flows- pho and tn's are the reupotlvv
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vapor and liquid mass flows; x4 to the relative vapor mass flow at the two-phase noz.?Je
Inlet [this quantty is identical to x io Eqs. (6. 47) and (S. 50)) and I'to the vapor enthalpy
drop (segment 11-2' in Fig. 119).

Fig. L"4 Velocity diagram into'
oamdsuslg eject"r mftlg sec-
tion Rbaved ca thermoifimatc
=n-I transbratlcl.Ft 12.Ier die
KEY: 1) Inlt section; 2) e3ft stae in th. mixing sec-
mwe~tion; 3) mixing section tino oonldesling ejec-

After a part of ths avalable outalpy bas been uttIfted, the iz~ure velocityat the
Inlt o nyin~rmditsstage tov(Fig. 185. Drn nI~fsmi ieItrr1

ldo misurs, eapad by an wsmt corresponding to the pressue difference, -*. Tb.
corresponding enthalpy drat. .11 then bed f VWgSe lcfic volw.!o h
mixture to the given stagp). The iurveo iincreases by d1'v and becer -- v1
With the mixure at this velocity, a quantlty dxof the liquid to suppiedto it UO mix-
turivex & and thus acquires velocity v + dv. The flow velocty at tde ejecto;- eit
wth x - I the flowratebeing t'm ")rahsth au

We asane for our futlar dicsinta h pcfcvolui~ of the liquid I
s all asompared with that oftc vpo.Teiteeeg equaion whicdesrie

dowork of *epmmaslo vdlv di and the monmtum equation of the mnixture

lb. th difiereatial equation

ft will be assmed in 00mo hseuto.t a 040ticmal oomlnMtks
paeat the ties wbma liquid tInjctd Thn q.)S for tbo corropoiplg mis-

tuoand expaadon stop too! o.wfr

(6733



Then we assume that ratio di'/dx - const; during the entire process the enthalpy
drop " will be utilized, with the mass flow ratio changing from x to 1. Then Eq. (6.53)
becomes

('--- )Ix -; Xd.f (6.54)

where
For an nitial-elocityv 0  ,I .. :.,).

For an initial velocity vo = 0 and x = x the velocity toward the end of mixing proc-
ess (for x = 1) will be v and the corresponding kinetic energye

*1

1 2. (6.55)

The kinetic energy of the flow leaving the condensing ejector t :' co,prises a
+1yo 1 -xo

- part of the Initial kinetic energy x0 '. Its other part, - is lost in mixing.
2 2

In the case of single state mixing, then

i, : (6.56)

i.e., the energy loss according to Eq. (6.51) for v" = 0 is twice as much, that is (1 - x0).
Multistage injection thus can reduce mixing losses two-fold.

It is desirable to have at the inlet of a vehicle mounted MHD generator a two-phase!mtixtu- - w- h a given vapor fraction. This Is primarily due to the fact that the presence
of the vapor (gas) phase in the liquid metal does not always result In reducing the genura-
tor efficiency. Conversely, in a given range of generator operation modes the efficiency
increases with Increasing the vapor content [2231. In addition, the efficiency and output
power of a generator using a two-phase mixture is a function not only of the load, as in
the case of a lfquid-.n tal device, but Rlso on tia _helative content of the Ps phase [void
fraction]. Thus the presence of Liv vapor (gas) phase in liquid nietal provides for grentc.-
flexibility of generator oper.tion. This may be used for controlling its output, -,.ich is
particularly important for vehicular applications.

The maximum void fraction is determined by the limiting possible reduction in
the mixture's thermal conductivity. Here it should be kept in mind that the mass vapor
fraction is by several orders of magnitude lower than the volumetric vapor fraction, the
allowable limit of which is approximately 0.75 [sic] 12231. Here MHD generator opera-
tion with practically pure (vapor-less) liquid metal may be of interest.

let us consider the case when the flow leaving the condensing ejector is entirely
liquid, i.e., when the vapor Is fully condensed. The subcooling of the injected liquid
in this case should be determined so as to obtain a saturated exit liquid flow, which
eliminates excess thermal losses in the cycle. j

t
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We assume that vapor is coneoaeJ on expazolon and mixinS. The correspmding
change In the energy drop is expressed as

I. •* £ r (6.85')
I ro

Here Eq. (6.53) for mixig and ezpansion takes the form

A, xd I dx

and Instead of Eq. (6. 54) we get

(~. I t(6.68)

where

At' -' + (I -'0'

Solving thi? 1quation using integration factor xv for the sbame values of inlet and
exit values of x (A - x) and for vp = O, we get

X! " V! ' T V k) .T ri "  )

and when x = I we will get instead of Eq. (6.55) the expression

2(6.59)

Comparing this expression with Eq. (6. 56) we can conclude that if a liquid flow is
desired and the ejector exit, then stae-wtse injection of liquid is expedient only when
xo < 1/2.

Experiments on Acceleration of Liquid
by a Gas Flow

The present section presents data on experimental study of the accek u'tIon of
liquid injected into a high-speed gas stream by the latter. The experiment was needed
because known results on the drag, on which acceleration of the injected particles depends
were obtained for aircraft, turbines and other airfoils and are not suitable for particles
undergoing bcceleration motion

The most interesting experimental data on particle acceleration are presented in
12 3). The two-phase vapor liquid metal mixture was -.nodeled in the experimental setup
by mesw of compressed air and spherical particles of sand of properly selected size.
This is a conservative simulation, since air as the driver fluid is less dense than the
two-phase liquid metal and the sand is denser than the Injected liquid. The selection of
air and sand permitted test operation at ambient temperatures and eliminated any problem
due to change in particle size duing acceleration.
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I
1he overall view of the setup is shown in Fig. 126. The sand was coated with

contrasting black paint and a Fastax camera capable of taking 17, 000 frames per
second was used to photograph the travel of the sand paticles. Separate test series
were made with cylindrical and rectarngular subsonic and supersonic nozzles. Sand
Injection occurred just downstream of the nozzle throat. The drift tube extending from

,the nozzle -- modeling the condensing ejector - was made of Pyrex glass and therefore
photographic images of the sand ould be obtained at various positions downstream of
the nozzle. The test variables were: sand size - 177-500 A diameter; sand mass flow -
'45-12.5 g/sec; air pressure - 2.06-4. 16 kg/cm2, air mass flow - 40-90 g/sec.

The test data were used for constructini" curves of drag coefficient cd as a function
of particle Reynolds number Rep*

p

Fig. 126. Particle acceleration test ap-
paratus.
1) Sand injector; 2) recording Instruments;
3) glass drift tube; 4) camera; 5) nozzle;
6) air supply.

Figure 127 shows curves of Cd = f(Re P) for different values of parameter I
vd/v (v1 is the particle acceleration, V- is the particle velocity and d is the particle

p p pdiameter). It is seen from Fig. 127 that the drag coefficient Is proportional to the
particle acceleration. The same effect was observed by other Investigators with larger
particles. It is seen from these graphs that cd is dependent on the distance from thepoint of injection.

According to test data, a distance of only about 20 em is needed for accelerating
sand particles 500 p in diameter from 0 to 120 m/sec. At a distance of 30-40 cm from

'the point of injection the particles acquire velocities equal to 601% of the air velocity.
I 4he experimentally determined acceleration exceeds theoretical values, f.-und by extrap-
blating data on the drag of airfoils.|I
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Fig. 127. Drag coefficient vs.
Reynolds number with acoelera-
tion modulus a the paramtetr.

Experimental Heat-Transer Studies
in a Condensing Ejector

The rate of beat transfer between the subocoled liquid and saturated vapor is
studied by means of Heisler's diagrams for spherical particles 12341. However, these
diagrams do not cover the entire rang of parameters for which it I necessary to make
calculations for liquid metal MUD units. In addition, the efficiency of condensation for
small void fractions on be appreciably lower than that assumed In constructing these
diagrams with the result doat the heat transfer for alkali metals may not conform to
theoretical data obtained from these diagrams. This made it necessary to set up the
applicable experiment.

A stage of importance In preparing this experiment was developing a method for
measunrg the volume of the alkali metal vapor In the two-phase flow 12331, which is
needed for obtaining the condensation process characteristics. Prem and Parkins in
their report to the International Symposium on MHD Electric Power Generation held in
Paris in 1964 reported plans for study of heat transfer on a special test section which
should be completed In 1964, with half a year of tests planned.

Figure 128 depicts schematically the heat transfer test section, which Is a part of
a potassium test loop developed for performing extensive tests of the MHD device. This
section is used for study of heat transfer between potassium vapor and cooled liquid po-
tassium. The program of tests includes study, within wide limits, of the effect on heat
transfer of the flow velocity, temperature and pressure. The results of these tests are
intended for determining the ratios of vapor and liquid phases ensuring optimal operating
conditions for the two-phase nozzle which is a part of the condensing ejector and of the
drift tube, as well as for design of these devices.

It should be noted that according to preliminary heat transfer calculations using
Heisler's diagram, the condensation time in the ejector's mixing section should be of
the same order as the ocooleration time of the liquid phase (2331. Here the design
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values of the heat transfer coefficients (for maximum difference in the temperatures of
the vapor and liquid phases of the working fluid at the inlet and exit of the test section)
were from 1. 76. 102 to 1. 76. 105 watt/ 2 -deg.

4 4

Fig. 128. Heat transfer test section in the condens-
Ing ejector.

1) Vapor or vapor-liquid inlet; 2) subcooled liquid
injection; 3) injection chamber; 4) variable-length
mixing chamber: 5) electromagnetic flowmeter;
6) variable-length and cross section transition
section; 7) electrode location; 8) liquid injection
nozzle or atomizer; 9) vapor flow straightener.

FIgure 129 depicts schematically a potassium test loop facility, designed and con-
structed in the USA [ 233] for the study of necessary properties of liquid metals, testing
individual unit elements and subsequent demonstration of the operatiot, of the unit ts
prototype using this cycle. Its operating characteristics are:

Working fluid ... ................... K
Maximum temperature, °C .......... . . 870
Maximum metal vapor pressure, Newtons/m 2 . 2.7. l0
Maximum Hquid metal pressure, Newtons/m 2 . 11.75- 105
Maximum vapor fraction (by weight), % . . 5-20
Construction material ............. ... type 316

O stainless steel

The major components of the loop, surrounded by an argon filled enclosure are:
boiler 10, preheater 2, regenerative heat exchanger 12, reject heat exchanger 15,
electromagnetic pump 13, various tanks, demountable test sections. Instrumentation is
provided for measuring key parameters such as temperature, pressure and flowrate.

Potassium is supplied by a pump to the regenerative heat exchanger, then passes
the boiler and test section, the other side of the regenerative heat exchanger to an argon
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heat exchanger and back to the pump. The liquid metal from the pump flows to the argon
heat exchanger, where It is cooled, and then flows to the test section.

, -i I .I [F I7j 1-J " - !:<..) i
VI .1 .-- $ I/ il <" ""1 :."

! I -. ...... * i *l~ * .. . 1 .

1 S

I .- , , t .. . :. ' ,! i...

Fig. 129. Schematic of potassium test loop
facility.

1) To argon cooler; 2) potassium-to-air heat ex-
changer No. 2;l 3) to drain tank; 4) liquid level;
5) surge tank; 8) argon supply; 7) to vacuum pump;
8) vacuum tank; 9) test section; 10) hoiler; 11)
future line; 12) re generative heat exchnger; 13)
electromagnetic pump; 14) fill and drain tank;
15) potassium-air heat exchanger No. 1; 16) cold
trap; 17) variable heater: 18) enclosure.

KEY: a) g/sec.

3. Liquid Metal MmlD Generator Operating

on a Separating Cycle

Thermal Efficiency of the MHlD Generator

The cycle of an MHlD unit with separation using one working fluid (single-com-
ponent cycle) and with twe Immiscible liquids (two-component cycle) was analyzed
in [2181, 12313, [2351 and 12361. It war established that the efficiency of the two com-
ponent cycle is higher thin that of a single-comrponent cycle (neglecting friction losses).
The single-component cycle with separation Is thermodynamically less efficient due to
the need to beat the liquid to a temperature exceeding the average cycle temperature.
The two-component separating cycle is ewuined in great detail on the following assump-
tons (218]:

1) thbe vapor Is an ideal gas w" constant specific heat;
2) the temperature in the tw',-phase nasle decreases insignificantly a. compared

with the Inlet temperature;
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3) the liquid and the vapor condensate do not interact chemically;
4) the vapor is not soluble in the liquid;
5) the pressure of the saturated vapor of tWe liquid is zero;
6) the pressure along the MHD generator channel remains constant;
7) the liquid does not penetrate into the vapor loop and the vapor does not pene-

trate into the liquid loop.

Condition 1 results in a trivial error if use Is made of the effective molecular
weight, which yields the correct value for the nozzle exit density. Assumption 2 makes
it possible to apply equations of isothermal flow in the nozzle, with the error for flow-
rate ratios in mixtures of practical interest being quite insignificant. Conditions 3 and
4 are usually satisfied for liquids of interest here. The error due to assumption 5 is
minor. Condition 6 makes it possible to examine separately the MHD generator and
the diffuser, although partial o total pressure restoration may also take place in the
MHD generator. Assumption 7 appreciably simplifies the problem, since then effects
due to incompleteness of separation are not considered (below these effects are taken
into account by the separation efficiency r S).

The thermal efficiency of the cycle is given by

~ .(6.60pI ' p ." - ; 60)

where P is the electric power output of the cycle; P0 is the thermal rating of the reactor;

and Pcl is the cooling loss.

The electric power output of the cycle is equal to some fractiotrng of the kinetic

energy converted in the MHD generator, less the electric power for diving the conden-
sate pump, i.e.,

-1 -IO . -Ppam)2'. -. n S .% (,;, '.O,) lQo.. . ,' r'.ut .p l. (6. 61)

where ig is the generator efficiency, infl ia the mass flow of the liquid through the gen-

erator; Vg. in and Vg out are the liquid velocities at the generator inlet and outlet: rh

is the mnss flow of the vapor; pp. In and pp. out are the condensate pressures at the pump

inlet and exit, qp is the pump efficiency, and p con is the condensate density.

The cooling loss Pcl will be calculated on the assumption that the process in the

cooler takes place as follows: the vapor is first cooled from inlet temperature of the
cooler TIn el. to critical condensation temperature Tw is condensed, and then cooled

from Tw to the condensate temperature at the cooler exit Tout el" Then

p

i d V",,. ld. in "'10 1 .Ie.,d l, ,leo. ).( .
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Who re c is the specific beat of the vapor, L ts the latent heat of condensation and co
is the specific beat of the condensate.

The kinetic energy at theseparstor exit (at the generator Inlet) will be assumed
to be some portion q 5 of the kIbneic energy of the liquid leaving the two-owae nozzle,

(6.63)

In the diffusek the pressure ts raised by bu amount - pa, where p It the

pressure of the fluid at the reactor Inlet (at the difluser exit) and p2 is the pressure of
the liquid leaving the two-phase nozzle. This pressure drop can be represented as a
relationship for the velocity heat at the diffuser Inlet:

P' P.;I' i N

where isdt the %iffuser efficiency,

The velocity with which the liquid leaves the two-phase nozzle vot. ts assumed
to be equal to some portion (,n)tA of the Iseatropic exit velocity v1, I.e.,

To derive an expression for v 1 12371 we assume that vapor with tuolecular weight

M, specific beat c P and- mass flow rate & v enters the nozzle and is mined with a liquid
having density P f. specific beat On, and mass flow rate !I*. Let pt be the pressure,
T, the temnperature and v, the mixture velocity at the nozzle inlet; sv and a.,the specifll
entropies and I,,, and I f the specific enthalpies of the vapor and liquid, respectively.

The change in the specific entropy of the vapor flowing in the nozzle

where R~ In the universal gas constant.

Th.e corresponding change in the liquid's entropy

7Ue change in the mliure entropy

Ik li -lit l '1 1. 1 r
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In the flow of a homogeneous mixture heat transfer from the vapor to the liquid ts
reversible. Hence under adiabatic flow conditions and in the absence of friction the
mixture flow is isentropic, i.e., As = 0. Then we get from Eq. (6. 68)

y) V, V V r (6.69)

The change in specific vapor enthalpy for flow in a two-phase nozzle

I"Aiv -4i,, .1, ( "). (6. 70)

the corresponding change In the liquid's enthalpy

';fl . 'nl ,'n r..  '} ', ' '  :"(6.71)

With the assumptions made, we get from the energy-balance equation for a steady-
state process at the nozzle inlet and outlet

, , * : ,, :) * . 0. (6.72)

Substituting At v and Atfl from Eqs. (6.70) and (6. 71) Into Eq. (6. 72), we get

v"IV,
I ( " . , , 1,

. tf .',,(, (1; i) :' "". (6.7a1

Substituting here T2 from Eq. (6. 69), we find v

.- 2-'" - Xt

P, en X~)kv 'i

It :.) t' n)j[li} (6. 74)

For low ihvnfif1 which are of practical interest the exponential expression contain-

Ing ratio p2/p can be approximated by two first terms of a series expansion of this ex-
pression

V* SI " a) V" ?a

"1a I e82
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Substituting Eq. (6.75) into Eq. (6.74), we get

14:" (6. 76)

Upon simultaneous transformation of Eqs. (6.61)-(6.65) and (6.76) we get the ratio
of the output electric power of the cycle to the cooling loss in the form

If
" :° ( (.7

11KI (p l: m 'a p s * "

where

( " 11 , ,,, 'I.'d.,.. , C(",, - W~.,

Substituting this value of P e/Pcl into Eq. (6. 60) we get the thermal efficiency of the

cycle, which Is not presented here due to cumbersomeness of the expression. -

Acceleration of Liquid In a Two-Phase Nozzle
with a Separator

As was mentioned previously, an MHD cycle with separation is thermodynamically
more efficient when two working fluids are used (two-component cycle). One of the beslc
problems in operating a facility with this cycle Is efficient acceleration of the liquid
phase of the working medium In the two-phse nozzle by means of' the kinetic energy of
expanding vapor of the second working fluid. These working fluids should be mutually
Immiscible, or little soluble over the entire range of cycle temperatures.

One-dimensional flow of a two-pbs.. nozzle on assumption of absence of friction
mrd beat trawfer to the nozzle wall was examined In great detail by Elliot In the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory of California Institute of Technology, with the results reported,
among others, In 1225) and 1238). It w" assumed In his analysis that the liquid forms
spberloal droplets all of the same Initial dLameter, and that the droplets break up when-
ever the Weber, based on the slip velocity was

Ve , . •,(6. 78)
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if the slip velocity (vv - vfi) is maintained during a time longer than the natural oscilla-
.1

tion period of the droplet -'; # , as is generally the case in a two-phase nozzle.

in the above expressions p v is the vapor density, ofl Is the liquid density, d is

the droplet diameter, vv is the vapor velocity, vft is the liquid velocity and a is the

liquid's surface tension.

It was also assumed that the dimensions of the newly formed drople.s are such
that for them We = 6. Here the maximum or critical droplet diameter was determined
from

, ,, . (6. 79)

where s = ivVfl is the slip and v is the steady state equilibrium velocity.

Let us consider the two-phase flow in a nozzle section at distance x from the
inlet. The pressure in this section is denoted by p and the cross sectoreal area by F.
It i obvious that

where

rn~

The momentum of the mixture at steady state equilibrium vel'city : and constant
pressure is

Alence

Since m t n, const, then the gradient of the momentum is

When there is no friction at the nozzle walls dM/dx is equal to the negative of the
pressure gradient over the entire flow area, I.e.,
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Amu

Substituting here the previously obtained value of F, we have

S (I \ *J)(6.80)

We now express t%k: gas (vapor) velocity in terms oi a and f

Substitwtin the above valus of v and vi Into Eq. (6. 80) and miaking use of the fact &hAI Z2W = dY, we got an expresedon for the momentom In the form

In the limit of leetrocl flow the &Uip to zero and then the acugli Isntrapic veloo-
lty gradlst to givenby

A second Importedt fedora of the flow, I.ea., the grailent of the slip, ean be
found as folows. Bach drop to acted Wpon by drag prteurt F~ and Ioroe F prodtioed
by ptesser. dftremce

F, *"4' 4,0S.

where e4 to~ the drag coe~doant.

a ma be seemed ajiproxinealy for snmil Reyuokl uzuorv (Re 0. 0)
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From the last three equations we get the value of the velocity gradient

''l°" ' ? (6. 88)
'flfl t "d f

From Eq. (6.82) dvfl/dx Is written in the form

, ' ,) , ' , ( , .(6.89)

Solving tle above expression for di/dx and expressJng In the procers dvfl/dx by means of

Eq. (6.88), we get the slip gradient

(, ') .*j. S

S ' ', "' ''t* ''- (690)

walls and meglecting vapor formation during expansion of tha mixture remains constant

an can be expressed as I

I. * , '" fl (6. 91)

The trnnsir of heat between the liquid and vapor pbases during nozzle flow Is char-
aicterzld by equations presented below. The rate of convective transfer of heat from the
liquid droptsts to thb vapor In

where k in the heat tratsfer coefficient ad N - if 1 /vd'of ts the number of droplet.,

The beat trarsfer coeffictents can be obtalWd from the relatlonshl 12391: 
tor Re < 1.0

for 1.0 Rib S 2.5

for Re 1 25.0
" a-



Due to circulation of the fluid inside 'he droplets, their inside temperature is
uniform, so that

" " I (6.93)

From Eqs. (6.92) and (6. 43) we get the gradient of the lquil'a temperature along the
flow

(6.94)

This equation does not take into account the effect due to formation of additional vapor
during mr le expansion of the mixture. However, as is noted In [2381, this effect is
inslgnifcar'.

Experimental Studies of the Two-Phase NIozzle

The previously presented system of equations was used for computer calculation
of the taeoretical characteristics of a two-phase nozzle for the flow of nitrogen-water
and Freon 1301 (CBrF) - water mixtures [2381. The calculations were made for drop-
let diameters of 0.05-0.127 cm. It was established that due to breakup of larg" drops
according to Eq. (6.79) the exit velocity does not depend on the initial droplet diameter,
if it is below a certain value (in the case at hand 0.0254 cm). This conclusion point- tn
the theoretical feasibility of efficient nozzle operation without preatomization of the
liquid.

Calculations showed that the exit veiacity tor the nitrogen-water mixture is 85%
of the isentropic exit velocity corresponding to zero droplet diameter, while for the
Freon-water mixture it is 91%. This is attributable to the higher Freon density, which
requires less slip for the same drag on the water droplets,

Figure 130 presents theoretical and experimental values of the exit velocities of
the aitrogen-water mixture for a nozzle inlet pressure of 10.5 atm abs, exit pressure
1.05 atm abs and temperature 21.6. Theoretical curve I was obtained for above-
critical droplet sizes. The same figure shows by a dashed line the isentropic velocity
curve for d 0. Figure 131 presents these cu, yes for the Freon-water mixture for the
same inlet and exit conditions and temperrtures from 4. 7 to 12. '*C.

It should be noted that the experimental characteristics of the two-phase nozzle
were obtained with rough initial (at the nozzle inlet) atomization of the liquid and with
total absence of droplets with critical and below-critical diameters. This derives the
theoretical conclusion that It is possible to obtain efficient acceleration of the liquid
without fine pre-atomlzation.

Figure 132 depicts a test section for experiments with the two-phase nozzle (2381.

The nozzle contour was selected so that the slip velocity varies along the nozzle approxi-

mately as (v/p))/I, where v and p are the local mean velocity and pressure, respectively.
The nozzle was 127 cm long, with a 35. 6 em entrance diameter and 13.2 exit diameter,
the throat diameter being 8,07 cm. The size corresponds roughly to a conversion sys-
tem of 125 kv electric output.
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Fig. 130. Comparison of predicted and
measured nozzle and separator exdt veloc-ities for the nitrogen-water mixturc.

1) Nozzle; 2) separator.

Fig. 131. Comparison of pre-
dicted and measured nozzle exit
velocity of the Freon 1301-water
mixture.

FIg. 132. Overall view of experimental two-phase
nozzle in operation.
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The sernlvertex angle of the convergent part of the nozzle Is 200, while the semi-
vertex angle of the divergent part to 2.5'. The nozzle cross section near the threat
changes quite smoothly, so that the slip would be limited to 0.5. The mixr (injector)
has 1656 paIrs of impinging jets of nitrogen and water, uniformly distributed across the
entrance diameter of the noazle. This provided uniform mi*ure-rato distribution by
making the water jets converge at a right angle. The holes were rectangular with sides
of 0.0127 x 0.33 cm for nitrogen and 0. 1015 x 0,33 cm for water. The nozzle was tested
for a range of water/nitrogen mixture ratios from 16 (iv - 2.76 kgec, ii 4.17 k/hec)

to 70 (ti v = 1.8 kgssec, m 81.8 kg/hec). The pressure drop along the injection jets

was 11.95-2. 11 atm abs for nitrogen and 0.98-2.67 atm ohs for watei. The mean veloe-
ity i was calculated by dividing the total flow by the nozzle throat cross section. The

Ir measured velocities at the nozzle exit ranged from 144 to 89 mioec for a flow-rate ratio
range from 15 to 70. The experimental and theoretical data are compared In Fig. 130.

In the Freon experiment the latter was supplied to the mixer (injector) at . -56.74C
was evaporated after injection, reaching a superheat from -18 to -9. SC, changing in the
process the water temperature from -15 to -7"C. Figure 131 compares the experimental

data with calculated results obtained on assumption of total evaporation of the Freon. it
is seen from this figure that total liquid vaporization will yield full agreement between
the theoretical and experimental nozzle characteristics.

It was concluded in (2381 on the bals of analysis of experimental data for a two-
phase nozzle operating on a Freon-water mixture that Li in such a nozzle will efficiently
vaporize Ce (or K, or Pb), since the heat-transfer properties of liquid metals are better
than those of the Freon-water mixture.

Figure 133 shows a theoretical curve of a two-phase nozzle for LI-Cs for an inlet
mixture pressure of 14. 15 abs atm, exit pressure of 1.41 atm abs and temperature
1100"C [2381. The vapor pressure of Li in the calculations was assumed to be constant
and approximately equal 1o 0. 14 atm abs, while its surface tension was taken as 23
Newtons/ml. The concentration of Cs dissolved in Li was assumed to be 6% by weight.
The initial diameter of droplets was taken as 0. 127 ca, and It was assumed that the
exit velocities do not change up to droplet diameters of 0. 0507 cm.

The dashed curve in Fig. 133 to that for Isentropic velocity. It is seen from Ums
figure that the predicted exit velocities of the Li-Cs mixture comprise 88% of the fsen-
tropic velocity. The theoretical and experimental studies thus show that it is poslible
in two-phase nozzles of acceptable length exit velocities amounting to from 85 to 90% of
the lWentropic leaving velocity.

Separator Experiments

A conical separator placed at the inlet of the two-phase nozele was tested first in
conjunction with the development of jet pumps for rocket engines r3371. These expert-
ments showed that it is possible to develop such a pump with a two-phase nozzle andW
separator as Its main elements.

Figure 134 shows one such separator operating together with a two-phase nozzle
being tested on an air-water mixture. The separator was conical with semivertex angle
of 15", passing into a toroid of 32 mm radius curvature. The conial part deflects Itie
gas from rectilinear motion upon leaving the nozzle and collects the atomized liquid into
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Fig. 133. Predicted nozzle-
exit velocities of cesium-
lithium mixture.

*,.

Fig. i34. Experimental two-phase drive nozzle and
experimental conical separator.

1) Li4ud nlet; 2) liquid-injection tubes; 3) aperture
plate; 4) gas vapor inlet; 5) nozzle; 6) separator.

a film; the bulk of the remaining gas is removed by centrifugal forces produced in the
flow In the trruid. These experiments determined ia, the ratio of the kinetic energy

of the liquid at the separator exit to the kinetic energy of the liquid at the two-phase
nornle outlet, which whon recalculated for a separator for a 500 kW unit amounted to

0. 86 12221.

A relationship was also obtained between the liquid loss in the separator and the
width of the annulus which taps the liquid film at the separator exit, for different values
of gas. liquid ratios at the separator inlet. It was established that with an Increase in
the width of this annulus the liquid flow through it first Increases quite'rapidly, then
slower and for a given annulus width (0.51 mm) it reaches a maximum. It was found
that about 20MV of the total liquid leaving the nozzle is atomized to such an extent that it
does not Imrpinge on the separator body, and that part which does impinge forms of
foam-like mixture with a gas, liquid volume ratio of about 4. Losses of liquid in the
separator (by being carried away by the vapor) depends on the gas to liquid ratio and
according to the tests made comprised not less than 6% of the total mass flow of the
mixture. It Is obvious that these characteristics had to be substantially improved before
the separator can be used as a part of an MHD facility.
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Subsequently this type of separator was tested as a part of an MHD facility 12221.
The purpose here was to evolve structural elements of the separator which would pro-
vide for minimum hydraulic losses, reduce losses (bypass) of the liquid as well as ob-
taining a liquid film with a specified vapor content.

Figure 135 shows the arrangement of a two-phase nozzle, separator and MHD
generator for a 500 kw facility using an Li-Cs mixture. The separator of this facility
together with a two-phase nozzle was tested on the nitrogen-water mixture 1225). The
initially tested separator had an annulus at the end of its conical part, for liquid removal
(Fig. 136).

The measured velocities at the separator exit are shown in Fig. 130, which also
depicts a theoretical curve calculated on assumption of liquid flowing along a flat plate
with boundary-layer thickness equal to the thickness of the liquid film at the separator
surface. As is seen from Fig. 130, the experimental points are In quite satisfactory
agreement with the predicted velocity distribution.

The measured separator exit velocity was 70% of the nozzle exit velocity for a
mifture ratio rnfl v 14 and 83% of the nozzle exit velocity for mfl/Aiv 70.

Fig. 135. Schematic layout of two-phase nozzle, sep-
arator and MHD generator of a 500 kW vacility.

1) Two-phase nozzle; 2) separator; 3) lithium film: 4)
MHD generator; 5) diffuser; 6) to radiator.

Due to tfue relatively high liquid losses in this separator. its design was modified
(Fig. 137). n addition to the primary liquid-capture slot at the MHD generator inlet
a secondar) capture slot was provided for removing liquid carried by the gas post the
first slot. A set of extension rings was used to determine the effect of primary capture
slot position relative to the geometric Impingement point of the jet. In addition, a sec-
ond separator with a straight cone, shown by the dotted line, was used for comparison
with the curved cone. The experimentally determined efficiency of capture by the pri-
mary slot as a function of the gas and liquid volume ratio VvAV f at the primary slot In-

lot for different slot widths b is ahoy n in Fig. 138.
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Fig. 136. Conical part of experimental
separator,

(I

Fig. 137. Experimental conical separator.

1) Flow in; 2) curved cone, 3) point of return of
secondary flow- 4) straight cone; 5) geometric
impingement point; 6) extension ring- 7) secondary
capture slot; 8) gas outlet: 9) secondr ay liquid
outlet: 10) liquid outlet; 11) primary CL, ture slot.

By reducing the slot width it was possible to reduce the amount of gas entering
the primary slot :ogether with the liquid; this incrensed the flow bypassing the primary
slot. This effect made it possible to obtain a liquid film with volumetric gasAiquid
ratios from 0.5 to 2.0. For ratios from 1. 0 and Above less than 5I, of the liquid by-
passes the primary slot. I

The effectiveness of the secondary slot is illustrated by Fig. 139. As is seen,
the secondary slot collects from 60 to S0O of the liquid bypassing the primary slot.
Here the total liquid losses (by weight) in the separator amount to 0.5-1.56% of the
separator flow.
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Fig. 138. Capture effect- Fig. 139. Capture effect-
iveness of primary slot. Iveness of primrary and sec-

1) mfl~n - 2; 2)nln~,,vondary soscombined.

Eperimnus en with reucedbl eteon gsmsue the k-aso liquid posuots o9 ih h w

show th byass f lq~d pot th prmar slths a fmon s th funtio of the iudcow

the ext cron sectin of te two- hase nozzeb/l(o oumee sow in = 4. 141,

effctienss.Whn V* i rftod o 1 5 heliqdloss smont toi cae 90% o the re

removed frod theigh sepaatortors.

The~~~~~~~~~~fdsinn separator wt the cuvdcvUaque osuyth feto euigt
thecyce, hrogha sot n te cnes sr~as (oin 3InF.lct l3ofes eliqwi cap-T

~~~~~~~~~~rturned to thecc, secondary slt tIcrenfjewvloiynlction.i h eaao h

to njetio ofthesectAMliqid lowthru~ ths sot s afuntio oftheliqid lo
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a) a)

~b I :

Fig. 140. Bypass of Fig. 141. Experimental and
liquid past primary slot theoretical reduction of sepa-
as a function of the area rator exit velocity due to sec-
of cone C&'Is section with ondary mixture injection
the extens ion ring of the through separator cone sur-
primary slot to the nozzle face.
outlet cross sectional area. KEY: a) Separator velocity
1) Straight cone; 2) curved reduction, %; b) secondrry
cons. injected flow, .

KEY: a) Percent liquid
flow bypassing primary
s1Lt

Experiments with the Two-Phse Diffuser

To find a suitable diffuser geometry a series of retngular and annular diffusersI
with various contraction ratios and divergence angles were tested 12251. Ito best
geometries for volume ratios in the neighborhood of 2.0 were found to incorporate al
contraction area ratio of about 0. 75, a throat-lngth/gap ratio (for the rectangular
diffuser) of albout 16, and a divergence half-tngle of 3. 750. Figure 142 presents the
efficiency of the annular diffuser and the best rectangular diffusers as a function of
Inlet gasAiquid volume ratio ait Inlet velocities between 42. 5 and 91. 5 rn/sec. The
efficiency ts the ratio of diffuser discharge pressure to inlet Isentropic stagnation
pressure. it is seen from the figura that Umw efficiencies of Ume best diffusers ie on
a straight line and range from ~d 0. 86 at a volume retio of 0 to 17dO.W6 at

Vv I- 4. 0.

1,~

Fig 142. Expertmental
two-phase diffuser effici-

4V KEY: a) Annular diffuser;
S b) rectangular diffusers.
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Simulated Tests of the Unit, Testing of
Working Fluids and Materials

The schematic of the section for simulated facility tests is shown in Fig. 143 12251.
This facility simulated the basic elements of a missile power plant developed in the USA
for use with the SNAR-50 reactor. The tests were performed at the Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory of the California Institute of Technology [2251 to clarify the condition. and the
operating features of various cloaed-cycle operating modes, with the Iop including an
injector, two-phase nozzl, separator, liquid return line for the liquid removed from
the separator and auxiliaries. The facility was tested with a nltrogen-water mixture.
Six return lines were connected from the diffuser outlet to the Injector Inlet through
check valves to prevent reverse flow after starting. The main pump provided starting
flow through the start line, the nitrogen flow was adjusted in keeping with the set-up's
operation.

Makeup water flow to compensate for the water lost with the nitrogen exhaust was
provided fromi an auxiliary pump through a pres.ure regulator.

Smooth startup of the facility on closed-loop operation was provided by a throttle
valve located at the diffuser exit. The throttle valve was closed gradually on start up
until the diffuser discharge pressure exceeded the injector inlet pieesure, causing the
return check valves to open. Further clos!ng of the throttle valve, accompanied by re-
duction of tha main pump flo.w. caused an increasing proportion of the injoctor 'low to le
supplied from the return lines. Finally the throttle valve was fully closed, the main
pomp was turned off, and closed-loop operation was established at partial flow.

I r- 1-41
1! II I I ,~

2 If

Fig. 148. Piping arrgemnt for closed-

1) Pro "an pump Iwateri: I) start line;
3) chlck vaes; 4 injector; 5) ntbvn line:
6) pressure regulator: 7) makeup line fwater;
8) nosale: 5) separator; 10) nItrgen eAtust:
11) seomary flow return line: 12) throttle
vsv; 13) diffuser; 14) return line (for closed-
loop Wperatio .
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Operation under cloed-loop conditions was four.d to be smooth and stable, and .jny
operating point within the closed-loop range could readily be reached by varying the
nitrogen flow rate and tho. makeup feed pressure.

A survey was made of possible worki.ag fluids for use in spam%. For operation at
1000-I 100.C nozzle inlet temperature her are four fluids with vapor pressures suitable
for the vapor loop: cadmium, cesium, potassium and rubidium. For the liquid loop
there are eight liquids with low enough vapor pressures to prevent excesslve carry-over
to the vapor loop, anJ low enough melting points to avoid plugging of the radiators:
aluminum, bismuth, gallium, indium, lead, lithium, magnenium, and tin. Of the re-
sulting 32 possible worklng-flu'd pairs, adcquate solubility data for cycle analysis exists
only for the potassium-lithium and cesium-lithium combinations.

Studies of solubilh.% of potassium In lithium showed that at 8 15C approximately
I' and at 980C as much as 151 of the potassium is dissolved in the lithium. These
values are excessive and hence the K-Li o:mhination was d.scarded in favor oi Ce-Li.
The solubilitv of cesiuri in lithium at I100C is about 7. 5T.

To determine the nozzle inlet prssure for performance analysis, the vapor pres-
ure of a saturated solution of lithium in cesium over the temperature range 925-1 100C

was measured 1225, 2401.

To determine the conditions which would enoure the required lifetime of the facility
a number of tests was set up on the erc 4lon of the metal by a high-ve!ocity flow of l~quid
and of the effect of lithium on the insulation of MRD generators 12251. These tests Atowed
that a service life of 1000 hours fi possible even with ibe preaetly available materials.

4. Evaluation of Liquid Metal MHD Units for Movirng Craft

Condensing MHD Conversion Systems

Condensing conversion systems (see Fig. I11) are examined in prospective desigrs
for prodcing power in the 10 kW to 100 MW range and more. Apolieatten of uich cycles
ir ' *.rg investigated for the supply of power at locations where aess is limited (pace,
underwater and remote terrestrial le'cationa) (2331. The outstantug foatres of the
hiquid metal MIlD In such a application are high reliability, slue there are no movint
mechanical components. and high-temperature heat rejection whi'b permits obta"uiW a

",or density.

Below are preseted certain characteristics of such a it for a low-output space
power system. No use at central statiomry generating plants where it would be use as
the U to portion of W iary cy-ole will be disctiosed further on.

As an example of the eIpedted performance in a .WMce OpW1iOatt, work was dens
for a cycle birsed of the use .t a mixture conaainf four pait ltWhium and ae part d
potssium 1233. ThU theortal effieieny of an uvpdlinlsd cycle with eyele Watanmd
radiator Wnlet temperWrea of 1090 sad 740, re.pecrUwvy, was dsteried to 164.
Assuimig 709 for th. electrical Iperator elfttiency avd 7O% for the r ld=lcai e'ffcIl-
eriev (" due to all other factors ouch as notyk performar and penmpig require-
ments), tl ac ta "version effkcency from heat to eketrlc4ty is 81 . Due to tWe
better atnk vvdtons for a romote terroetrial or %twerater pojwer supply, a still
higher efficieney con be realized.
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I Fig. 144. Phantom view Of 500 kW ucear-powere Ispacecraft MHDI conversion system USA project.
1) MHD generator; 2) inner coaxial tube wih shell;3) diffuser; 4) reactor control system; 5) mu 1 foldahead Jf radiator;, 6) main-flow lnjection-fiuld bypass;7) condensng ejectors; 8) ra" iaInjector; 9) l&as tageof condensing ejector; 10) manifold downstream of
radiator; 11) oondensatlon zcne.

rated at 500 kW and using Na as the working fluid 12321. The converter uses regenera-

diffusor is made up of two cocentric components, of which the outer (annular) diffuserdecelerates the workiD n~ mtu xrcigiskntc nry tteei rmtidiffuser the flow breaks up into two strems. One stream passes through the radiator
heatexchngr for Subcoo~lng, while the other passes through the regenerative heateXCIngrt a two-phase?=ozie. The Innerdiffuser delay. soine 5%~of thetotl flowand raises It to the reactor pressure level.

The reactor is composed Of two coaxial and expanding tubes of which tMe Innermovable tube serves for reactor control and scram. The requisits, controls aod Instru-ments are built into the inner tube.

The transformation sow, consists of several nozzle and mixing sections Jeandeau-Ing ejectors) having approximately equal cross ' m00tion. Injection to effectedI via radially]oo0ated'souule tahiti fed from the inner tube.

Belo1w Are enumerated the principal data for the above 500 k'", AC MRlD conversionsYstem using Na as the working fluid:
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Temperature, *C:
at the reactor inlet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* 550
at the reactor eit .- .. . . . . . . . 960

Reactor diameter, cm-
inside . . . . . . . .* . . . 9

Number of transformation stages..... . . . . . 6
Maximum workting-fluid velocity In the loop, mbsee 140
Avrgediameter f lD generator duct, cm .. .. . .. 4
Working fluid parameters in the MHlD duct:

velocity, m~nc.... .. . . . . . . . o
electrical conduactivity (ohms-W)1 . . . . . . . . . . 2-100
temiperature, T . .o .. .. 1 * * *** 550

Ratio of compression work to usefuil (outp-t) poe. . . o. 0.08

It is stated In 12321 that such a system was designed for 50 Megawatts 20 WV.
50 cps. overall efficiency is estimated at 32% when using mercury at temperatures
from 600 to 1600C.

I C'

2

Fig. 145. MHlD-steam binary cycle.
1) Nozzle; 2) MHlD generator; 3) drft tube; 4) converter; 6)
liquid-vapor mixture line (104t vapor, 90% liquico; 6) liquid
metal boiler; 7) liquid metal lina; 8) steam generator;, 9)
superheater; 10) reheater; 11) steam-turbine generator; 12)
condenser; 13) condensate pump-. 14) regenerative heaters;
15) feed pump.

Figure 145 shows schematically a binary cycle, In which the liuzid-metal con-
verter serves as a topping unit of a conventional steam cycle. The beat is supplted to
the liquid-metal workin fluid by ombuatlon of a fossil fuel or In a reactor. lliq liquid
metal leaving the Mh= generator enters the steam superheater and then the steam gen-
erator, where the 'sensible beat of teliquid metal Is transferred to the convenioncal
steam cycle.

For a binary cycle of 1000 Megawatts consisting of MHD and conventional steam
cycle operating at maximnum temperatur, of 8700C, the MKD topping unit generates
about 125 Megawatts. This results In an overall efficiency 14% higher than the achiev-
abl steam cycle efficiency. The annual fuel savings for a 30 0 per 10' BTU fuel
amounts to $2. 8.10o The structural material used was type 316 stainless steel, (2331.
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Some outstanding features of the liquid metal MHD toping cycle are: 1) higher
plant efficiency; 2) required temperatures are in a range where available materials
can be used for components; 3) multiple steam reheat can be oonvniently engineered
in the plait design and fhther Improves the steam-cycle performance: 4) only low
vapor quality metal Is required from the heat raising unit, which reduaes the possibility
of tube burnout; 6) with an all" metal faroace the hIghest cycle temperature is associa-
ted with low stam pressure, resulft In better tube material utiltzatlon.

separating MUD Conversion system

The project of MHD converters with separation studied In greatest detail and most
extensively researched is that of a nuclear 14HD system rated at 300-500 kW and using
Cs-Li 1225). The experimental data obtained with this facility were presented above.
The assumptions emnloyed in the analysis were as follows: 1) 0.$ % of the lithium en-
tering the separator flows to the vapor loop; 2) the facility uses a separator with pri-
mary and secondary liquid capture slots, 9% of the liquid bypasses the primary slot and
Is returned to the separator with a 3% velocity reduction; 3) the generator efficiency
(considering friction losses between the separator and generator. as wall as between
the generator and diffuser) is 70% ; 4) the diffuser efficiency is 86% ; 5) the efficiency
of the vapor-loop electromagnetic pump is 50%; 6) the pressure drops across the reac-
tor, radistor and mixer Is 0.7 atm abse; 7) a DC convereer Is used (from 20 V at the
MBD generator output to 5000 V).

Results of analysis of cycle efficiency (ratio of output electric power less the
power for driving the vapor-loop pump, to the thermal output of the reactor) are pro-
seated in Fig. 146. It Is seen from the figure that the maximum cycle efficiency on
the above assumptions Is 5.7%. The thermal power of the reactor for the above effici-
ency Is 6100 kW. Such a reactor using U with a high burnup is about 700 kg. A more
conventional design would weigh about 1600 kg.

"I/ i I
Fig. 146. Estimated efficiency
of oesium-lithium cycle.

1) Nozzle inle. temperature is
11004C.

Th wet oft te conversion system (nozzle, separator, diffusers, cesium pump,
p~ft and generators, Including magnets and busbars) for a Nb-Zr magiet system is
about "0-1600 kg.
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Table 21. Weight of Basic Compo-
nents of a 300 kW Liquid-Metal MHD
Power Plant with Separation

e)(-, ,, E" * -'* ' 1 '
e)1.

:

: "{~~I .: , ]' .,-
7 I .

KEY: a) Component: b) weight, kg;
c) specific weight, kgjcw; d) reac-
tor; e) conversion system; f) voltage
converter; g) radiator; h) total.

The 20 to 5000 V converter would have an efficiency of about 86.5% and a specific
wetght of 3.76 kgvw. For an output of 300 kwN the converter Input power should be
347 kw and weigh 1100 kg.

According to design studies the specific weight of the radiator should be
6.83 kg/ 2 , a radiator for a 800 kw facility thus weighing 1100 kg. It is more realis-
tic to assume a specific radiator weight of 13.7 kg/mr, giving a total radiator weight
for a 300 kw plant of 1800 kg.

Tab.c 21 presents the weights of the system's basic components.

The shield weight of the nuclear reactor depends strongly on the spacecraft con-
figuration and on the system's location. Approxdmately the shield weight is estimated
at 900-1800 kg for a total dose of neutron and gamma radiation of 1013 neutrons/cm 2

and lolerg/gm, respectively.

As was previously noted, available data make it possible to construct such a con-
version system even at present and have it operate continuously for not less than 1000
hours.
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APPENDIX 1: Physical Properties of Certain Liquid Metals and Alloys
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APPENDIX 2. Specific Heats of Some Electrolytes
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KEY: 1) Liquid; 2) melting temperature, C; 3) Heat of usion, 10- J."g; 4) boiling temperature
at p= 1 5 Newtons/n 2 , -C; 5) heat of vaporization, 10-3 J/kg; 6) density; 7) specific heat 8)
dynamic viscosity; 9) thermal conductivity; 10) kg/ 3 ; 11) Jcg-dcg.; 12) Newton-sec/."; 13)
watt/n-deg. , 14) bismuth, Bi (atomic weight 209. 0); 15) gallium, Ga (atomic weight 69. 72);
16) potassium, K (atomic weight 39.096); 17) lithium, Li (atomic weight 6.94); 18) sodium, Na
(atomic weight 22. 997); 19) alloy Na22K78 (atomic weight 33.9); 20) alloy Na56K44 (atomic weight
28. 1); 21) tin, Sn (atomic weight 118. 7); 22) mercury, Hg (atomic weight 200. 61); 23) rubidium,
Rb (atomic weight 85. 48); 24) antimony, Sb (atomIc weight 121. 76); 25) lead, Pb (atomiAc weight
207.21), 26) alloy of Pb-Bi. (atomic weight 208); 27) cesium, Cs (atomic weight 132.91).
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APPENDIX 2. Specific Heats of Some Electrolytes

r 1. I0 ; n -+" . IL 

,CI I:S -. 0. . 3.433. '
Ciz*SOl 15? :-.. 3.Z.14.0

KEY: 1) Electrolyte; 2) specific heat ' (J/kg-deg)- 103.

A) Note: Values of specific heat are presented for electro-
lytes dissolved In the proportion of one mole of electrolyte
per n moles of water. All the data are for a pressure of l0
Newtons/n 2 (760 mm of Hg).

APPENDIX 3. Thermal Conductivity of Certain Electrolytes

N 1, .f;IC 14 ttt. .+ %. l

25 33 1 401S

!l..S , [0.590 0.53l - .
KO; I 0.5.

N~f..)l O.S' , " '..u... 0 I~.r, 0.6 1+ G .N"CI
NII4 C-I c,5',....,."......

KEY: Electrolyte; 2) thermal conductivity coefficient, watt/n-
-degree, at T = 20*C and concentration, .
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APPENDIX 4. Viscosity of Sea Water [2361

F,. .. 2I'.*I u . U: r U. . r

I 1 4 .. P

I ., .

IgIr 1' ' (, i, .*,'.* C'

water to the viscosity of potable* water at temperature, C.

'*7U visoostty of potable water is taken at Or,.

APPENDIX 5. Comnposition of Salts In Sea Water* 12321

I.' €, C. P. e . • . 0 "

2. 1

0.0; 1 %.*: 0.0 1

KEY: 1) Ions; 2) numb r of grmsa of Ion per 1 kgof 120; 3)
in % of the total weight of all the tons.

*For a total salinity of t = 34. 4820/r
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